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OPINION 

SUfl'ln'l~ny 

This dedsion approves the nlcrger of Pacific Enterprises and Enova Corporation. 

It finds that savings (iom the n\erger are $288 million to be computed oVer five yeMs 

and distributed to ratepayers arid shareholders, SO/50,o\'er five years. (Becauseof 

adjustments ratepayers will receive $175 million.) It finds that to mitigate the e((ects of 

San Diego Gas '&. Electric Company's (SDG&E) loss as a potential (ompetltor and 

SOuthern California Gas Company's (SoCaIGas) market powe-r, SOG&E should sen its 
gas-fited generation and SOCalGas should sell its options to acquire the California 

portions of the Kern Rivet pipeline and the Mojave pipeline. Thededsion approves 

various conditions to prevent improper use of information and to prevent (tosS- -

subsidies Of affiliates by regulated utHitieS, but it does not require costly utility-to-utility 

transadi6n rules. It finds that there are no environmental problems resulting lromthe 

merger and it approves the Administrative Law Judge's (ALJ) rulings regatding 

di~ov('ry and sanctions. 

I. Background 

Padfic Enterprises, Enova Corporation, Mineral Energy Company (Mineral 

Energy), B Mineral Enetgy Sub (New(o Pacific Sub) and G Mineral Energy Sub (New(o 

Enova Sub) (collectively referred to as applicants) request approval (or a plan of merger 

of their resp«tive companies. SoCalGas is the principal subsidiary o( Pacific 

Enterprises; SDG&B is the principal subsidiary of Enova Corporation. 

Pursuant to the Agt~ment and Plan of Merger and Reorganization dated as of , 

Cktober 12, 1996 (Merger Agreernent), Mineral Energy (whose name will be changed 

prior to completion of the merger), a CaHiomia corporation, has been formed (or the 

purpose of (adlitating this meiger. < The outstanding capital stock of Mineral Energy is 

owned (urrently 50% by Enova Corporation Clnd 50% by Paci(it Enterprises. Under the 
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plan of mergerJ two subsidiary companies of Mineral Energ}' have been created solely 

(or the purpose of facilitating the plan of merger. G Mineral Energy Sub and B Mineral 

Energy Sub wiJI merge with and into Enova COrpOration and Pacific EnterprisCs, 

respectively; and as a result Enova Corporation and Pacific Enterprises will become 

subsidiaries of Mineral Energy, owning all of Enova CorporationJs and Pacific 

Enterprises' outstanding common stock. Each share of each other class of capital stock 

of Enova Corporation and Pacific Enterprises shall be una((eeted and shan remain 

outstanding. Following this transaction, Newto Pacific Sub and Newco Enova Sub will 

ce~se to exist. Mineral Energy will become the patent of Pacific Enterprises and Enova 

Corporation. Therefore, the cOrpOrate structures of Pacific Enterprises, SOCalGas, 

Enova Corporation, and SDG&E will remain unchanged .. Pacific Enterprises and Enova 

Corporation will be c;oritrolled directly by Mineral Energy, and SoCalGas and SDG&E 

will be(ome second tier subsidiaries of Mineral Energy. The eXisting common 

shareholders of Pacific Enterprises and Enova Corporation will be the common 

shareholders of Minetal Energy. 

No lines, fadlities, franchises, or pennits of either SoCalGas or SDG&E will be 

merged with or transferred to the other utility or any other entity. Both utilities will 

remain as they alC tOday-regulated in their tariffed utility services by the Commission, 

having no change in the status of their outstanding sc<:urities or debt, having the same 

assets and liabilities, and both still under the ownership of their respective patent 

holding companies. 

A. Applicants and Their PrinCipal Subsidiaries 

1. PacifiC Enterprises 

PacifiC Enterprises is a public utility holding company. Its principal 

subsidiary is SoCalGas, which is a public utility engaged primarily in the purchase, 

storage, distribution, transportation, and sale of natural gas throughout nlostof 

southern California and portions of central California. Its service area contains 

approximately 17 inillion persons. SoCalGas ptovidesrctail natural gas service through 

approximately 4.7 million independent active meters serving residential, comrnercial, 
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industrial, and utility electric generating customers. SoCatGas proVides both wholesale 

and retail gas service, and is a "Hinshaw" pipeline, rneaning that it owns high-pressure 

transmission pipelines receiving gas (rom outside California and is exempt (rom 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (PERC) jurisdiction under section 1 (c) of the 

Natural Gas Act (the NGA). SoCalGas's htgh-pressutetransmissiofi system receives gas 

(rom local California production and from: Transwestern Pipeline Company 

(Transwestern) at North Needles, Californiaj EI Paso Natural Gas Company (EI Paso) at 

Topock, CaJifomia and at Blythe, Californiaj Pacific Gas and EleCtrk Company (PG&E) 
" . 

at Kern River Station and at Pisgah, California; and from Kern River Gas Transmission 

Company (Kern River) and Mojave Pipeline Company (Mojave) systems at WheeJer 

Ridge and at Hector Road. The SoCalGas transmission system is physically capable of 

receiving approximately 3.5 Bd/d of flowing gas supply under ideal conditions. 

SOCalGas meets peak demand of approximately 5 Bef/d through a combination of 

flowing gels supply and withdrawal of gas from storage. Pursuant to its tari((s, 

SoCalGas provides nonCOie customers with fiim and as available storage capacity. 

Pacific Enterprises has several other subsidiaries engaged in energy and 

nonenergy businesses, including Pacific Interstate Transmission Company and Pacific 

Interstate OUshore Company (PITCO), both of which are interstate pipelines subject to 

FERC jurisdiction under the NGA1 and Pacific Offshore Pipeline Company (PorcO), 

which FERC has (ound to be exempt (cor'n its jurisdiction under the NGA. 

2. Enova 
Enova is an energy management company providing electricity, natural 

gas, and value-added products and services to customers throughout Ca1i(omia and 

certain other states. Enova is the parent company of Srx:;&E and six other 

subsidiaries-Enova Energy, Enova Financial, Enova International, Enova 

Technologies, Califia Company, and Pacific Diversified Capital Company. 

SDG&B, Enova's principal subsidiary, is a public utility ,that provides 

regulated eledric service to 1.2 million customers In San Diego and southern Orange 

Counties, and regulated natural gas service to over 700,()(X) (ustomers in San Diego 
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County. S[x;&E's service area encompasses 4,100 square miles, covering two counties 

and 25 cities. 

SDG&E has a total generating capacity of ~A33 megawatts (MW). This 

capacity includes two gas·fired generation stalions-Endna (951 MW) and SOuth Bay 

(690 MW)-as well as SDG&B's ~O% (460 M\V) share of the San Onofre Nuclear 

Generation Station (SONGS), which is operated by Southern California Edison (Edison). 

SDG&E's generation capacity also includes several gas-fired (ombustion turbines (~2 

MW) that operate only during peak-toad periods. Because SDG&E's peak load of over 

3,900MW far ex~eeds its own generating capacity, SDG&H is an importer of electricity. 

The only other subsidiary of Enova engaged in natural gas or ele~trlcity is 

Enova Energy, a power marketer authorized by FERC to sell power at market-based 

rates. None of Enova's remaining aHiliates is engaged in activities subject t6 the 

jurisdiction of FERC or this Commission. 

3. Energy PacIfic 

Energy Pacillc, formed in 1996, Is a joint venture in which Enova and 

PacifiC Enterprises each Owns a 50% interest. Energy Pacific has registered with the 

Commission as an energy service provider under ~tion 394 of the PubHc Utilities (PU) 

Code. It of(ers, among other things, strategic energy planning and integratedcnergy 

management, including services related to energy usage evaluation, (ommodity 

managenlent, energy eUidency, and emdent plant operation. Energy Pacific also 

provides bjJIjng and payment processing services. Energy Pacilic currently has offices 

in Los Angeles, San Diego, and pJeasanton, CaJifomia, and Boston. 

4. AIG Trading Corporation 

On August 6, 1997, PacifiC Enterprises and Enova agreed to acquire all 01 

the outstanding stock of AIG Trading Corporation (AIG) Irom AIG Trading Group, Inc. 

AIG is headquartered in Greenwich, Connedicut and maintains regional offices in 

Houston .. Calgary, and Toronto. AIG's primary business is trading and marketing 

natural gas, on, electricity, and other energy· related produCts at the wholesale leve1. It 

trades both physical and financial contracts in those commodities. AIG neither owns 
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nor controls any physical facilities (or the production, generation, refining, processing, 

or transportation of any of the commodities that it trades or sells. Although AIG ships 

natural gas On numerous pipclhies, it does so predominantly under interruptible or 

monthly firm rights purchased in the secondary market. The acquisition of AIG by 

Enova and Pacific Enterprises is subject to FERC approval. An application for that 

approval is pendkag. 

B. Intervenors 
In addition to theC6m.nissiOn's OffiCe of Ratepayer Ad\tocates (ORA), 15 

intervenors participated actively in the proceeding and/or filed briefs: Edison; The 

. Utility Ref o fill Network and Utility C()ns~n\ers Action Network (TURN/UCAN); 

Southern California Utility Powet Pool (SCUPP)j' Jmperiallrrigation District (110); Cit}' 

of L6ng Beach (LOng Beath); City of Vernon (Vemo~)i Southern California Public 

Power Authority (SCPPA)/ California Cogeneration Council and Watson Cogeneration ., .' 

Company (CCC); City of Los Angeles Department of \Vater and Power (LAO\VP); 

Greenlinitig Institute and Latino Issues Porum (GI'eenlining)i Natural Resoutces 

DefenseCoundl (NRoC); Watson Cogener.ltion Company (\Vatson); PG&E; Kern 

River; and Mojave. 

Neither ORA nor any intervenor supported the merger without conditions and 

some intervenors opposed the merger entirely. Public hearing was held belore 

Commissioners Duque and Neeper and Adn\inistrative Law Judge Barnett. 

c. The FERC Decl$loh 

On January 27,1997, SDG&E and Enova filed an appJicatlon for approval of the 

rnerger at the FERC, in Docket No. EC97-12-000. On June 25,1997, the FERC isslled an 

order in which it found that the proposed merger "raises vertkal market power 

I The members of SCUPP are the Los Angeles Dcp.lttment of Water and Power and the cities of 
Burbank, Glendale, and Pasadena. 

I The m~mbers of SCPPAtndude all members of SCUPP plus liD and the dties of Anaheim, 
Azusa, BaMing, Colton, Riverside, i\nd Vernon. 
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concerns and the potential for the merged entity to exercise market power that could 

adversely affect wholesale p(w,'er markets/' 79 FERC n 61~72 at 62,533 (1997). The 

FERC sumtnarized the potentiaJl}' anticompetitive effects of the merger as foHows: 

"Based on the above analysis, We have determined that, 
without appropriate regulatory safeguards, SDG&E and 
SOCalGas could impair the m3rkehlbility of power that is 
produced by com~ting gas-fired generators and sold in 
interstate wholesale power markets. In summary, we have 
determined that SOCalGas could potentially: 

"(1) use competitive market information (such as gas usage, servke 
requirements of competing generat6ts, advance knowledge of 
competitors' projectedt'uel consumption, pattetJ;ls, and costs) to 
manipulate costs and Service to'SOO&E's advantage; 

11(2) offer transportation discounts to SDG&B that ate not offered or 
made 3\'ailableto competing generators; 

"(3) withhold ot deny acc:es5 to pipeline capacity to competing 
generators; 

"(4) o((er service (ontracts providing SOCalGas with unilateral and 
arbitrary control over pipeline acce-ss, delivery points, etc.; 

"(5) manipulate storage inje<tion schedules to elledively withhold 
pipeline capacity from competing generators at strategic times and 
thereby drive up wholesale electridty prices; 

"(6) force competing generators to renominate volumes to other 
delivery points or purchase additional firm pipeline capacity by 
citing the existence of dilfkult to verify operational constraints on 
SoCalGas's system; and/or 

U(7) manipulate the terms and conditions of intrastate gas tariffs to 
SDG&E's advantage by, (or example, e-n(ordng the lettcr of 
SoCalGas's tariff when dealing with competing generators while 
enfordng the terms of thc tarilf less rigorously when dealing with 
SDG&E. 

"Such actions could discourage entry and raise competing 
generators' costs and/or limit their generation output, and, 
consequently, raise electricity prices in interstate wholesale 
power markets.1I 
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Id. at 62~3-564. The FERC determined, however, that If these ma.rket power concerns 

could be mitigated." Id. at 62,553. The FERC set forth several mitigation measures as 

follows: 
"First, it will be necessary to ensure that SoCalGas and SOC&E do not 
inappropriately share market information. \Ve have frequently discussed 
our concerns regarding the sharing of market information in market
based rate cases, and have routinely imposed related restrictions through 
the pertinent public utility's code of conduct. (Citations omitted). The 
saIne concerns ariSe here. Therefore, to satisfy our concerns in this regard, 
SDG&E would need 10 tile a code oi conduct, and Enova Energy would 
need to revise its code of conduct, to comport with the restrictions we 
requite in codes of conduct for market-based rate schedules. 

Ji$ccond, with regard to the commitments oltered to the Cali(ornia 
Commission by theAppJicanls, We conclude that if the Order No. 497 
restrictions were applied to SoCalGas, and if the locus of the restrictions 
were expanded, this would alleviate several concerns. The Order No. 497 
regulations are dite<:ted toward abuses bet\,te€n natural gas pipelines and 
their a(filiated marketers. Here, we are concerned not just with the 
pofential (or abuse between SOCalGas and affiliated marketers (such as 
Enova Energy), but also with the potential for abuse between any 
combination of the energy ~ompanies that would be affiliated under the 
proposed fransaction -- particularly abuse betw~n SoCalGas and SDG&E 
(a non-marketer). Therefore, the Applicants would n~d to revise their 
commitment so that the restrictions and requirements would be applicable 
to the corporate family as a whole, and the Cali(ornia Commission would 
need to accept and enforce application of the requitcments to SoCalGas. 

"Third, in order to safeguard against discriminatory treatment, 
SoCalGas's GasSelect EBB (ele<tronit bulletin board) must be an 
interactive same-time reservation and information system (or its gas 
transportation service, especially with resped to service (or gas-fired 
generation, and the California Commission would need to acc(>pt and 
enforte application of this requirement to SoCalGas. Additionally, 
SDG&B and Enova Energy must separate the purchases they make from 
SoCalGas (or any affiliate of SoCalGas) of transportation of gas that is 
used in elC(tric gas-fired facilities used (or wholesale satl"s; in other words, 
they must make such purcha$('s separate from other delivered gas 
purchases (e.g., gas that is resold 10 retail customers) and they must make 
such purcha$('s on SoCalGas's GasSele<t EBB under the same terms and 
conditions as SoCalGas's non-affiliated gas-fired generation customers. 
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Id. at 62,565. 

Also, SoCalGas must publicize in advance on the GasSelecl EBB its 
planned use of pipeline capacity to fill storage." 

The FERC said that its vertkal market power concerns would be 

eliminated by SDG&B's divestiture of its gas-fired generation plants. (!d. at 62r56S, In. 

SS.) The FERC concluded that if applicants commit to the remedial measures that the 

FERC had required and if this Commission accepts the FERC's required remedial 

mcchanismsto the extent to which the me<:hanisms are in this Commission's 

jurisdktk)J\, the FERC would approve the merger. The FERC explicitly deferred to this 

Commission lor a determination regarding lithe tern,s by which remedies within (the 

CPUCIS) jurisdiction are to be accomplished.1i Id. at 62,565. 

Applicants' and other parties' responses to the FERC order are discuss.cd 

in Section IiI, below. 

D. The Affilfate Transaction Decision 

In Decision (D.) 97-12-0$8 in Rulemaking (R.) 97·().t-Ol1 and Investigation (J.) 

97-04·012, we adopted rules governing the relationship between Catiforniats natural gas 

local distribution companies and electric utilities and (ertain of their affiliates. The rules 

cOVer interactions between utilities and their alfHi:1tes marketing energy and energy

reJated" services. Examples of covered activities include utility interactions whh an 

affiliate that (1) markets gas or electric power, or that provides (2) power plant 

construction and permitting services, (3) energy metering services, (4) energy bilHng 

services, (5) energy products manufacturing, Or (6) demand-side management ser"ices. 

Our bask standards were: 

1. Preference should not be accorded to customers of affiliates, or requests (or 
service from affiliates, relatiye to nonaUHiated suppliers and their customers. 

2. Disclosure of utility and utility customer information should be prohibited, 
with the exception of customer-specific information where the customer has 
consented to disclosure. 
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3. The utility's i\nd the affiliate's operations should be separate to'ptevent cross
subsidization of the marketing aifiliate by the utiHty/s customers. The utility 
and affiliate should maintain separate books of accounts and reCords. 

4. There should be uniformity of rules in a competitive market: 

5. Utility affiliates should not be disadvantaged relative tocompetitors. 

6. Rules should be within the power of the Commission to enforce. 
". 

7. Rules should not conflict with the FERC'$ standards, and, when taken 
together with the FERC's rules, should ((cate seamless regUlation: 

"The OIR/o"lI sctforth two objeCtives: (1) to foster competition and (2) to prote(t 

consumer interests. \Ve Were coi\(~eiiled with the behavior of Comtriission-regulatoo 

utilities, not the affiliates, to n\eet those-obje<:tives. \Ve noted that it is not dear that the 

near-term savings that result; for exatnpleJ [tom Joint utility and affiliate pro(utement, 

would actually translate into }O\\:er prkes for consumers or ratepayers. The assumption 

that competition would require a single firm to pass along cost savings thust assume the 

corollary that most competing firms obtain comparable cost saVings. A firm which has 

a singular competitive advantage, (01' whatever reason, may retain extraordinary profits 

(ot some period rather than pass them through in the (orm o( lower prkes. 

\Ve wanted to prevent cross-subsidizationJ so that a utility's customers will not 

subsidize the affiliate's operation. \Ve reasoned that such leveraging, together with a 

utility'S market power, could inefficiently skew the market to the detriment of other 

potential entrants. \Ve recognized that customer-specific information can become quite 

valuable to businesses In a competUive environment, and we wanted to protect the 

utility's release of cuMon\er-speCific information, exc~pt \vhere the customer has 

consented in writing to the disclosure. \Ve considered that the utilities' primary 

competitors will be large corporations that may be subject to few Or no affiliate 

transaction guidelines. Our rules should not hinder a utility in such «)mpClition. 

We included a hoMing company within the definition ollJaffiliat~" only to the· 
. . 

extent the holding company is engaged in the provision of products and services as set 

out in the rules, but the utility n\ust denlonstrate that it is not uriJizing the holding 
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company or any of its affiliates not covered by the rules as a condnit todrcunwent the 

rules. 

In regard to market power, we said that an investor-owned utility's a(iiliates 

may be targeting the same customers that the investor-owned utility is currently 

serving or they might be offering services which the utility does not ofler to the utility's 

customers. The presence of the investor-owned utility in the same service territory as 

the utiJity1s affiliate raises market po\ .... er concerns because of their ownership ties and 

the pre-existing market doininance of the mortopoly utility.· We previously recognized 

that the development of competitive markets would be undermined if the utilitywere 

able to leverage its market power into the related markets in which their affiliates 

compete. (See 0.97-05-040, pp. 64-67.) We also articulafed these concerns in SoCalGas's 

Performance-based Ratemaking (PBR) ~dsion, 0.97-07-054, atp. 63: "By the very 

natureof Socal's monopOly position in the energy and energy servkes marketj its 

acceSs to comprehensive <ust6mer Iffords, its acceSs to an established billing system, 

and its 'name brand' recognition, it -may b~-thai &>Cal enjoys signifitant market p6wer 

with respect to any new product or s~rvice in the energy field." 

In reference to the Pacific Enterprises/Enova I'l\erger application, we said that 

the affiliate rules include transactions between a Comnlission-regulated utility and 

another affiliate utility. However, in the context of reviewing a merger application, the 

Commission has reserved the right to make spedfic modifications to the application of 

the rules, or to apply additional rules as appropriate. lhe rules specifically state: 

C. These Rules apply to transactions between a Commission· 
regulated utility and another affiliated utility, unless speCifically 
modified by the CommIssion in addressing a separate 
applicatiol\ to merge or othenvise conduct joint ventures related 
to regulated serviccs. (AHiliate Transaction Rules, II.C.) 

The rules apply to aU services provided by a utility unless otherwise stat<'d. In 

this merger application intervenors have made numerous requests to modify the rules 

to make them more stringent so as to restrict applicants' market power. Applicants 
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request modification of the rules to exempt some utility-to-utility transactions. Those 

requests are discussed in Section IV.C. Here \\'e emphasize that having just reviewed 

affiliate rules in a statewide proceeding where aU affected parties participated, we are 

not inclined to carve out exceptions absent dear and convincing evidence. 

II. Short· and Long·Term Benefits (Sectfon 854(b)(1) and (2» 

A. AIl6catiOn and Sharing of Mel'ger Savtngs 

1. Length of SharIng PerIod 

Applicants have estimated that oVer the first ten years of the merger there 

will be approximately $1.1 billion in forecasted net merger saviJ\gs which should be 

allocated over a ten-year period on a SO/SO basis between shareholders and ratepayers. 

The key aspects of applicants' proposal are; 

1. Use of a. ten-year period to evaluated the long-term benefits of the mergeri 

2. The net savings are adopted on a forecasted basis and the net savings 
available for sharing are aUocated SO/50 between ratepayers and 
shareholders. The ratepayer portion of the torecasted savings is guaranteed; 

3. The ratepayer portion of merger savings is r~tumed through an annual bill 
credit; and 

4. The merger savings are tracked and amortized in a memorandum accounl, 
and are adjusted prospedivcly for necessary regulatory changes. 

ORAl TURN/UCAN, and SCUPP recommend a live-year sharing period. 

They arguc that there is little record support (or applicants' proposal (or a tcn-ycar 

sharing period other than applicants' assertion that a ten-year sharing period would be 

"(air" to shareholders. They identify critical considerations for a five-year sharing 

period. 

First,limiting sharing to (ive years with rcvised rates taking cUecl 

January 1,2003 would end the sharing period as of December 31,2002. This would 

coincide exactly with the end of the SoCalGas PBR scheme approved in 0.97-07·054. 

- 12-
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Sc<:ond,limiting sharing to live years would result in the sharing period ending at 

about the same time as the end of the electric ralc freeze established by Assembly Bill 

(AB) 1890. Third, a live-year sharing period would permit the regulated utilities, 

SoCalGas and SDG&E, to earn in excess 01 their authorized return (or five years, which 

benefits shareholders, but only lor five years, which benefits ratepayers. Pourth, 

limiting sharing to live years recognizes that applicants' primary reason (or pursuing 

the merger is that it will pelmit applicants to realize substantial benefits and increased 
J.: 

. earnings in unregulated businesses. Filth, a five-year sharing period would be· 

consistent with the sharing p~ri()d found to be appropriate (or most other merging 

utilities in the United States. 

Applicants take strong exception to the proposed five-year sharing period. 

They contend it is inequitable to have shareholders finance the costst6 achieve, but be 

denied merger benefits that OCcur aftet year five. They say that sharing the savings 

from regulated businesses is critkal to shat('holders as the unregulated businesses strive 

to achieve market share in the new, competitive arf'nas. Art (,quitable allocation that 

includes an appropriate level of benefits for shareholders is particularly critical when 

one considers that shareholders ate financing the enUre $205 million in costs to achieve 

this merger. The savings from regulated businesses are near-term and tangible, and 

shareholders need these near-term ('ash flows to support investments ne<essary to 

achieve the expected growth of the business. As energy markets continue to 

restructure, competition will escalate and the new company willli.eed to make 

additional investments to compete aggressively. Customers willi in turn, benefit (rom 

these investments through the pressures this competition will impose on the market, 

leading to reduced prices and an increased availability of new products and services. 

Only a lull ten years of protection wUl, in their opinion, satisfy the fairness to 

shareholders requirement of § 854(c)(5). 

We cannot agree with applicants. They have presented no persuasive 

evidence showing that tel\ years is a reasonable sharing period. All the aedibte 

evidence is to the contrary. The primary purpose of this merger is to provide the 

opportunity to participate more effectively in competitive markets. The entire profits 
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from the unregulated side of applicants to go to shareholders; ratepayers do not receive 

one dollar of those profits, yet it is the ratepa}'ers who provide the enhanced strength of 

the merged company. Applicants say that savings (rom regulated businesses arc 

needed to provide the cash flows to support investments on the unregulated side of the 

business. But it is axiomatic that ratepayers do not (und nonregulated business. 

Ratepayers provide a return which shareholders can invest as they wish, but no portion 

of that returnis guaranteed and excess earnings often lead toa reduction in rates. 

SoCalGas has met or exceeded its authorized return on equity (or 14 conse(utive years, 

while SDG&E has exceeded its authorized retufu on equity (or the last seVe)\ years and 

by a substantial I'rliugin over the last five years. By definition, any savings after the 

merger will increase the utilities' rate of return. The statute requires part of those 
. . 

savings be allocated to shareholders, but the amount is left to our discretion. 

The reasons supporting a (ive-year allocation period are persuasive. A 

compelling reason to hold sharing to five years is found in recent activity of this 

Commission and other Commissions. We have held that the definition of long term 

may vary with circumstances of each individual caSe. (Re SCEtorp (1991) [D.91-05-028] 

40 CPUC2d 159, 174.) In both the GTEC/Contel case and the PacTel/SBC case, We 

adopted relatively shorl definitions of "longterm." (Re GTE Corporation (1994) 

(D.94·04-083) 54 CPUC2d 268,284 (a 5-year long term period); 0.97·03-067 (Rt Pacific 

Telesis Groilp) (a 5.6-year long term period). 

The energy industry is changing rapidly. As applicants explained, 

"Shortly after ,f decision is rendered in this proceeding, the independent system 

operator and power exchange will begin operation and the ability of consumers to 

choose their energy supplier will be, or will soon become, a reality. In addition, ccrtain 

utility services will be unbundled. As a result, the pace o( competition in the energy 

business will incrNse." Similarly, with respect to the gas industry, the Commission has 

issued a rulemaking that will further restructure and address issues that are 

fundamental to the gas industry in California. To meet this increased pace o( 

competition \\'ith what is essentially a fixed return for ten years will not only keep the 

merged companies' r.ltes higher than they would otherwise be, but also would allow 
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competitors to have higher rates than might olhenyise prevail. This is detrimental to 

ratepayers. 

Using a five-year period for the determination of aUo<:abtc merger savings 

is also consistent with merger cost savings sharing mechanisms adopted in other 

jurisdictions. (Re Wisconsi" Elte/ric Power Compauy (Michigan) (1996) 168 PUR4th 168, 

171 (four-year rate reduction); Re Wasltillgtoll WaUr Power Company [Idaho) (1995) 164 

PUR4th 270, 276, 282 (five-year rate freeze); Re Baltimore Gas and Elulric Company 

[Maryland) (1997) 176 PUR4th 316, 349 (thtee-year rate freeze); Re $olltlw:eslertJ Public 

Sen/itt Compally, Case No. 2678 [New Mexico) November 15, 1996, slip opinion «(ive~ 

year savings period); Rt Pllgfl SOU lid Power and LigM Compauy (Washington) (1997) 176 

PUR4th 239, 253-254, 257 (five-year rate plan).) 

Finally, we agree with the TURN/UCAN witness·s comments on the 

probJems of a ten-year plan in cOiljunction with the § 368(a) electric rate freeze and 

SOCalGas's IJBR mechanism which anticipates a ('ost of service review in 2003: 

lilt will be difficult and artificial to conduct this cost ot service 
review with a merger savings overlay. If the utilities true up 
forecast merger savings to actual savings, they would have an 
incentive to change from a narrow view of merger savings now to 
an expansive view of merger savings later. I( the utilities lock in 
merger savings now, any future cost-of-service review will be 
artificial. \Ve will have to add non-existent costs back into the 
utility system to develop a cost-of-service review for stand-alone 
utility operations and redesign eanlings sharing me<hanisms. In 
(act, the Applicants changed their proposal (0 sped lie-ally propose 
future artificial rate cases on page 36 of their Update testimony." 

By choosing a five-year savings period, we are not ordering a rate case (or 

either SoCalGas or SDG&E five years (rom now. \Ve deliberately refrain (com binding 

(or attempting to bind) (uture Commissions. The economic climate five years hence 

will determine the need for a rate case. 

2. Allocation of SavIngs 
• 

Public Utilities Code § 854(b)(2) provides that, before autholizing the 

merger, the Commission shall lind that the proposal: 
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"Equitably aUO(ates, where the commission has ratetnaking 
authority, the tcital short-term and long-term forecasted 
economic benefits, as determined by the commission, of the 
proposed merger, acquisition; or control, behveen 
shareholders and ratepayers. Ratepayers shaH receive not 
less than 50 percent of those benefits.1I 

ORA rec()mm~nds thatthe forecast metger savings be allocated between 

ratepayers and shareholders under the following phased schedule: 
. , 

Year 1: 50% to ratepayers, 50% to shareholders 

Year 2: 

Year 3: 

Year 4! 

YearS: 

60%16 ratepayers, 40010 to shareh61ders 

70% to ratepayers, 30% to shareholders 

80% to ratepayers, 20% to shareholders 

90% to ratepayers! 10010 to shareholders 

In the 6" year, the fun impacts ol the merger should be incorporated into 

customer rates eifeetive January 1; 2003, (or both utilities. 

ORA states that its proposal will allow shareholders to recover all of the 

costs, both regulated and unregulated, and to cam a return on equity in eXcess of the 

(urrently authorized return on equity for the initial five years alter approval of the 

merget. ORA argues that applicants' estimate of savings is extremely cons~rvative, so 

that in all likelihood they will overachieve their forecast savings. In addition, as 

applicants uItin)ately control both the reaJization of merger savings and the costs to 

achIeve the merg~r, they caneffectivcly mitigate risk on behalf 01 their shareholders. 

ORA proposes to adjust SoCalGas's annual PBR revenue requirement by the annual 

forecast merger savings before determining PBR sharing. In other words, &>CollGas will 

not have to share any reVenues with ratepayers under PBR until and unless it realiz('S 

the forecast merger savings on an actual basis, thus reducing shareholder risk of 

recovering their share of merger savings. 

Finally, ORA contends that applicants' argument that shareholders 

require the absoJute maximum all~ation of merger savings in order to compensate 

Enova shareholders (or an initial post~merger dilution in earnings, and Pacific 

Enterprises' shareholders for a potential reduction in earnings multiple is unpersuasive, 
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given the enormous expectations of the tomp;mies for the enhanced opportunities and 

benefits that will occur as a t~sult of this merger. For all these reasons, ORA believes its 

savings allocation proposal fairly cOillpensates shareholders for undertaking this 

merger. 

Applicants claim that only a SO/50 sharing is {air. They downplay ORA's 

principal rationale that shareholders will receive their portion of merger benefits 

through the unregulated aUiliates and, therefore, thelatger reallocation of merger 

savings to ratepayers is justified. 'Ol>viouslYJ applicants argue, they have high goals 

regarding the ability of the new ~ompany to compete in the restructured energy 

industry. At the same time~ however, they point out that these unregulated markets are 

extremely competitive} and that the anticipated benefits (rom unregulated businesses 

will be received only after risking the substantial shareholder investments required to 

enter these neW and uncertain markets. 

TURN supports a SO/50 aJlocation it a five-year sharing period is adopted. 

We (ind that a SO/50 allocation is reasonable. In the GTEC/Contel 

merger, we allocated half of the benefits to ratepayers, finding that lIa SO/SO sharing of 

the forecasted cconomit savings is equitable," partly on the basis that other benefits 

would accrue to ratepayers as competition and incentive regulation evolve. 

(0.96-04-053, p. 12.) We reasoned (I) shareholders undertake the negative effects of the 

merger and hence should be allowed to benefit (rom rewards of their decision as well; 

(2) shareholders face additional risk as a result o( earnings dilutionj (3) shareholders 

will decide in (avor of mergers only if on baJance the return on their investment Is 

commensurate with the level o( risk they are willing to assume; and (4) ratepayers may 

rt.wivc additional benefits through incentive regulation and competition. (0.96-04-053, 

pp.8-12.) In the PacTel/SBC dedsion, we agreed that sa/50 sharing between 

ratepayers and shareholders is reasonable (or the sarne reasons as in GIEC/Contd:· 

"Here, as there, many quaJitative benefits may accrue to ratepayers which we do not or 

(anrtol quantify here," (0.96-03-067, p.38.) 

The same rationales that governed the SO/SO sharing outconie in 

GIEC/Contel and PacTeI/SBC apply with equal (orce to this merger. Mergers are 
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risky. Applicants' shareholders are financing the entire costs to achie\'e as well as 

absorbing half of the costs to achieve. Earnings dilution is possible (or Enova. In 

addition, sharehorders assume the risks associated with entering unregulated markets. 

The precise outcomeof applicants' efforts in unregulated businesses is Uncertain. We 

have not in the past construed forecasted revenues (ronl unregulated businesses as 

savings resulting from mergers. \Ve have no jurisdiction over those reVenues. 

In the case ot gas and elcctric utilities,we have more control OVer rates 

than with telephone utilities. Ratepayers \vill re<eive additionM benefits through the 

PBR sharing m(Xhanism where savings exceed (orecast. Accordingly, in balancing 

these critical (actors the equitable outcome in this proceeding is to allocate the merger 

savings evenly between shareholders and ratepayers Over a five-year period. 

B. M~rger Savings. 

The foHowing table sets forth thcestimated savings and costs proposed by the 

parti~s for a five-year sharing period, with Our ad'opted estimates.' We will dis<:uss only 

the major items in dispute. We reject ORA's gross savings estimates as they are based, 

generally, on averages (rom other transactions that arc not 5uUidently similar to this 

. merger's characteristics. TURN/UCAN accepts applicants' gross savings estimate for 

the (ivc-year period. \Ve adopt applicants' gross savings estimate as it is based on a 

merger-specific analysis, reduccd to account (or our use of a lesser inflation (actor than 

used by applicants. While they assumed a base inflation rate of 3.50% and a rate of 

4.75% (or labor, benefits, adVertising, and professional services, our overall (actor is 3% 

based on a more up-tO-date analysis of (urrent trends. The only adopted savings 

difference (rom applicants' estimate is their PBR productivity adjustment, which we 

reject. 

, As \ve find tha t a fi\'c-y£'ar sharing period is re.lsonabtc,there is no ne«l to discuss the 
saYings estimated by the parties (or the tcn-ye.lf period proposed by applicants. 
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APPlleants ORA .' TVRtwCAH scupp 
£.tIina!. Estimate Estlmat. E,Umate 

¢&f~ Year,t·S Yea" 1-$ Years 1-$ Year,l·S 

A.. Grw Sa'ilrlgs II 
Aco6uotinO &. f~e 63.9 71.4 63.9 71.4 
Hc.Inan F!e$()Ur($$ 31.4 333 31.4 333 
Irlformalion SystMlS 15$.4 16$.5 158.4 165.5 
Legal 23.9 as 23..9 ~.5 

~emal RelatiOc'ls 14.1 'S:, 14.1 15.1 
CorpOrale 5e1ViC$s S2.9 sU s,H 53.~ 
Supp6ft S&l\iChS .2'9.4 ..,2 2'9.4 «.2 
Cvstomet Ser.i¢es 43.1 482 Ul 482 
~etir9 . 49.8 54.3 .c~.8 54.3 
TratlsinlsSlcw'I & bis~ 33.8 60:. 38:.8 ' 60.4 
Gas ~ & 6perali6oS 13-.& 13.$ ;!:: 13() 
EJ!~e~eot 3$.3 33.3 383 

'. 

Initial Pt~ SaW'lgs: 558.5 ·m.7 S5U 633.7 

B. ~ 
Gas ProeureniMi (11.6) · (IU) ClUJ 
Cvslomer Sei'«es 0is¢.;Me.;1 . (3.4) · (3.4) (3.4) 

C. PSA ,&4ustm~~ 
peMioi\ & Seoetrts (I .... ) · (11.4) . .' 
Reg AAaii$ ~r)I (0.7) · · · 
Noo-IabOt 1n1la6otl (U) · (1.2) · 1Ma500 ~u$tineOl (14.5) · · · 
MdtifacW /JIo¢:!Jfion FonnlAa (0.1) . · (1).7) · 
'L~~ (1.5) · '. (O.i) · Legal .' (U) · · · 
NoO-~M ERe Ma~efllg . (1),9) · · .. 
faci'iW$ (S.6) · (S.() · PaR PIOduC~Aqustment 12 (HO.1) · · · 

O. Otlet M!.I5tmtlllJ 

t~ $ha~ $a~i1gs: 
LWe9Jaled sa~ (15.0) (15.0) (15.0) . (15.0) 

l~!e(jn lI'oteowe f'Iar\ SaYir"ogs (U) (2.6) (2.6) (2.6) 

$a~ $ubJeC11o BatahCi?g 
~ (fCO% ~tepaye,): 
OSM. CARE. LEV (24.2) (24.2) (242) (24.2) 
oas$uppf'j . (H) · · 
AD&O (6.8) (6.e) (U) (6.8) 

InteractiOO lmpac\$: 02 · 0.2 0.2 

Total R~ hSaWi9S: (101.2) (S2.4) (82.5) (63.4) 

AesuftinO Merger ~: 457.3 581.3 416.0 570.3 

/1 The merg$t $3v\ng$ ca.'Wa!i¢(\ yMl & 3% lnftaliOn 'acto( 
f2 P8R PrOdvctn1y Aquslm&nll$ shown "efe fof v-.e $a\e Of (ompe!eM$$ b\A 1$ not JndoJded In fie kUl. 
~ 1toe Ratepayer AJ1oca!;oo 01 Sa~1ngs $OC600 
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61.$ 
30.1 

152.9 
23.1 
14.0 
51.3 
28.1 
4H 
47.8 
~1.0 
13.1 
36.4 

537.0 

(11.6) 
(3.4) 

(11:4) 
(O.7) 
(1.2) 

(14.5) 
(0.1) 
(Ui) 
(1.3) 

' (0.9) 
(5.6) . 

(t5.o.) 
(2.ti) 

(24.2) . 
(6.8) 

0.2 

(101.2) 
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~pp1k~nls ORA TURWVCAN SCUpp 
Estimate EstImate Estimate Estlmat. ADOPTED 

E. ('«Is b Actieye . 
Syst9m$ ConSOlidation 56.8 56.8 56.8 568 568 
E~ ~ra!i6n PrO!;'arr.s 4S.0 4S.0 4S.0 48.0 48.0 
Tr~C<>sts 38.0 19.0 5.0 9.0 9.0 
Employee Releo500 Programs 20.0 10.6 · 9.3 . 
Employeg RefOCafioO Progams 13.5 U.S 13.5 13.5 13.5 
T~tiOOs 8.0 8.0 8.0 80 8.0 
EfIlJIo)w Retrairing 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 1.0 
IiIt~&1emaJ CormxricatioOs 5.3 2.7 63 · 0.3 
T rahsiliol'l COsts 4.0 2.0 4.0 ".0 4.0 
FaciliooslffiegralioO 3.3 33 3.3 3.3 3.3 
0&0 Uab~ TaJ Coven.ge O.s. · · · 0.5 
Eqo.JIpIner1 DispOsal 02 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Inveoby Ael6Ca5olVDi$posaJ 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

1nI"taI Costs 10 Adie'i9; ron 170.B 146.2 159.2 15/).7 

F. ~~tmeiotSI2 COsI£ 1<2 AcNew; 
ColtIact SeNiCes . {O.I} (0.1) (O.') (0.1) (0.1) 
1Ona500 adjUslmeot (2S) · · . · (2.S) 
Mlhfaclot FoomJa'ERO Aq. . · (0.3) · 
A~liting Costs 10 AcJ-Jeve: ~2.1 170.S 145.8 159.1 148.' 

Net Utiti1L SMtable ~: 255.2 410.9 3302 ""2 ~1.7 

O. BaI~ MleariOl'l of Sa'MgS 
YeM '-S 127.6 205." . 165.' 205.6 143.9 
1 (»% ral~yec pOrtioO of sa~ 31.0 34.8 31.0 31.0 31.0 

Total Aat~"9f': 158.6 240.2 196.1 236.6 11<4.9 
SaW"lgs AetllOed Throv.it PaR 110.7 · · · 
Aalepa~'ef $a-lilgs fa- 81 Ccedit 47.~ 240.2 100.1 ~.B 174.9 

H. ~~ 
Yeal 1-5 127.6 206.4 165.1 2\.16.6 143.9 
100% shareholder ~ of $a~s 11.6 17.$ 11.6 17.6 17.6 

TOW Shareholder: 1452 m.o 1&2.7 ~2 161.5 
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1. PBR Productivity 

In 0.97.07.054, \ ... ·c adopted per(ormancc·bascd ratemaking for thc portion 

of SoCalGas's ralC'S that rCCovers the costs o( providing gas utility service that had been 

considered in a general ratc case. In that decision We adoptcd a producI'vity (actor 

(used to rcvise rates annually) which measufed historical industry productivity, plus a 

targct based upon potential productivity that the utility ~an exped to achievc over the 

historical average. We adopted a productivity (ador \vhich increased (rom 1.1% to 1.5% 

ovcr five years. 

Applicants contend that t~e Commission in the PBR deCision adopted a 

productivity factor that included potential merger savings. In their opinion the PBR 

prOductivity factor of 1.1% to 1.5% included 0.5% which reflected merger savings. 

Applicants afgue that the n\ethod of calculating merger savings in this proteeding is 

unaflected by the inclusion in Ihe PBR proceedin8 of a productivity index with a 0.5% 

potential merger savings component. Rather, inclusion by the Commission of the 

merger-related component of 0.5% is simply an expression by the Commission of its 

prerogativc to return a portion of the merger savings to customers earlier through the 

PBR productivity factor in the (orm of tate reductions, the very sanle savings that 

would otherwise be included in this proceeding (or ultimate disbursement to 

ratepayers. AppJic~nts say that a given item should be reflected as merger savings if the 

item is now included in rates but will not be required (ollowing the merger. However, 

to the extent activities are no longer funded in rates as a result of the PBR decision, the 

savings associated with those activities should be eliminated (rom the calculation of 

merger saVings. 

As a result of the PBR decision, applicants propose a reduction of $l48.5 

million in merger savings aU()(c'lted to ratepayers. This reduction comprises $110.7 

million which applicants claim will be returned to ratepayers through the PBR 

productivity factor and $37.8 million in PBR adjustments to specific items: 'Ibis 

proposal would reduce the merger savings allocated to ratepaycrs in the first (ive yeats, 

using applicants' numbers, (rom $196.4 million to $47.9 million. 
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ORA and TURN/UCAN argue that the explanation of the PBI{ . 

productivity factor provided by applicants is not supported by the rBR decision and it 

violales § 854 (b) (2). The PBR decision does not stale that merger savings are being 

returned to ratepayers through the productivity factor. The decision states that lithe 

subject of merger savings is not a part of our consideration here . ... " (D.97-07-054, p. 

28.) They say that applicants' argument that the Commission, having said it was not 

considering savings, then passed savings through to ratepayers via the productivity 

factor makes little sense. The Commission knew that the merger was pending and that 

the sharing of savings between ratepayers and shareholders would be an issue in this 

proceeding. f( the Commission had intended to address the sharing of those savings 

through the PBR mechanism, the Commission would have said so. 

\Ve agree with ORA and TURN/UCAN that applicants' proposed 

productivity (actor adjustment would violate the not Jess than 50% benefit to ratepayer 

requirement ofrU Code § 854(b)(2). Applicants cakulated $110.7 million associated 

with a 0.5% portion of the productivity factor adopted for SoCatGas's 1)8R (over a five

year period). The}' procccd to reduce the forecast merger savings allocated to 

SOCalGas's ratepayers by this $110.7 million. Because D.97-07-054 did not consider 

merger savings \ ... ·hen determining the productivity factor, applicants' merger proposal 

would no longer comply with PU Code § 854(b){2); ratepayers would receive less than 

50% of the forecast merger saVings. The logic that links SoCalGas's PBR productivity 

with Pacific Enterprises/Enova merger savings is tenuous. There is strong opposition 

to the mergeri it might have been rejeded. Therefore, it would have been manifestly 

unfair to impute productivity to SoCalGas from a merger that might nol take place. For 

applicants to argue that their merger proposal allocates not less than 50% of the benefits 

to ratepa}'ers because the Commission Issued a decislon alnlost one year ago in a rate 

case involving only the subsidiary of one of the applicants makes a mockery of § 854. 

\Ve agree with applicants that to the extent activities are no longer funded 

in ratrs as a result of the PBR decision, the savings associated \vith those activities 

should be eliminated from the calculation of merger savings. 
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c. Recovery of Costs to AchIeve 

1. Amount 0/ Costs to AchIeve 

Costs to achieve of appr6ximately $202 million reflect expenditutes 

applicants believe ne(cssary to eifEX'tu<lte -the transaction and to realize cost savings. 

These (ost~ inClude, among other items; employee separation programs, employee 

relocation, systems development and integration, tel~ommunkations, 

internal/external communications, employee retraining, ladlities consolidation, ahd -
- -

transition cos~. Financial transadi6ncOSls;\vhich inClude investment banking and 
- -

legal teeS, are also itichtded. AUowablecosts to ac~ieveshould be subtracted -((bm th~ 

savings calculat'ion to'determine the 'nH s~vit"gs available to be shared. Applicants 

request that the costs to achieve be deducted' fron\ gross savings, with the net savings ' 

allocated 50% to ratepayers:-

Applkarits' ~timated bieakdowi'lis: • 

• systems cOI\.S()Jidation· - $S6.Smillion 

• emp'lo~ee separation programs 48.0 million 

• transaction ~osts . 38.0 iniHi6n 

• employee retention costs 20.0 miltiori 

• employee relOCation programs 13.5 million 

• telecommunications 8.0 million 

• employee retraining 7.0 million 

• Internal/external communications 5.3 million 

• transaction costs 4.0 million 

• (acilities Integration 3.3 mUlian 

• Diredors and Olficcrs liability coverage 0.5 million 

• equipment disposal 0.2 million. 

• inventory reloCation/disposal 

. Total 

• inflation and ~erVi\e adjustment 

Net 
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$204.7 m.Hlfon 

-(2.6) milllon 

$202.1 million 
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\Vhcn analyzing costs to achieve, it is Important to reCognize that this 

merger is not being underiaken for the benefit of ratepayers. It is being undertaken (or 

the benefit of shareholders. Any savings in regulated activities (tXeiYed by ratepllyers 

are incidental. SOC&B al\d SoCalGas wiJI continue their separate corporate existences 

under their existing names. Both utilities will remain as they are today-regulated in 

their tari({ed utility servUes by the Commission..2-with no change in the status of their 

outstandlngs~urities or debt, and with both still under the ownership of their 

respective parent holding companies, and headquartered as they are tOday. 
- -

The merger brings together two major south~rnCaIifomia energy players 

at the very time that the California electricity market is being deregulated and, thus, 

offers profit oppOrtunities in 'tffiregulated energy markets. Independently, each 

company (aces competitionand earnings pressute in COre iegulatedbusinesses, 

contrasted with rIsing inYestotexpe<tations for earnings growthin unregulated 

businesses. And each company Sees unregulated energy services (particularly 

electricity marketing) as a way to increaSe earnings. But each feels that it Jacks critical 

skills and physical Msets. 

As SDG&B's president testified: 

This increased financial strength and operational (apability wiJI 
enable the merged organization to encounter and manage 
significantly more risk in the diversity and scale o( competitive 
services and products it brings to the California and national 
energy markets. The abiUty of the new organization to oompete in 
emerging energy busin(>SS opportunities is most important because 
other out-of-state competltors have already made significant 
advances in that regard. Companies such as UtiliCorp, PadfiCorp 
(both 01 which have already consummated mergers, thereby 
increasing their scale), New England Electric System, and 
Louisville Gas & Eledric have announced their intentlons to enter 
the newly competitive energy retail markets on a national scate. 

The merger and the applicants' consoJidation of their unregulated 

activities int6-ne~ joint ventures arc the proposed solutions to their search (or Increased 

earnIngs. Energy Pacific and AIG will be the primary \'ehidrs by which applicants will 

seek unregulated businrss opportunities to mret investors' profit expectations. This 
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merger is the alliance of two entities with strong and complementary interests in 

developing unregulated activities where each can help the ()ther. SDG&E brings to this 

merger billions of dollars of cash from eledrit resttucturing from ~ompetitivc Iransition 

charges-CTC-and rate reduction bonds. A significant portion of this money will be 

paid by SOG&E to Enova as diVidends to maintain SDG&E's capital structure. This 

cash can be invested in unregulated activities. 

Pacific Enterprises brings a relationship with over 4.5 millioncustomers in 

southern Calif()rnia who constitute a prime market lor energy and other services that 

could be deJivered by a diversified company. Applying Enova's electric expertise to 

SOCalGas's customer base means that the merged company could deliver one-stop gas 

and electric servke throughout sOuthern California. The merger can therelote largely 

be justified in terms of the ability of the merged company to conduct more extensive 

and comprehensive- unregulated activities than the h\'o individual unmerged 

(ompanies. 

Applicants assert that the merger will save approxio1ately $457.3 million 

over five years. They propose to reduce thM amount by the $202 million it is expected 

to cost to achieve the merger, and dtvide the remainder with half going to shareholders 

and hall going to ratepayers. In this section of the opinion, we deal with the $202 

million costs to achieve that $457.~ fnillion sewings. 

Applicants' expert witness compared the costs to achieve this merger with 

1~ other energy utility mergers and proposed mergers and concluded that applicants' 

costs are reasonable. 

TURN, scurr, and ORA challenged the estimates. Their recommended 

allowance of major categories of costs to achieve are: 

(Millions) 

Transaction Costs 

Employee Retention Costs 

Internal/External Comm. 

Applicants 

38.0 

20.0 

5.0 

TURN scupp 
5.0 9.0 

0.0 9.3 

0.3 

·25 -

ORA AOOPTED 

19.0 5.0 

10.0 0.0 

2.7 0.3 
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Based on their estimate of allowable costs, their recommended costs to 

achieve are: TURN about $146 million;SCUPP about $159 million; and ORA about $171 

million. (See Table, p. 20.) 

The total costs to achieve is an estimate as many costs will not be incurred 

until the merger iscomplefed and savings are phased in over at least three years. Some 

costs may not be incurred at all. 

2. 'Transaction C(Jsts, (InvestmeiJtBanklrig Fees) 

Pacific Enterprises ~rrtployed Barr Devlin and Merrill Lynch as its 

investment bankers 3!.a cost 0/$16 million plus another $1.6 million in expenses, while 

Enova hired Morgan Stanley at a cost o( $10.5 million plus "another $1 million in 

expenses. Theinvestnlcnt bankers were paid on a flat fee basis \vithout regard for 

hours worked,'quality of \vo'rkJ innovation, or insulation of Pacific Enterprises or Enova 
, . 

from risk. In preparing their fairness opinions, the investmentb3ilkers relied upon 

information that was provide~ to them by Pacific Enterprises and Enova without 

condu~ting any audits or otherwise verifying the informatio1\. The investment bankers 

were (ully indemnified against liabilities, including those arisingurtder the Federal 

Securities Act relating to their engagement by applicants. Thus, the investment bankers 

were not at risk for their opinions about the fairness of the merger. 

TURN/UCAN argue that the investment bankers' opinions amount to 

nothing more than enormously expensive financial analy~s, not too dissimilar to the 

sort of analyses that are conducted in a cost of capital case. By contrast, HGP, a 

nationall)' recognized consulting firm, rendered a highly complex ()pinion regarding 

the soundness of Enova's nuclear and other generating fadlities as well as its 

transmission and distribution system for only $275.000. Furthermore, Enova's own 

witnesses agrccdthat the fairness opinions were lor the benefit of the Pacific 

EntcrpriS{'S and Enova Boards o( Directors and shareholders with only derivative 

benefits, it any, (or ratepayers. Since the cost of the investment bankers' opinions was 

excessive, and sin~e the opinions were for the benefit of the Boards of Directors and 
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shareholders, not ratepayers, the $29 million in investment banking lees should be 

excluded from the costs to achieve. 

\Vhen ORA's witness uscdthe Merrill Lynch analysis to support his 

position that ratepayers should be allocated more savings, applicants' own witness 

deprecated the Merrill Lynch work as follows! 

"Merrill Lynch's analysis relied upon internallote<asts prepared 
by Pacific Enterprises and Enov<1. These lore<'3sts included 
significant productivity gains throughout both companies as well 
as aggressive ioie<'3sts of revenue growth in the non-r:egulated· 

. businesses. In using these forecasts, It is important (0 recognize the 
role of SoCalGas's financial plan as a goal setting and motivational 
too),)vhich is link€d to the itlcentive compensation system. As a 
result, theprojeclfons in the platt are mOre akin to Jsttetdl' targets 
than purely objective iotet'asts of future financial tesults. In 
general, the forecasts used by Me-rrill lynch are not the type a 
credit rating agency would rely on in determining credit ratings. A 
credit rating agency would exerdse additional prudence through 
the use 6f more coIL"€rvative lorecasts." 

Applicants argue that ORA's use of investment banker analysis is clouded 

by the (act that the Merrill Lynch analysis regarding t?xpected financial ratios assumed 

an aggressive ap'proach to productivity and in tum an aggressive forecast ol revenue 

growth in the nonrcgulated businesses. They hold that a financial plan 01 this nahtre is 

not the saine as a conservative forecast projeding less optimistiC conclusions about 

future productivity and upon which a credi( rating agency would typically ai\d ." ."'; 

prudently rely in determining credit ratings. 

\Ve certainly agree that an aggressive approach to forecasting will lead to 

substantially diilerent results than a conservative approach. But when the analysis is 

done (or nonregulated businesses, we see no reason to charge any costs of the analysis 

to ratepayers. 

Applicants' teslimoJ'y makes dear that increased opportunities to pursue 

unregulated ventures are the prin\e motivation of this merger. Those ventures, if 

successful, will financially benefit shareholders, not ratepayers. The transaction costs 
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should therefore be assigned to shareholders. We note that in the PacTel/SBC merger 

this kind of cost was not requested for ratepayer recovery. 

Applicants' posiUon is untenable. If ORA should not rely on the financial 

projections, we see nO reason (or this Comn'\issiOl' to rely on the information nor the 

ratepayers to pay lor it. \Ve cannot approVe $29 million [or the costs of advice given on 

such tendentious data. Rather than demonstrating the value to ratepayers of the 

financial services claimed as costs to achieve, applicants h~ve c.ast serious doubt about 

whether the financial advisors Were given reliable hWorrriation. Any advice they 

received based on unreliable data is suspect, and millions of dollars spent On obtaining 

suspect advice is highly questionable. Accepting appHcants' own view expressed in 

their testimony regarding the unreliability of the information given their finandal 

advisors, \ ... ·e, like the credit agency refen'ed to in applicants' testimony, will "exercise 

additional prudence through the use of more conservative (orecastsll and deny the 

banking fees as part of (6sts to achieve. 

Consultant fees of $4 million are included in transacHon costs. Applicants 

maintain that these (osts ate necessary to complete the merger. The dollars in this 

category were spent on spc<:ialists to devise a merger strategy, identify savings, and 

estimate separation costs mOre accurately. We understand that part of these costs Wete 

incurred in presenting this application. As there are substantial savings to ratepayers 

because of the merger, we will aHow the fees. The di((erence between our treatment of 

consultant fees and investment banking fees is that the consultants primarily identified 

savings from the merger which benefit ratepayers; the bankers provided analysis to 

persuade directors and shareholders that the merger would be profitable in the 

nonregulatcd arena. 

3. Employee Retention Costs 

Applicants forecast expenditures of $20 million (or the costs (bonuses) of 

retaining corporate officers and other highly pttid executives of the two companies 

during the pendency of the merger. ORA, TURN lUCAN, and SCUPP oppose this 
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expenditure. scurr would eliminate $10.7 millionj ORA and TURN/UCAN would 

eliminate the entire $20 million. 

Applicants argue that one of the many significant challenges faced during 

the long pendency of the merger is the rctention of key employees. Applicants say the 

eXeCutive retention incentivcs are largely focused on retaining oUicers \vho are 

principally engaged in supporting the regulated utilities within their cutrent 

assignments. These executives are reSponsible for continuing to ensure safe, reliable .. 

and (ost-elfedive service to (Ustomers during the pendency of the merger, as well as (or 

ensuring that the merger tl'eates cost savings (or utility customers. With nO job 

guarantee alter the merger, executives ma)' be inclined to seek outside employment or 

will, at a minimum, be more receptive to inquiries when approached by prospective 

employers Or search firms. If experienced exC(utives leave, it is extremely difficult and 

more costly to replace them with a merger pending. Costs incurred by corporations to 

hire executives, particularly under less than ideal circumstances such as a pending 

merger, typicaJly include significant search agency fees, high relocation <:osts, large 

sign-on bonuses, and other <:osts. In sutl\ .. the costs associated with hiring a replacement 

executive may (ar exceed the retention costs of an existing executive. 

The assertion that executive retenlton costs should be excluded because 

they were not included as costs to achieve in other utility mergers should be rejected, in 

applicants' opinion, because other utility mergers have included executivC' severance 

costs, which can lar exceed executive retention costs. Applicants did not include 

severance costs in their costs to achieve. 

TURN/UCAN argue that appJkants' retention cost is not supported by 

precedent from this Commission or by mergers in other jurisdictions, and applicants 

have presented no good reason for reducing merger savings to further compensate the 

companies' most highly paid employees. Applicants have presented no evidence that 

including such bonu~s as a cost to achieve has been found appropriate by any 

regulatory agency. Such bonuses were not identified as costs in the rcccilt PacTeJ/SBC 

merger before this Commission or In the proposed Edison-SDG&E merger. Applicants' 
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oWn expert confirmed that such costs were not idenHfied in any of the 12 mergers that 

he referenced in his testimony. 

TURN/UCAN assert that applicants have not presented any sound policy 

reasons why such costs should be included. If the merger improves the competitive 

pOsitionillg of the new company, as applicants assert it will, then top executives will 

want to stay with the company to share in that future. The claim that these bonuses are 

necessary to keep high level employees with the companies is not conSistent with the 

exciting future applicants envision for the neW (ompany. Moreover, {rom the 

perspective of ratepayers, it is ilot deat that corporate performance as it impacts utility 

service would be greatly affected by the identity 0( the top officers at Pacific Enterprises 

or Enova over the period of time covered by the bonuses. Finally, in the case of 

SoCatGas, the Commission just found in 0.97-07-054 (pp. 67-68) that the ~ornpany's 

ex~utives were excessively compertsated. It would be unreasonable toindude the 

costs of additional eXe(utiVe compensation as a legitimate (ost of the merger, especially 

when hundredS. otempJoyee positions are being reduced to achieve merger saVings. 

ORA argues that there are no dired regulatory merger benelits generated 

by these corporate employee bonus agreements, no evidence that Pacific Enterprises 

and Enova were at particular risk (or the loss of these employ«'S, and no evidence that 

the termination of these employment would reduce the forecast n,erger savings. 

Furthermore, these officers are already compensated for their services in SoCalGas's 

and SDG&E's rates. 

scurr points out that both Pacific Enterprises and Enova have long-term 

incentive compensation plans (or executives and officers which are intended to give the 

executiv(\S an incentive to remain with the company. The same executives who 

participate in the 16ng·term incentive program benefit (rom the retention bonuses. 

SCUPP would delly the exc<:ulive portion of the retention costs to achieve, $10.7 

million. 

Applicants assert that it is inappropriate to draw (omparisons ,vith other 

mergers without considering the spc<:ific circumstanres associated with each of those 

. mergers, such as the number of executive positions to be eliminated in each case, the 
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extent to which executives in those instances were offered severance packages, the 

number of executives who lelt prior to completion of the merger, and the extent 10 

which the importance of retaining key employees was overlooked, causing those 

companies to suffer negative consequences. 

\Ve find no evidence that bUI for the retention bonuses, any executives 

would have left because of the merger. The fact that the number of executives aftee the 

merger will be fewer than before cail be the result of normal attrition, retirement, etc. 

The joint proxy statement of Padfic Enterprises and Enova of February 6, 

1997, is pertinent. New employment agreements were made \.,·jth the top four officers 

of the merged company, severanCe agreements were made with Pacific Enterprises 

executives, and incentive/retention bonus agreements Were made with both Pacific 

Enterprises and Enova executives. The language is instructive. 

"As of f)c(ember 31, 1996; Pacific Enterprises and its subsidiaries had 
entered into severanCe agreements wlth 24 individuals. U all coveted 
individuals were to be terminated as of January 1, 1998 under 
circumstances giving rise to an entitlement to severanCe benefits, the 
aggregate value of the lump sum cash severanCe benefits sO payable 
would be apprOXimately $9 million. The approximate amounts payable to 
executive officers o( Pacific Enterprises under such cirtumstances are as 
(01l0W5: Richard D. Farman, $930,000; \Varren I. Mitchell, $670,000; 
Larry J. Dagley, $650,000; Frederick E. John, $550,000; leslie E. loBaugh, 
Jr., $530,000; Debra L. Reed, $500,000; Lee M. Stewart, $480,000; Eric B. 
Nelson, $440,000; Ralph Todaro, $280,000; and Dennis V. Arriola, $230,000. 
The agreements entered into with Messrs. Farman and f..fitcheU will be 
superseded by their respedive employment agreements upon the 
completion of the business combination. 

"/"Cclltil'l/Reltlltioll 80ll/ls AgTummts. The Board of Directors of Pacific 
Enterprises has authorized in~entive/rctention bonus agreements with 23 
executivcs, officers and key en'ployecs and the Boards of Directors of 
Enova and SDG&B have authorized incentive/retention bonus 
agreements with 10 selected executives and officers. The purpose of th(' 
agreements is to (i) compensate covered individuals for the performance 
of services related to the business combination, in addition to their 
ongoing duties, and (ii) provide an incentive for these individuals to 
continue their employment wilhthe New Holding Company." 

.f .f 
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"The incentive/retention bonus agreements of Pacific Enterprises and its 
subsidiaries provide (or maximum aggregate incentive/retention bonus 
payments of approximate1y $6 million, assuminglhe business 
combinaUon is completed On January 1, 1998. 'The approxirilate aniounts 
payabJe to exe<utive officers of Pacific Enterprises (eXcluding any increase 
or decrease attributable to the dderral of such amounts)ate as follows: 
Richard D. Farn\an, $1,220,000; \Varten I. Mitchell, $620,000; Larry J. 
Dagley, $910,()()(); Frederick E. John, $290,000; Ig~lie It loBaugh, Jr., 
$280,000; Debra L. Reed, $260,OOOi Lre M. Stewart, $256)X)(); Eric B. 
Nelson, $23O,OOOi Ralph Todaro, $200,000; and Dennis V. Arriota, $160,000. 

"TIle incentive/ retention bonus agreements of Enova and its subsidiaries 
prOVide for nlaximum aggregate incentive/retention bonus paymentsof 
approximately $4.7 million, assuming the business combination is 
completed On January I, 1998. The apptoximate amounts payable to 
executive olficets of Enova (eXcluding any increaseor decrease 
attributable to the deferral of such amounts) ate as follows! Thomas A. 
Page, $88O,OOOi Stephen L. Baum, $1,032,000; Donald E. Felsinger, 
$704,000; David R. Kuzma, $692/000; Edwin A. Guiles, $.316,OOOi and 
Gary D. Cotton, $223,000. 

"In addition, the Chairn\an of the Board of Pacific Enterprises and the 
Chief EXe<utive OffiCer of Enova have each been granted the authority to 
provide incentiveltetenHon bonus agreements to· other" rion.oHker ~ 
employees. The maximum aggregate bonus amounts payable under such 
agreements is $5 million for each company." 

The record is not dear whether Enova has a similar severan<:e package as 

Pacific Enterprises, but the record is clear that the executives of both (omp,mies are well 

protectedi that Pacific Enterprises exC(utives have employment contracts, severance 

agreements, and retention bonuses. Ratepayers should not pay (or lavishn('ss in the 

guise of retention bonuses. \Ve agree with those opposed to including retention 

bonuses in costs to achieve. \Ve will disallow the entire $20 million. No merger 

approved by this COlllmission, or any other Commission to our knowledge, has 

allowed such costs. The executives coverl"<l by the retenHon plan have numerous 

reasons to stay: high salaries, stock options, bonus incentives, and substantial severance 

pay. To add a new category of retention bonuses, 50"/0 to be paid by ratepayers, is 

gilding the lily. 
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4. Communications Costs 
Applicants have estimated $5.3 inmion~ in costs to achieve (or internal and 

external communications. Included in this amount are (Osts aSsociated with a new 

corporate name and logo ($1/~75,OOO), advertising related to the nlerget ($1,525,000)/ 

and a'public affairs campaign prior to the merger ($2}OOO,OOO). Several parties objected 
. " " 

to appJicants' prop6saL' TURN/UCAN propose thatonly ~20,OOO be included as a tost 

to achie\'e, arguing that the costs of a new corporate name andlogb, the costs of 

advertising, and the costs of a public a((airs campaign sltould be assigned to 

shareholders, and that other 'n\~igers have ~not included such costs. SCUPP proposes 
that the $5.3 million be "eXcluded in its entirely from the costs to achieve beCause the.,. 

companies willlje maintaining their existing iden:tities.· Al\d, dRApropose~ tltat 50"10 6( " 

the $5.3 million be a\l6cated directly ~o the untegUlated portion ~f the~6thbit\ed ' 
company, arguing that the primafypurpose 6f the merger Is to develop unregulated 

revenues, that these ptoposedexpenditure5 support such an objective, ~nd that it is 

uncertain how the propdsed ex~nditute level wlll help capture the ~nefits of the 

merger. 

Applicants argue that TURN/UCAN, oRA, and SCUPP have 

mischaracterized necessary communkations concelnlr'lg the merger ~s "advertising and. 

marketing costs." Applicants claim the costs In question ate not intended to market any 

product or service, but instead are necessary to succeSsfully communicate a numbet of 

significant messages regarding the merger to customers and to the (Omn\unity at large. 

Applicants' witness expJainedthat the communkations ef(ort is specifically targeted 

towards education and not marketing. These expenses are targeted to educate 

customers about the merger and its potential Impacts on them. Applicants contend that 

by educating customers befo.re the merger takes placc, it is likely that future costs can be 

avoided and negative {n\pacts on service reduced, thus providing obvious benefits to 

customers. For instancc, Ii customers are uninformed and therefore contemed or 

confused about the merger, they are more likely to teleph6ne therespective customer 

service c('nters unnecessarily. If call volumes h\creasc, operati6nal expenses and the 

time it takes to respond to customer calls will also increase. As a result, because 
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applicants' merger·re1atcd communications benefit the custoJrter by reducing call center 

activity, the associated costs represent valid and rcasonable costs to achieve. 

Applicants justify the inclusion in costs to achieve Of the expenses 

associated with a new corporate name and identity, as being the result of a merger 

expected to deliver millions of dollars in savings to utility customers. The expenses 

related to a new corporate name and identity are important for'SDG&E and SoCalGas 

to raise operating capital in financial markets at reasonable fates, a critical step in the 

consummation of the mergeri plus the need to communicate the new name of the 

merged company to customers, as well as the need to maintain the continued separate 

existence of both SbG&B and SOCalGas. 

Applicants assert that the Commission has rlXently been much mote 

receptive to the importance of educating ratepayers about impending changes in the· 

energy and telecoriu'nUJ1icatlons marketplaces, particularly on the eve 01 implementing 

signilkant changes for customers regarding their electric service. They refer to Our 

recently established Customer Education Program related to electric restructuring, 

endowing the fund with an initial investment of $89 million. They conclude that 

including communications costs as part of costs to achieve is justified based on past 

precedent and (urrent utility industry practices endorsed by the Commission. 

TURN/UCAN point out that the requested communications costs excccd 

those in all of the 12 merger cases cited by applicants in both absolute dollars and as a 

percentage of saVings. TURN/UCAN believe applicants present no compelling reason 

to depart from estabHshed policy regarding the costs associated with a new corporate 

name and logo. Such costs have typically been borne by shareholders. For example, 

costs resulting from the initial creation of SCECorp as a hoMing company lor Edison 

were not included in rates, nor have sin\ilar costs (or Edison International been 

included in rates. lbe costs of developing new logos, repainting vehicles, and similar 

expenses were hot included in rates for PG&E when it changed its logo in the early 

1990s. TURN/UCAN argue that applicants have not demonstrated that the 

development of a new corporate name and logo is necessary to the merger. It is 

management's decision not to retain the name of one of the existing companies (Pacific 
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Enterprises or Enova) as the name of the new company. Ratepayers should not pay (or 

that dedsion. Neither utility will change its current name, therefote the merger name 

has no relevance to ~onsumers of regulated utilityservices. 

Applicants' arguments in support ot advertising and public relations costs 

ate no mote compelling, in TURN lUCAN's opinion. They note that ratepayers do not 

now pay for lobbying or campaigns to influence public opinion, which are chargeable 

below the line for electric utilities. A ~llerger does nof (reate an exception to this rule. 

AppHcants'.dahn that these costs ate not primarily intended to influence public opinion 

lacks credibility. Applicants' OWn workpapers r~(er to these as "advertisingti costs and 

direct their campaign to "opinion leaders, elected oifidats, and community leaders.1I 

Our long-established policy has been to disallowcostsior energy utility 

corporate advertising other than advertising related t(,safety, conservatior\,3.nd certain 

financial issues. In particular, advertising aimed atestablishing or building a corporate 

image h~s faced the most severe restrittions. This is precisely the intent 01 the bulk of 

the adVertising included in costs toachteve.Inclusion of the co·sts associated with a 

new corporate name, advertising related to the merger, and a public allairs can\paign in 

costs to achieve to be paid in part by ratepayers, is in<:onsistent with Commission 

policy. (Rt So.Cal.Ed;son (1976) 81 CPUC 49,79; Re PGElE (1975) 78 CPUC 638, 691-696.) 

\Ve will include in costs to achieve the TURN/UCAN recommendation of $320,000. 

This includes the (oltowing costs as identified by the appJicants: $40,000 lor employee 

packets, $30,000 (or media neWs releases and print material, and $250,000 for biU inserts 

to inlorm customers that their service will not be changing as a result of the merger. 

D. Rat~mak(ng Treatment of Merger Savings 

\Ve will order that the total net savings allocated to ratepayers ($174.9 million) be 

refunded to ratepayers through an annual bHl credit over five years comntendng 

September I, 1998. SoCa\Gas will refund approximatdy $117.9 million (67.4%); SDG&E 

will refund approximately $57.0 million (32.6%). The percentage split is based on 

applicants' recommendation in Exhibit 4. 
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SoCalGas will allocate annual merger savings amOllg customer dasscs using 

current long-run nlarginal costs. SoCalGas will file an advice letter no later than July 1 

of each year following merger approval to reflect the fixed annual net cost SaVltlgs 

identified and adopted in this merger to be credited on customer bills In September 

following. If the bill credit exceeds the amount of a cllstomeris September bill} the 

credit balance will be carried over and applied a.gainst the customer's October biB} and 

will COlltinue to be credited to subsequent bills until the credit is exhausted. 

For SDG&E, it is n~essary to allocate savings betwee'n the gas and electric 

departments, and also among each major customer class within the tespeclivcgas a.nd 

electric departments. To allocate the net utility merger savings between SDG&E's gas 

and electric departments, SDG&E will use the ratio of the' number of gas and electric 

customers for each department. SDG&E will use current I6ng-ntn matgirial costs to 
allocate net utility merger savings among gas (62%) and eleclric (38%) customer claSses. 

For gas servire, this method is based on the factors adopted in SDG&E's 1996 Biennial 

Cost Allocation Proceeding (BCAP). For electric service, this method is based on the 

factors adopted in SDG&B's Rate and Ptodud Unbundling ApplitaHon (A.) 96--12-011, 

filed December 6, 1996, in the Commission'~ electric (estructuring pr~eeding. Those 

factors are based on the combination of customer and distribution long-nUl marginal 

costs. 

Srx;&E will provide an annual bill credit to each of its Cllstomers to (Jow back 

the annual (orec'asted net utility cost savings allocatL'd to customers. SDG&B will (He "n' 

advice letter annually on July 1 01 each year to reflect the fixed annual net cost savings 

identified and adopted in this merger pr~ecding to be reflected on customer bills in 

September following. If the bill ctedit exceeds the amount of a customer's September 

bUl, the credit balance will be carried over and applied against the customer's October 

bill, and wifl continue to be credited to subsequent bills unlil the credit is eXhausted. 

SoCalGas and SDG&E may implement such memorandum accounts as they 

deem necessary to effectuate the proper accounting tor the ratepayer aedits and 

shareholder allocation. The memorandum accounts shall be subn\itted by adviCe letter 

for the Energy Division's approval. 
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\Ve emphasize, regardless of whether the forC('ast savings are actually achieved, 

applicants shall refund $174.9 million to ratepayers over five years. The savings that 

applicants would credit to balancing accounts shaU, instead, be refunded directly to 

ratepayers as part of the bill credit. 

III. Eff~¢t on Competition (Section 854(b}(3» 

Section 854(b)(3) provides that a merger of public utilities may be approved it we 

find that the prop6sal does not adversely allect competition. In making this finding, we 

are to be gUided by an advisory opinion from the Attorney Genera) tlregarding whether 

competition will be adversely aifected and what mitigation measures could be adopted 

to avoid this result." 

InterVenors argue that the proposed combination of Pacific Enterprises and 

Bnova, along with the ongoing consolidation of their unregulated subsidiaries' 

operationsl will likely have a sevetenegative eUed on competition inCati(omia gas and 

electricity markets. They contend that the consolidation of SOCalGas's dominance of 

gas transportation in and into southern Cali(on\ia, gas storage in the region, and (ore 

gas purchasing in the region, with and into SDG&E's electricity generation and Ent'rgy 

Pacific's unregulated electric market activities (including the almost certain acquisition 

of generation) creates a degree of vertical integration arousing serious concerns. This 

vertical integration promises to enhance both the ability and the incentive of the 

merged company to evade regulation by using its market power over gas prices and 

services to disadvantage rivals in electricity markets, and, by using its a((iliates' 

activities in electricity lllarkets, to extract monopoly profits not previously available to 

it in gas markets. Accordingly, the Comn,ission cannot find that the applicants' 

proposal"does ... not adversely affect competition," as requited for approval under 

Section 854(b)(3). 

tnten'enors assert that vertical market power may lead to at least three kinds of 

antkompetilive effects. First, a vertical merger may aHow the new, vertically integrated 

firm to raise its rivals' (osts by {oredosing actess to or raising prices for upstream 

inputs required by rivals in the downstream market. Through SoCalGas, Pacific 
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Enterprises has market power over and operational control of In-state transportation 

and storage, in-state hub services, the largest block of in-state demand, and ultimately, 

the price of gas at the California border. This upstream. po\\'er gives it enormous ability 

to raise the price of gas to electricity rivals and to deny access to or raise the price of in

state storage to electricity rivals. second, a vertical merger can {adUtate the tacit or 

express exchange of information about the upstream or downstream rnarkets that 

ultimately can lead to reduced competition in the aUected market. Through SOCaiGas, 

Pacific Enterprises has aUess to nonpublic operational information about the gas 

system that is of inestimable value to gas shippers and that can be shared with its 

alliliates with interests in electricity markets to the detriment of their rivals. Finally, a 

vertical merger call allow a regulated {irmwith market power to avoid the effects of 

regulation by integrating into an upstream or downstream market. 

Intervenors believe it is this third (onn of antiCompetitive activity that is Ukely to 

occur if the merger is allowed to proceed as proposed. They argue that through 

S6CatGas -the new company will have lTlarket power in the upstream gas supply 

market, enjoying extensive discretion in its operation of critical gas transportation and 

storage assets and contro1ling t~e largest block of gas demand in southem California. 

Previously, SocalGas had little, if any, incentive to exercise its market power because as 

a regulated gas company, it had little ability to increase its ultimate earnings and had no 

affiliated electric generation or financial positions in lutures markets to benefit. The 

merger changes e\'erything. Post-merger, Pacific Enterprises will have afliliatcs with 

electric gelleralion. And in anticipation of the merger, Pacific Enterprises and Enova 

have created unregulated alfiliates with significant positions in soon-to-be unregulated 

electricity markets. Intervenors assert that the merger and the creation of Energy 

Pacilic marries the ability to manipulate gas prices with the ability to profit (rom that 

anlkompetitive conduct at the expense of competition and eleclricity consumers. 

Applicants (on tend that the n\eiger of Pacific Enterprises and Enova will not 

adverSi'Jyaffect con\petitfoo. They say SoCatGas and SDG&H are not head-to-head 

competitors in any relevant product market. The forthcoming r~tail market (or 

electricity will likely be so fiercely contested that the loss of one potential (ompetitor 
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will not have any appreciable affect. They expect the new company to stimulate the 

introduction of retail competition in California, with the merger providing a 

considerably more eUective competitive option to millions of electric customers 

currently served by Pacific Enterprises. They claim the very prospect of this merger is 

already imposing competitive pressures that arc fordng competitors to pursue alliances 

and other strategies, presumably to reduce the cost or improve the quality of energy 

products and service in southern California. 

Intervenors have hypothesized various ways in which SoCalGas (Quid exerdse 

its vertical market pow'et in gas markets so that the new company can profit in 

electricity markets. SoCalGas contends that it does not have the il'arket pOwer that 

inten'enorS allege. As a: buyer of gas, it accounts (with or without SDG&B) for a Very 

small share of the production in the basins that supply California. These markets ate 
highly competitive and not susceptible to monopsony power by any single market 

participant. Asa holder of rights to use interstate pipelinecapadty into California---of 

which there is a glut-SOCalGas argues it calmot affed prevailing transportation costs. 

As a transporter, distributor, and operator ot storage withinCalifomia, it is already 

pervasively regulated by this Commission and is not capable of manipulating prices. 

Moreover, applicants are of the opinion that the highly integrated nature of the 

western power market assures that any effort by SoCalGas to raise electricity prices by 

raising gas prices would be substantially undercut by generators SoCalGas does not 

serve. Indeed, an effort to raise gas prices would-apart from the enormous legal and 

regulatory risk-almost certainly prove unprofitable to the merged. entity sin~e lost gas 

transportation revenues would overwhelm any gain in electricity revenues. Applicants 

assert that to claim that the merger would induce SoCalGas to exerdse market power is 

flatly wrong: if anything, the merged enttty will have a palpable disincentive to raise 

gas prices. Finany, applicants point out that SoCalGas has the ability, without the 

merger, to do all the manipulative, anticompctitive activities of which it stands accused. 

The merger adds nothing. And it is the effects of the merger that move the legal 

inquiry. 
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In latcr portions of thIs opinion We discuss in detail thc contentions of 

intervenors and the responses of applicants. Here, we present the framework which 

guides our analysis. 

First: We are deciding to approve or disapprove a merger. The question 

presented is-will the merger "adversely affect competition"? (§ 854 (b) (3).) SOCalGas's 

present market pOwer is not the issue. 

Second: Market power is defined as the ability of one or more firms profitably to 

maintain prices above competitive levels (or a significant period of time. (U.S. Dept. of 

Justice Merger Guidelines § 0.1 in S<:herl Antitrust Ad\'isor,4~ Ed. j Appendix 3-1, p. 3-

197, 19B.) 

Third: The firm with market pOwer must not be subject to price regulation. (/d., 

§ 1.0, p. 3~199.) 

Fourth: The use of purchasing pOWer and the allocation of services to . 

diS<:riminate profUably; to evade rate regulation, to raise costs to rivals, and to create 

barriers to eritry must be prevented. 

Fifth: Our goal is to protect cOJ1'tpetition, not competitors. 

A. Attorney General's Advisory Opinion 

The Attorney General of California has subr'nitled his advisory opinion on the 

merger, pursuant to PU Code § 854, including his re<onHnendatior\s o,n mitigation 

measures that could be adopted to avoid any adverse competitive effects that do restalt. 

This is the fifth opinion letter submitted by the Attorney General under the 1989 

amendments to Section 854. PU Code § 854 refers to the opinion as advisory. 

Consequently, this document does not control our finding under § 854 (b)(3). However, 

the Attorney General's advice is entitted to the weight COIl\rnonty accorded an Attorney 

General's opinion (see, e.g., Moore v. PtmlsJI (1982) 32 Ca1.3d 535,544 ("Attorney General 

opinions are generally accorded great weight"); Farroli v. City aud coullty of Sail 

FfIluds<o (1989) 216 Cal.App.3d 1(71). The opinion was served November 20, after 

receipt of evidence (\nd opening briefs. 
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The Attorney General concludes that this merger will not adversely affect 

competition within either the who!esaleeletlricity or interstate gi\S markets. He says 

because gas-fired plants now owned by SDG&E are subject to comprehensive price 

regulationl the merged entity will Jack any incentive (or, usually, the ability) to 

manipulate wholesale elc<tricity prices.· (Should SDG&E sell its gas-fired plants, as it 

has announced, there is even less reason to alleet wholesale electricity pi ices.) 

Moreover, the wholesale electricity and interstate gas markets ate already highly 

integratedl and comprise most of the western United States. Price data-as opposed to 

theoretical models-sh()\v that the wholesale electricitimarket connects California with 

numerous out-af-state suppliers over a transmission system that has never reached 

capacity. Those out-of-state suppliers, along with California generation plants outside 

the SOCalGas service area, would defeat any attempt by the merged entity to raise 

wholesale electricity prkes above competitive levels. 

He alsO concludes that th~ merger of the utilities' procurement operations will 

not adversely af(ed competition in the interstate gas market and that the applicants are 

not actual potential competitors for retail eledricity services. on the other hand, 

because the merger may eliminate the disciplining effeel ofSDG&B as a potential 

competitor in the partially regulated intrastate gas transmission market, he 

recommends that the Commission consider requiring SoCalGas to auction o((sctting 

volumes of transportation rights within that systerll. Finally, because of the uncertain 

e((eets of electric industry restructuring, he recommends that the Commission retain 

limited jurisdiction over this merger for the purpose of re-examining the question of 

whether Ihe merged entity has used its intrastate gas transmission systen\ for the 

purpose of manipulating the prke of eleclrieity it sells in the wholesale market. 

B. Market Power 

Market power is generally defined as the ability of a Cirm or group of Cirms to 

profitably raise and maintain the price of products they sell significantly above a 

competitive leve1. Conversely, market power (or a buyer is the ability to profitably set 

and maintain prices below competiH\'c lcvcls. In 0.91·05-028, our decision rcgarding 
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the proposed merger of Edison and SDG&E, \ ... 'C set forth a conceptual framework for 

analyzing competitive effects (or purposes of Section 854{b)(3). In so doing we 

distinguished between "horizontalll effects and "vertical lJ effects: 

A consolidation of two companies performing similar functions in 
the production or sale of comparable goods or services at the same 
level is characterized as "horizontal." Thus, a merger between two 
manufacturers or two retailers of comparable goods Or services 
would be a "horizontalli alignment By contrast economic 
arrangements between companies which conduct operations at 
di((erent levels up.and down the distribution chain (e.g'J wholesale 
and retail) ate characterized as "vertical." (Re SeE Corp. (1991) 40 
CPUC2d 159, 184, (0.91-05-028, mimeo. at pp. 29,301. 

\Ve described the standard method of performing a horizontal market analysis, 

as reflected in the United States Department 61 Justice Merger Guidelines (the Merger 

Guidelines). This method entails defining a 'relevant geographic and product market: 

The product market is a range of products or services that ate 
relathoely interchangeable; so that pricing decisions by one firm ate 
inf1uen~d by the range of alternative suppliers available to the 
purchaser ••.• The relevant geographic market is defined as the area 
in whtch sellNs compete and to which bU)'ers can practically tum 
for supply. (/d. p. 184.) 

In a market analysis of horizontal effects, we noted that we would consider direct 

evidel\cc of harm to competition "where the power to exclude competition is proved 

directly by aChtal exclusion.1i (Id. p. 185.) Under this approach, however, it must be 

showo, "that there has been an actual exercise of market power that has been even 

further exacerbated by the merger." ([d. p. 186.) 

Vertical exercise of market power entails the foreclosure of competitors' access to 

suppliers or customers. These probJems "are assessed not b}' calculating market shares, 

but by realistically assessing the potential (or n\cukel manipulation, resulting in 

disadvantage to con'lpetitors or consumers." (Id. p. 186.) 

Of overriding importance for purposes of vertkal 01' horizontal analysis is the 

effect of the merger on the cOIl'petitive situation. The parties have presented cogent 

evidence of SoCalGas's market power. As we discllss in Section III.B.4.d below, it is 
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dear that SoCalGas currently has market power due to its near-monopoly conliol over 

facilities used (or the transport and storage of natural gas for electric power plants 

within southern CatifOInia. Thc existence 01 market power is 01 serious concern to this 

Commission. Nevertheless, the problem of market power in this industry is better 

addreSStXl in the natural gas strategy OIR (R.9S·01·011), where we will consider the 

ovcrall pOJicy issues lacing the Commission for the future of this sIgnificant, diverse, 

and protean market. For example, the Rulemakingrequests comment on issues such as 

divestiture of the utility prociJrement (unction and other options for mitigating 

potential anticompctitive behavior. 

The issue in this proceeding is not whether market power exists, but whether it is 

likely to be enhanced by this propOsed merger. \Vhat matters in assessing a merger is 

how the merger itself will change the competitive drclin\stances that would obtaitl 

absent the merger. We emphasized that pOint in our recent decision approving the 

PacTel/SBC n\erger: "Thus, whatever market power Pacific possesses in the various 

relevant markets discussed below, our inquiry' fO(uses on specific-evidence as to 

whether this merger increases Or enhances that market power. Several of intervenors' 

arguments regarding barriers to entry, as discussed more fully below, would exist with 

or without the merger. We, and certain federal regulators, are examining these 

arguments in the appropriate proceedings to determine ways to promote robust 

competition in an telecommunications markets, a goal to which we are strongly 

committed. However, we do not find in the absence of specific evidence, that a merger 

in itself adversely affects competition simply by making a large and strong company 

larger and stronger." (0.97-03-067 at p. 43.) 

1. HorIzontal Market P()wer Effect of ElimInating SDG&E as a Separate 
Potential Competltot and Customer 

110 and others argue that two aspects of applicants' merger-created 

market power cannot be mitigated by any means: (1) the elimination of potential 

bypass competition, and (2) the elimination 6i potential competition in the rctail electric 

market. They (onc1ude because the merger, however else itmight be conditioned, 
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would adversely affect competition in these two respects, the merger fails to satisfy the 

requirements of PU Code § 854(b)(3), and should be rejected outright by the 

Commission. 

Intervenors argue that because SoCatGas owns and controls aU of the 

intrastate gas pipeline transportation facilities in California south of SanBemardino 

County and Kern County, the only competitive force that disciplines SoCalGas's pricing 

behavior for gas transportation within southern California is the threato[ construction 

of additional gas transportation facilities that would enable customers to bypass the 

SoCalGas system-that is, the threat (j£ pOtential entry by a competitor irif6 SocaIGas's 

monopOly area. SoCalGas has historically viewed SDG&E as a signilicant potential 

bypass threat and has entered int6 at least one agreement (Project Vednos) that 

recognizes the ctonomic value to SDG&E of the leverage that its bypass threat affords. 
" . -. . . 

liD asserts tha~ SoCfllGas has historically evaluated 110 as a potential 

bypass threat in conjun~Hor\ with SDG&E, ptesunlably under a sCenario in which both 

SDG&B and lID \vould participate in a bypaSs pipeline (onstmcted (rom El Paso's 

Yuma, Arizona terminus, atong the border of the United States and Mexico and into San 

Diego. Th~ threat o( entry thiough potential bypass competition constrains the ability 

of an incumbent monopolist, such as SoCalGas, to charge prkes for gas transportation 

that exceed a competitive level and the elimination of the threat 01 potential 

competition eliminates the limitations on SoCalGas's pricing. Thus, because the n'l.erger . 

wouM effectively eliminate SDG&E as a participant in a potential bypass pipeline, the 

merger eliminates both actual and perceived potential competition, and threatens direct 

competitive harm to 1ID-in the form of higher gas transportation prices than would 

have prevailed as a result of the threat of a bypass pipeline by SDG&E. 

liD maintains that SDG&E's presence as a potential bypass competitor has 

affected SoCalGas·s prking behavior in the past, and would likely continue to do sO in 

the future it the merger is denied. InasJ11uch as SoCalGas has also evaluated 110 as part 

of an SDG&E bypass scenario, the proposed merger would impose dir~ct ctonomfc 

harm on 110 because themergoo company's gas transportation pricing will not be 

constrained-as SoCatGas's has been constrained historically-by the threat of bypass 
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posed by SOC&E. As long as SDG&E remains an independent companY/ltD benefits 

from the threat of potential bypass competilion that Srx:;&E poses to SoCalGas. Once 

SOC&E merges with SoCalGas, 110 will confront a monopoly provider of gas 

transportation whose pricing is uncOI\Strained by any relevant threat of potential 

bypass competition. 

110 also maintains that the proposed merger \VHi adversely a((cct 

competition by eliminating actual potential competition in deregulated retail electric 

markets. Absent the merger, aUiliates of one of the merging companies independently . 

would have enteted the retail dectridty markets in the current service area of the utility 

affiliate of the other merging company-thereby decontentrating the market 

represented by that service atea. lID believes the merger destroys two opportunities (or 

deconcentrating existing retail electric monopolies following implementation of dir~t 

access in 1998. The (irst such opportunity \vould have been the entry by an Enova 

electric affiliate into (ornter retail electric monopoly service areas within the SoCalGas 

retail gas servUeterritory. The second opportunity would have been th~ entry by a 

Pacific Enterprises electric marketing aUiliate into the SOG&E serviCe territory. lID· 

cites our prior recognition that a merger#s elimination of the opportunity that direct 

entry into relevant markets by a significant competitor would provide for improving 

the competitive structure of such markets is a type of anticompetitive effect proscribed 

by PU Code § 854(b)(3)! liD claims that the merger#s elimination of the possibility of 

independent entry by marketing affiliates of one applicant into the retail eledric service 

area of the utility affiliate of the other applicant is sufficient cause, by itself, (or denial of 

the merger. 

• As the Commission explained in Re Pacific Ttlrsis Gr(llll,/SBC Commlluitafions, 1,,(., (1997) 
(D.97-{}3-067J, 177 P.U.R. 4111 462, 1997 CaJPUC LEXIS 629 at 186 (PacTeJ/SBC): 

If in lieu of entering the market independently or through toehold acqulsitio~ the actual 
potential entrant merges with a significant in<:umbcnt firm, its tnccntiws to enter the 
market independently dis..'lppear and the market would lose the amount of new 
competition that the potential tompetitor would have generated. 
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Applicants assert that eliminating SDG&E as a competitor does not harm 

competition because (i) the n'terger hasnohorizorttal e(fed on wholesale electric 

competition, (ii) the merger witl enhance retail electric competition, (~ii) the merger wiB 

not adversely a((ect competition in natural gas sales, and (iv) the merger will not 

elin\inateSDG&E as a potential bypass customer. 

Applicants point out that the el~triC utilities in the western region of the 

United States are inter(onn~ted by a highly integrated high-voltage transmission grid 

that allows (or extensive trading of power and coordination of operations for reliability 

purposes.' SDG&E owns approximatc1y~,400 M\Vof generating capacity; Pacific 

Enterprises OWns no capacity; the \VSCC as a whole includes over 140,000 MW. 

Because SDG&E1s peak load exceeds 3,900 MW, it is ovenvhelmingly a net buyer 6f 

power. SDG&E's total capacity is less than 3%of WSCC capacity. \Vhen transmission 

is constrained (rom the north, SDG&EJs shai'e goes up to 7%. The merger produces no 

increase in concentration. 

In regard to retail electric ~()n\petitlon, app1itants maintain the merger 

will ~nhance coIripetition; the new company will be a strong competitor. Retail 

competition in eledricity will begin in California in 1998. Accordingly, Enova and 

Padfic Enterprises do not now compete for retail electricity customers, and the loss of 

SDG&E as a competitor is, at most, the loss of a potential con\petitor. TIle retail supply 

of electricity will be characterized by easy entry and fierce competition afnong a large 

number of firms, including existing wholesale marketers, power brokers, and energy 

service companies. As a result, the loss of one potential competitor would not affect the 

degree of (ompetition. Over 170 Energy $en'ice Providers have registered with the 

Commission to compete in the retail electric market. One mote or less will have no 

effed. 

S The regional reliability c6undl, the Western Systems Coordinating Council (WSCe) 
encompasses all of Idaho, California, Oregon, Washh'lgton, Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, 
Utah, \V}'orolng, Alberta and British Columbia, as well as the wtstern portion50( Montana and 
Colorado. 
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As to compeliti6n in natural gas sates, applicants argue that in the 

competitive nonCore market, in which SocalGas is precluded by Commission 

regulation {rom offering service other thtln its cote subscriptiOn service, SoCalGas has a 

share of less than 5%. SDG&E, which is allowed to compete [or its noncoreload, has 
; 

retained less than 42% of its nonC6re customers~ Neither has made sales to noncore 

customers outside its OWn serviCe territory. Any matkei share increase by combining 

companies is negligible. Further, applicanfs do not ptopoSe at this time to merge the. , , . , .. 

core procurement {unctions 6f sOcalGas and SDG&E. 

In regard to the important point 'raised by intervenors, that the merger . 

will eliminate SDG&E as a potential bypass customer, applicants deny it. Applicants 

clain\ that bypass has never made sense to SDG&:E. SDG&E has previously considered 

a bypass of SOCatGas's system, but in each instance, the service provided by SoCalGas 

made more economic sense. If it had not, SOO&E would now be receiving intrastate 

transportation service (rom someone else. Additionally, continuing Commission 

regulation and the Memorandum of Understanding among SDG&E, Enova, and the 

City of San Diego (the MOU) would make it difficult {or SOO&E, after the merger, to 

refuse to investigate, interconnect with, or dcdine to make full use of another pipeline 

offering an economiC alternative to SoCalGas. 

AppJicants note that SDG&E is not the only potential anchor in the area 

for a bypass pipeline. SDG&E is no longer the exclusive natural gas supplier in its 

service area. Noncore customers as well as core aggregators usc SDG&E's system (or 

transportation or distributionj they account (or a larg~ part of the load on the SOO&B 

system, and are free to procure not only the gas commodity, but upstream 

transportation wherever it is available. Thus, this portion of SDG&E's load could 

attract, in itself or with other gas purchasers in southern California, a pipeline interested 

in competing with SoCalGas if doing so were potentially profitable. 

Applicants view the potential (or future bypass opportunities in light of 

all relevant drcun\stances. SDG&E is geOgraphically isolated (rom SoCalGas's other 

major load centers, including the Los Angeles basin. Any parlicipation by SDG&E as an 

anchor tenant in a bypass project also serving loads in the Los Angeles basin would 
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almost certainly require SDG&E to pay for many miles of pipeline. This fact does not 

make bypass impossible for SDG&E, but it certainly calls ilHo question intervenors' 

contention that SDG&E would be a superb anchor tenant for their future projects. 

Additionally, applicants say, in recent years SoCalGas customers 

considered potential bypass opportunities in part because of the significant transition 

costs embedded in SoCalGas's transportation rates. The Global Settlement and recent 

contractual st~p~dOWI'-~ ')n both the El Paso and Transwestern pipeJines offer rate relief 

and transportation (or SoCalGas cllstomers such as SDG&E. Until the Commission's 

cost a1iocation policies change dramatically, in the ncar (uture r\ortcore and wholesale 

transportation customers o{ SoCalGas, including SDG&E, should see substantial 

decreases in their transportation rates as transition costs decline. These rate reductloI\S 

will tend to make SoCalGas's service to SDG&E mote C{onomical than bypass 

alternatives. 

Finally, as $DG&E is a regulated local distribution company, applicants 

contend that SDG&E simply will not be in a position to decline to interconnect \\lith 

another pipeline M(ering more economic and equally reliable service as SoCalGas, Or 

continue to insist on using transportation service over the SoCaIGas system in the face 

01 less expensive (bypass) alternatives. For one thing, restrictions adopted by the 

Commission for Enova and its affiliates, including SDG&E, on a(iiliate dealings 

specifically prohibit the acquisition of goods or serviccs, including gas transportation 

and storage service} from an afliliale at any pri~e above (air market vatue. So, if a 

competitor were oUering service at or below the transportation rates offered by 

SoCalGas (including any discounts above variable cost offered by SoCalGas to meet the 

competition), SDG&E w()uld risk disallowance and penalties by opting to continue 

taking service from SoCalGas. Such conduct would be easily detectable by interested 

parties (such as competing pipelines). Indeed, apart from the Commission's power to 

disallo\ .... excessivc costs arising {rom refusal to use an alternative that is less expensivc 

than an Mfiliate/s, the Commission has the power sin'lpJy to compel interconnection. In 

short} applicants believe the merger will not discourage new or existing pipeJines (rom 

building into southern CaJifofllia in order to interconnect with SDG&E's system. 
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Discussion 

Here n'e discuss the eliminationofSr:x;&E as an "actual potential 

competitor" in the retail electricity competition in southern California. No party daims 

that the rnergerwill have any adverse horizontal effects On wholesale electricity 

competition. The eUed of the elimination ofSDG&E as a customer of a competing gas 

pipeline is treated elsewhere (see I1I.B(4)(d». 

In our PacTel/SBC decision, we described a four.part eVidentiary 

showing reqltircd to establish loss of actual potential competition. The four elements of 

the showing arc: (1) the relevant markets are presently concentratedi (2) one or both of 

the merging parties would have entered the relevant markets directly absent the 

merger; (3) entry through merger ton(ers competitive advantages on the merging 

parties that are not available to other potential entrants; and (4) it is likely that 

independent entry, absent the merger, would have dec:oncentrated the market or had 

other procompctitive etfects. (0.97-00-067 at p. 51.) 

It is obvious to us that the criteria of PacTel/SBC have not been met. For 

this analysis, we consider the relevant geographic market tor retail electricity sales to be 

. the SoCalGas service territory. There is at present no competition in retail electricity 

sates in California. Competition will begin in 1998. As of November I, 1997, no tewN 
than 169 separate firms had registered with the Commission to compete as Energy 

ServiCe Providers. For that reason alone the market cannot be characterized as 

"concentrated." Major competition (or electricity retail sales in both SoCalGas's 

territory and Sr:x;&B's territory is expected to include strong, nationwide firms such as 

Enron, Duke/Louis Drey(us/PanEnergy, PacifiCorp/Energy Group/Citizens Lehman, 

Engage Energy/Coastal/\Vestcoast, and Southern Ertergy/Vastar, all of whom have 

extensive experience in energy trading to bring to retail electricity markets. They also 

have experience and capability in hedging and other facets of marketing that will be 

necessary in retail electricity con\pclition. 

One electridty sales provider, mOre or less, wiH have no impact h, either 

utility's service area. The relevant market in 1998 is not concentrated. The merger will 

not cause the loss of actual potential competition. 
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2. SoCalGas's Marker Power 

SoCalGas is one ot the largest gas transmission and distribiltion 

companies in the world and has a virtually exclusive monopoly in a franchised service 

territory that encompasses the SOuthern half of California. Natural gas plays a critical ~ 

role in the California electricity market because it acts as the marginal (i.e., prke-setting) 

fuel for many hours in the year. Alter restructuring of California's electricity markets, 

this significance will be greatly magnified, because the bid of the marginal genetat6rin 

the new POWer Exchange (PX)' spot market will become the prke (or nearly aU spot· 

market power. Whenever gas will be on the margin, a change in the prke of gas will 

lead to a change in the wholesale and spot retail electricity priCes in California. Thus, 

because SoCalGas has a monopoly Over gas transportation and distribution facilities in 

. southern California, any exercise of its market power c:ould improperly (estrict 

nonaffiliated generators' access to delivered gas services and raise those nonaffiliated 

generators' input (Osts. 

SoCalGas provides transportation, distribution, storage, and related 

services to rton«:ore and wholesale customers, including electric generators whkh will 

be rivals of SoCalGas's a(filiates follOWing the merger. SOCalGas is the supplier of 

delivered gas services to approximately 100 gas-fired utility generating stations and 

cogeneration facililies located in southern California, including 11 of Edison's l~ 

generating facilities and all of SDG&E's generating stations. For gas purchased outside 

, During a lour-year transition period beginning in 1998, investor-owned utilities (IOUs) must 
purch"se and sell.tll o( their power through the PX, which will establish a single dearing priCe 
(or aU hourly transactions. Participating distribution (omp:u\ies and end-users will submit 
demand-side bids to the rx. Generation plants and marketers will simultaneously submit 
advan~ supply bids. The total capacity of wsec members, including capacity divested from 
Edison and PG&H, which can bid into the PX ex~s 150,000 MW. (Native power wm reduce 
the amount avaiiabJe to be bid Into the PX, but the threat is always a factor.) From the resulting 
demand and supply schedules, the PX will establish the market dearing price govcming all . 
purchases and included sates. The highest-cost unit that is nc-edcd tn otder to meet the hour's 
demand will establish the prke for po''o'er in that hour. 
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of California, SoCalGas provides the only intrastate transportation selvice available to 

the majority of those generating stations. 

SoCalGas currently owns and operates five storage fields with a combined 

working gas capacity of 115 Bel. No other company olters storage services in southern 

Calilornia. SoCalGas not only operates these facilities, but directly controls 65% of the 

storage capacity of the (ad Ii ties. These storage facilities provide SoCalGas with 

significant operational flexibility and discretion which SoCalGas could use to benefit its 

affiliates and to disadvantage its rivals. 

SoCalGas also provides three "hub" servkes-loaning. parking. and 

wheeling. SoCalGas loans gas to a customer when it provides a certain quantity of gas 

to a customer who later tetumsthe same quantity at a spC(ific time and location. 

Customers park gas when &>taIGas tec(>i\les natural gas (or a customels account lor 

short-tenn interruptible storage, such as when a customer delivers mOre gas 'to the 

SoCalGas system than it actually uses and wants to avoid an imbalante situation. 

SoCalGas provides a wheeling serviCe when it receives a certain quantity of gas at an 

interconnediclI\ point on its system and subsequeritly delivers that same quantity of 

gas-to the original customer or to another party-at another point either 6n or 0(( of 

SoCalGas's system. SoCalGas provides these services on a best efforts, interruptible 

basis at rates negotiated by the parties based on prevailing market (onditions and 

individual customer circumstances. SoCalGas has significant latitude in pricing these 

services. 

Intervenors maintain that SoCalGas can exercise market power to benefit 

its affiliates. As the operator who controls gas transportation, storage, distribution, and 

other related gas services in southern California and as the dominant holder of 

interstate (apadty rights into Topock, SoCalGas has several tools at its disposal by 

which it could benefit its affiliates alld disadvantage their rivals. In some cases, 

SoCalGas (ould directly benefit an afliliate through lower costs or improved access. In 

other cases, SOCalGas (ould adversely aUect the costs and C).ccess of its affiliates' 

competitors. 
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There arc at least five tools available (0 SoCalGas for accomplishing those 

objectives: (1) nonpublic operational information; (2) intrastate access; (3) pricing of 

intrastate services; (4) core procurement behavior; and (5) interstate access and its eUect 

on the border prke of gas. Each of these toots could be used to materially a({eCl the 

prke of gas or the quality of service to a competing electric generator, and could be 

used in a discretionary manner to (avor a (filiates without Violating the proposed 

conditions that will govern affiliate relationships post·merger. 

Applicants assert that SoCalGas, as it transporter of natural gas, laces -significant 

competition fot customers in southern CaHlornia. ,The competitive alternatives 

available to natural gas customers include: ~1tematlve pipelines and storage facilities 

delivering interstate or surplus local California production of natural gas, alternate 

fuels, municipalization of SoCalGasJs distribution facilities, and "bypass by wirell 

(competition to local gas generation b}' out-of-state eledricity generators). 

Applicants point out that the interstate gas supply market is highly 

competitive. CurrentlYI there are four major supply, or production, basins serving 

California: western Canada, the Rocky Mountains, the San Juan Basin, and 'the Permian 

Basin. In 1995, total production from those four basins (and local California production) 

was 9,040 Bd. California po\ ... ·er generators consumed just 5.9% of that tatlll productkm. 

In total, 7,130 million cuble feel per day (MMcf/d) of interstate pipeline c~padty serVes . 

California today. This represents approximately 50% excess capacity on a peak day. 

SoCalGas currently hoJds 1,450 MMd/d of firm capadt}, rights on EI Paso and 

Transwestern, refleaing approximately 20% o( the total interstate capacity serving 

California. SoCalGas's recent relinquishments of 1,050 MMcf/d of capacity to those 

pipelines, along with PGkE's upcoming relinquishments of capacity to El Paso, are 

among the 2,200 MMcf/d of capacity rights that either have been or will soon be 

relinquished to the interstate pipelines. 

Applicants respond to intervenors' claim that SoCalGas alteady has the 

. ability to forcehfghet costs on generators and the merger will simply furnish incentive 

for it to do so, by rcfcr('nce (0 this Commission's regulation. Without authoriz3tion 

SoCalGas cannol unilaterally raise the price of its own tariffed transportation services to 
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unaffiliated generators. Moreover, because it is effectively barred from competing to 

make sales of gas to noncore (ustomers, SoCalGas cannot simply raise the pricc of thc 

(ommodity purchased by generators. 

In defining market power in relation to PX prices if delivered gas is the 

relevant product, then applicants assert that the relevant geographic market 

encompasses natural gas sold or purchased at any point on the supply network serving 

Cali(omia. They arguethM be<'ause Edison and other intervenors assert that SoCalGas 

will be able to influence PX prices by affecting the price of gas paid by generators 

seJJing into the PX, thcdefinition of the relevant market must (ocus on where those 

generators who will sell into the PX actuaJly purchase gas, Le., the sources to which 

generators could turn lor substitute supplies. Like other cnd·users in both northern and 

southern California, power generators draw their suppliers from producing basins in 

Canada, the Rocky Mountains, the Sanjuan Basin (roughly, the FourCorners area), and 

the Permian Basin (west Texas, southeast New Mexico), as wen as from basins in 

California itseU. Ptedsely because generators in northern as well as southern Caliiornla 

rely on the same sout'c:es of supplYI there is nO sound reaSOn to distinguish between 

basins as serving one part of the state or the other. Moreover, electric generators 

purchase gas not just at the wellhead, but also at downstream points atong the suppl}t 

network, notably at the California border or (rom storage. These locations, too, are 

properly within the relevant geographic market. 

Applicants' answer to the claim that SoCalGas could raise the price o( gas 

at the California border by manipulating the terms on which it releases the capacity it 

holds on interstate pipelines is that the mechanfcs of capacity release do not enable a 

capacity holder to withhold capacity (rom the market. If the holder of tapacity rights 

does not use them, i.e., does not either release those rights to another party or schedule 

gas pursuant to those rights, the underlying capacity re"erts to the pipeline to be 

marketed as interruptible transportation. The FERC spccifically so held in dismissing 

an Edison complaint against SoCalGas: "Moreover, even if SoCalGas docs not release 

its available capacity, that capacity is available as interruptible capacity (rom the 

pipeline. Thus. no capacity is effectively beins.-withheld from the market." (Soutllem 
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Califomia Edisoll Co. v. Southern Cali/omfa Cas Co. (1997) 79 FERC ~ 61,157,61,662, 

cmphasis added.) 

Applicants state that SoCalGas cannot aflcct the border price of gas by 

manipulating receipt point windows. Theyexplain: SoCalGas establishes an overall 

system "window" or quantity of gas that it can take into its system on each day by 

estimating actual consuiliption on its system (minus California gas production) and 

adding to that figure its storage injection capacity.' The system window is allocated 

among SoCalGas's individual receipt points, i.e., interconnections with upstream 

pipelines, taking into account the physical capacity at each point and customer 

nominations to deliver gas into the system at that point! 

1 After SOCalGas Gas Operations determines the system window, it ~eCeives nominations from 
Core customers (by SoCalGas Gas Acquisition or their authorized agents or rnarketers) and 
from non(()ie customers and/or their authorized agents or custon\erS. It is notunusuaJ, 
howeverl (or customers' initial nominations to exceed the system window due to customers' 
nominations exceeding their expected usag(>. When expected deliveries exceed. the system 
windowl all as-available storage injections and hub transactions are in\n\ediately terminated. 
SoCatGas Gas Opetations attempts to avoid the need to reduCe nominations submitted by 
customers by notifying a11 customers via GasSeJect of an overnomination condition, and by 
requesting that customers voluntarily roouc:e their nominations so that they will not exceed 
110% of their expected usage plus firm storage injection rights. J( this eHort is not successful 
and expected deliveries still excC'Cd the level of the next day's system window, SoCalGas Gas 
Operations ('alls an "6vemorrunation event" and reduces nomination in accordanc(> with the 
prOVisions of SoCalGas Rule No. 30. This CPUC·approved rule requires SoCalGas It) invoke 
"daily balancing," meaning that customers are subject to penalty if they deliver mor(> than 
110010 of that day's usage plus any firm storag(> i njed ion rights. In such circumstances, 
customers are permitted to deJiver any volume less than 110'% 01 usage plus lirm storage 
injection rights, and thus can deliver no gas to the SoCalGas system, while burning as much 
gas as they like, without incurring daily imbalance penalties. 

• In addition to establishing the overall system window, SoCalGas must establish the window 
at the individual receipt points Irom the interstate pipelines. It does so based on rdative levels 
of customer nominations at the various receipt points. If customers' intended delivery volumes 
are more than the windows at these receipt points the interstate pipelines redu('C customer 
nominations in accordance with their FERC-jurisdictional tariffs and their ability to confirm 
upstream ddiveries to the pipeline. J( scheduled deH\'eries are less than the windows set at 
individual receipt points, SOCalGas Operations acrcpts intraday nominations to available 
receipt point capacity to permit maximum deli\'cries into the SoCalGas system. 
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Applicants say that a windows manipulation strategy would fail because 

there is an abundance of unused pipeline capacity into California. As a result, even 

Were one to assume that SoCalGas could artificially limit deliveries into its system at 

one location, such a limit would increaSe prkes to, California poWer g~neratois only U it 

pushed prices up at an border locations. Border prices at various po!nts of delivery into 

CaJifornia have, in recent years, increasingly converged. In today's highly integrated 

gas market, there is no sustained advantage in being able to take gas at One location 

over another. Nor can it properly be assumed that an electrk gel\eratotwho5C 

nominated volumes were the target of a suddenly dosed windO\v \~ould be forted to 

select an alternative point at which to have gas delivered into the SoCalGas system .. 

Customers On the SoCalGas system can simply burn as much gas as they need without 

either delivering gas into the SoCaJGas system or incurring daily balancing penalties. 

Applicants contend thai SocalGas cannot manipulat~ gas prices through 

its core procurement. SoCalGas's purchases on an average day on behalf of its (ore 

customers, even combined with those of SDG&E, amount to about five percent of the 

total production in the four producing basins that supply California. In lighlof 

SoCalGas·s small market share, the assertion that SoCalGas can a((ed prites asa 

purchaser is, in applicants· opinion, contrary to commOn sense. They believe, as a 

practkal matter, even if SOCalGas could otherwise manipulate core puuhases by the 

use of storage injections or withdrawals to a degree that \ .... ould actually aUect the price 

of gas to eledric generators in California, that conduct would not be diCficult to detect 

and would carr}' with it exposure to substantial dvilliability and regulatory pcnaltles. 

That will be all the more true under the conditions proposed by SOCalGas In this 

proceeding, which require It to post on its EBB each day estimated storag~Jnjections, 

withdrawals, and day·end inventory. 

Finally, applicants assert that SoCalGas cannot manipulate prices or terms 

of transportation or storage on the SoCalGas system. Intervenors allege that SoCalGas 

can operate its system in a discriminatory fashIon 10 favor affiliateS or to disadvantage 

their competitors in terms o( service or price, such as by granting preferential discounts 

to affiliates. Applicants admit the possibility of such abuse is not, of course, confined to 
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the merger, or to the applicants. Because of this, aCfiliate transaction rules are the 

subjeCt of the statewide Affiliate Transaction Rulemaking. Applicants believe conduct 

in vi,oration of the standards adopted in that I{utcmaking would entail such risk as to 

make it utterl}t inlptacticabJe, quite apart from extsling corporate policies of Enova and 

SoCalGas that prohibit such abuse. Nevertheless, applicants have not only accepted 

FERC's conditions, but have added substantially to them in restricting SoCalGas's 

future operations and in requiring the posting of irlformation about the status of the 

SoCalGas system. 

Discussion 

\Ve review SoCalGas's market power in the context of the acquisition of 

SDG&E. That SoCalGas has market power is dear; whether the acquisition of SDG&E 

enhances that market power and, if so, what mitigation me(\sutes will negate that 

enhancement is the subject of this opinion. \Ve caimot emphasize too sttongly that 

SoCalGas is a regulated utility whose rates and services are tegulated by this 

Commission. A(ter the merger, its rates and services will continue to be regulated. 

ORA has succinctly stated what others have devoted hundreds of pages of briefs! 

"ORA does not contend that SoCalGas currently has or inappropriately exercises undue 

market power beyond that subject to regulatory review." (ORA Opening Brief, p. 63.) 

A discussion of market power starts with the description o( a product 

market and a geogrclphk market. A merger may involve more than one product and 

more than one product market. In this application, the product market includes 

delivered gas and retail electricity. The geographic market is southern California lor 

gas sales, and the basins supplying gas to. southern Ca lifomia for gas purchases. For 

retail eledricity, the geographic rnarket is southern CalUon'lfa for sales, and the \VSCC 

(or pur('hases. 

In regard to delivered gas, intervenors do not dispute that SoCalGas1s 

trclnsportation charge is regulated by this Commission, but they claim that because of 

SoCalGas's manipUlation of storclge injections and withdrawals, as well as gas 

purchases lor the core, SoCalGas ('ontrols the price o( gas at the California border, 

especially at Topock. 
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The evidence is otherwise. SoCalGas, in the normal operation of its 

system must purchase gas for its core cllstomers, at times n\ust inject gas for storage, at 

timt'S must withdraw gas from storage, at times gets ovemominations at its various 

receipt points which must be allocated. If these activities affect the price of gas or other 

costs of nonaffiliated generators they ate unaVoidable. Inten'enor.:> claim that by timing 

those events SoCalGas can benefit its atfiliates who compete in electricity generation or 

who trade in gas and electric commodity lutures. 

Natural gas produdng basins serving~Ca1ifornia ate part of an integrated 

market in whichSOCalGas purchases only a small portion of the total production of 

thoSe basins .. We find no correlation between SoCalGas's injedions or withdrawals and 

the border price of gas. EBB posting obligations undertaken by SOCalGas-<overing 

storage injections and withdrawals as wen as storage invel'ltory levels-would make 

any eflorts at manipulation easy to detect. Storage manipulation would shift purchases 

only temporadlYi we believe producers would tend to disregard short-termfluduations 

in SOCalGas's purchases in setting prices. Further, unaffiliated generators (Quld 

balance long-term price arrangements in contracts with prodli~ers to offset any short

term effects of SoCalGas's core purchasing. San Juan Basin prices when compared 

against storage activity shows a smallnegatlve relation between those prices and 

SoCalGas's storage injection timing. 

The evidence purporting to show a correlation between SoCatGas's 

storage and core actlvity and the border price of gas failed to take account of activity of 

other purchasers, e((ects of weather, transportation constraints, and market activity in 

general. We are in agreement with the Attorney General who has rejected the "core 

procurement" theory. He notes that SoCalGas accounts (or ollly a 4% share of the 

production from the (our basins serving California, certainly not enough to manipulate 

prices. 

Our analysis is buttr~ssed by this perception. If we arc wrong and there is 

a correlation between storage activity, cote purchases, and the border price of gas,the 

Inarket will know it and adjust. It will affect aU parties equally. Unaffiliated generators 

can adjust to these fluctuations by using their storage gas, and will benefit by 
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purchasing gas on the downswing. lVe agree with applicants' evidence that a 

deliberate increase in the price of gas 10 unaffiliated generators would be self-defeating 

as the expected increase in elcctricity prices would cause cheapet energy to flow into 

California thereby reducing southern California generation, thereby reducing 

SoCalGas's throughput. \Ve are not saying that SoCalGas's practices do not affect the 

price of gas; they are one of the largest puuhasei's of gas in the United States. \Ve are 

saying that the evidence shows they are not noW manipulating and have little incentive 

in the future to manipulate the price of gas. 

In regard to the retail etect rid ty market, Our analysis follows that of 

delivered gas. Oui' inquiry concerns the eff~t 6i gas prices on gas-fired generation. \Ve 

have found that SOCalGas has not used its purchases of natural gas and its operation of 

its system to illartipulatcthe prke of gas. It (ollows, therelote, that it has not. 

manipulated the gas-fired generation retail eiedricity market. 

lVe end this discussion as we began it. SoCatGas has market po'ver. 

lVhether its merger with SDG&E \vill increase that market power is discussed below. 

3. VertIcal Market Power of the Merged Entity 

Vertical market power with anticonlpetitive effects may result when an 

"upstream" (inn, e.g. a wholesaler, mergers with a IIdownstream" (irm, e.g. a retailer. 

The FERC has concisely set (orth the·probJem this merger presents. 

Unlike horizontal mergers, which eliminate a seHer in the 
market and therefore increase concentration, vertical 
mergers do not involve (irms competing in the same product 
market and therefore do not increase concentration in a 
single product market. While vertical mergers can result in 
efficiencies (rom integrating input and output operations, 
they can also increase the merged firm's incentives to lISC its 
market position in one segment of its vertically integrated 
business to ad,'ersely a((ccl competition in a related segment 
of its business. Any benefits arising from a vertical merger 
are necessarily weighed against the competitive harm the 
merger is likely to cause. As discussed below, the proposed 
transaction before us raises vertical market power concerns 
because it would consolidate the intrastate gas operations of 
SoCalCas with the electric operations ofSDG&E. SOCalGas 
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delivers natural gas not only to SDG&E's gas-fired 
generators but to virtually aU gas·fired generators in 
southern California that compete with SDG&E in the 
wholesale eledridty market. 

(Re EtlolU/Paci/ic Mergir# 79 FERC at 62 560.) 

For the purpOsc of this discussion, we assume that SDG&E witJ divest all 

of its generation, thus complying with FERC's primary mitigation measure (seeSecUon 

I.C above). NeVertheless, in the opinion of intervenors, that divestiture is inadequate to 

mitigate the antkompetitive merger effects envisioned by them. EdisOn contends that 

whether or not SDG&E's electric generation is divested post-merger applicants will 

have the ability to manipulate the s~pply and prke of natural gas in sOuthern 

California, and thereby to ~_f(ed the price_ of electriCity statewide, and to prOfit (directly 

or by creating competitive advantages (or their allifiates)by thM activity, reasonably 

free Irom detection by regulators. ' 

Intervenors assert that the post-merger family of ~ompanies will be able to 

leverage SoCalGas's unique position as a Irtonopolist provider of ga"sirahSportation and 

storage services essential to electricity generation-its Ul\lque access to and (ontrol of 

system information and/or its ability to exercise its substantial operational discretion

to <'reate anticompetitive advantages for afliliates who ship natural gas on SoCalGas's 

system (i.t., ,,((iliates with interests in generation), or to create disadvantages (or their 

competitors! StH~h preferential actions can be targeted to favor any affiliated generation 

holdings, not just the facilities o(SDG&E. 

t Among other things, the post-merger entity wiJl be posUioned to (a) provide preferential 
aC(ess to s),stent operational information to its affiliates, giving them unique ability to .wold 
certain transportation cost increases, or employ its operational discretion to ensure th3t such 
costs do not aocrue to Its generation a((iliates; (b) restrict or den)' <1('('CSS to its monOpOly 
services (through, t.g., custody cuts or Rule 30 d~larations), thereby raiSing Us generation , 
affiliates' rivals' costs; (c) empJoy diS«(ction in th~ pridng 0( tr~nsportation and related services 
with preferential c()nseque~ to its ilffiUatcs; (d) manipulate the pike 01 naiUf.l1 gas in the 
physical (primary) nMural gas market (through the timing of its (Ore procurement and injection 

Footnote ()ulilllltd 011 lUX I pagt 
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110 claims that, in addition to the FERC's findings with respect to the 

southern California wholesale electric market, the merger poses the threat of 

anticompetitive eflecls in two other product and geographic markets that are not 

amenable to mitigation: (1) the eJinlintttion of potential pipeline bypass competition in 

the southern California delivered gas market and (2) the elimination of actual p6tential 

competition in the (orthcoming deregulated southern California retail electricity 

market. The meiger's other adverse effects on competition arise, 110 believes, because it 

gives the merged company the ability to leverage SoCalGas's market power in the 

upstream southern California delivered gas market into monopoly profits in the 

downstream southern California wholesale and retail electric markets. 110 says the 

merged company will wield its merger-created market power in connecti6n with 

California's shilt to market-based electricity pricing at the wholesale and retail levels, 

and will thus be (ree to a considerable extent (rom the restraints that cost-or-service 

raternaking imposes on pricing. Also, the merger enables the lever.lging 01 SoCalGas's 

monopoly position in the southern California delivered gas market into the prke o( gas

fired generation that will, in turn, assume an increasingly significant role in setting 

market prkes in the Power Exchange through whkh most of Californla'selettridty will 

be bought and sold. 110 argues that applicants' merger-created vertital market power 

has f.lmWcations beyond basic n1anipulation of the market-dearing prke of electricity 

through the merged cOll\pany's control of the price of deliveted gas in southern 

Califomia. It says the merged company would have the ability to increase voJatility in 

the Power Exchange df'aring price and thereby create barriers to entry by new 

generation into California's electricity markets. The merged company's ability to 

d('(isioJ\S) in a manner favorable to its affiliates' purchasing needs; and (e) withhold strategic 
capacity rights It controls out of the marginal supply basiJ\S of the Southwest (thereby 
artificially incteasing demand) In order to artificially raise the price of natural gas (rom those 
basins to suprarompetitive le"els. 
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leverage SoCalGas's monopoly position in the southern California delivered gas market 

into the Power Exchange prke setting would also enable the merged company to 

dictate profitable outcomes in financial derivatives related to California's electricity 

markets, either as a means of enhancing its o\4/n monopoly profits or as a means of 

creating financial inSecurity on the part of its competitors. 

liD argues that vIrtually all of the adverse eifeds on competition that 

would result from the proposed merger are "vertical;' in the sense that they follow from 

the integra.tion of SoCalGas's market power in. the upstream delivered gas market into 

the downstream wholesale and retail electric markets in southern California. The 

merger makes a difference in that it creates vertical anticompetitive effects, in addition 

to those found by the FERC, insouthenl California wholesale and retail eledricity

commodity markets, and in financial markets related to those commodity markets. 

1I0's witnes.c; explained that the problems that the FERC found to exist 

with reference only to the integration of SoCalGas's upstream market power with 

SOG&E"s existing generation-i.e., the creation 01 the ability of a monopoly gas 

supplier to reap monopoly profits in the downstream electric markets-ate readily 

exacerbated through the merged company's construction Or acquisition of additional 

generating capacity with the ability to bld into the Power Exchange. This sort of 

activity COnstitutes a significant part of the business plan of the applicants' Energy 

Pacific joint venture. Indeed, negotiations are already undenvay to transfer to Energy 

Padfi~ the partial interest of Enova Energy in a 450 MW gas4 fired merchant generating 

plant proposed to be constructed in Nevada. 

liD refers to applicants' own evidence that gas-fired generation in 

southern California wm be lion the margin"-i.e./ setting the market dearing prke in 

the Power Exchangc-during 53.6% of all hours, and during 74% of peak hours (when 

-the m:Hket dearing price is expected to be highest). SoCalGas has the exdush-e ability 

to supply gas to 96% of that gas-fired southern California generation. 

Finally, lID asserts that applicants' proposal to expand their corporate 

famil}' to include AIG Trading Corp.-the nation's tenth-largest natural gas marketer, 

an active trader in both physical and financial contracts for electricity and gas-is 
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troublesome. It demonstrates, in liD's opinion, that applicants are preparing to capture 

monopoly profits from the exercise of market power h\ the delivered gas market 

through eledridty derivatives trading. 

AppJicants argue that the flaws in intervenors' vertical claims trivialiie 

those claims. They note that the bulk power market in which the generators served by 

SoCalGas operate is highly competitive. Thus, even if SoCalGas could manipulate gas 

priCes as alleged, competition ftom generators not served by SoCalGas, and the fact that 

gas is not the marginal, price-setting (uel in many hours, \",'('mld substantially undercut 

any effort bySoCalGas to raise pX prices. Nor cQuldSoCalGas b~nefit its affili~tes' 

trading positions in futures co~tracts, even asSumirig, again, that it could manipulate 

gas prices as alleged. Applicants' analysis shows that the considerations that drive gas 

and electricity futures prkes are not tile fluctuations in spot prices that SoCalGas is 

aUegedly capable of creating, but rather mote fundamental factors such as weather, 

general levels of storage inventories, Ot the outage of a major generating facility. h\ any 

event, Pacific Enterprises did not need a merger to trade in futures contracts; as 

intervenors' OWn testimony states, Pacific Enterprises is already doing so. 

Applicants point out that the Attorney General's opinion affirms this 

analysis. In particular, the opinion finds that, because the WSCC Is an integrated 

regional market, "out of state suppliers would defeat any attempt by the merged entity 

to manipulate the prke of wholesale electricity sold in southern Califomia.u It also 

finds that, in the future restructured electric market, forn\er inframarginal generation, 

may, by bidding into the PX on the basis 01 opportunity cost, become a marginal supply 

source, displacing gas-fired generation as marginal generation. Similarly, the opinion 

finds that the Tnerger would not enhance any existing ability of SoCalGas to ptofit in the 

futures n\arket and that, in any evcnt, "adverse e((eels upon competition within the 

futures markets-which are characterized by their liquidity and ease of entry and exH

are extremely unlikely." On that basis, among others, the Attorney General finds the 

vertiCal e((cds of the merger to be "negligible." 

Applicants assert that even if it is assumed that SoCalGas could 

manipulate gas prices by the various stratagems concocted by intervenors, the links 
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between gas prices and cle<:tricily prices are tenuous at best because of the competitive 

pressure of generators not served by SoCalGas, and because in many hours, gas docs 

not set the PX price. \Vhether or not the evidence flatly precludes the possibility that 

SOCalGas could influence electricity prices, it plainly shows that any such influence 

would at most be minor, certainly of a far smaller dimension than suggested by 

intervenOrs. The fundamental questions are: (1) whether the hypothesized maneuvers 

would be reasonably likely to escape detection by this Commission, by other market 

participants, or by the PX .. lndependent Systcm Operator (ISO) n\onitoringunits; and 

(2) whether they would be profitable to the merged entity at all. Applicants m'aintain 

the answer to both questions is no; it is only b}f piling one improbable assumption on 

another that Edison, 110, and other intervenors can fabricate any vertkal market power 

threat. 

Ois(ussion 

Here we are concerned with the market power of the n\etgoo entity

whether the combination of SoCalGas and SDG&E will increase market power of either 

company to the detriment of competition. No party has argued that the merger witl 

increase SDG&E's market po\\·er. The argument has always been directed towards an 

increase in SoCalGas's mi'lrkct power. We have already agreed that SoCalGas has 

market power; we have also noted that making a strong company larger and stronger 

does not by itself adversely affect competition. (Re PacTtl/SBC MtrgfTt D.97·03-067 at 

p.43.) 

In sections below (III.B(4)(c)(d» we find that divestiture of SDG&E's gas

fired generation and divestiture of SoCalGas's options to purchase the California assets 

of Kern River pipeline and l\iojave pipeline are necessary to eliminate the inCentive of 

the merged company to benefit SDG&E's generation to the detriment of competing 

generation, to mitigate the Joss of SDG&E as a potential bypass candidate, and to 

increase competition. 

The manipulative schemes imputed to the merged entity arc sheet 

speculation and} even if they were executed, can be accon'plished by SoCalGas and its 

affiliates without help from SDG&E and its aflitiates. The assertion that the merged 
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company can increase volatiHty in the PX dearing price and thereby create a barrier to 

entry by new generation is not supported by persuasive evidence. The Attorney 

General argues, and we agree, that out·of-state suppJiers will compete for sates of 

wholesale electricity sold through the PX, and their participation will equalize prices 

between the PX and the larger market. Any differences between the PX price and the 

prevailing wholesale price would also be disciplined by marketers and California utility 

customers who would bypass the PX and arrange direct purchases ftom out-of-state 

sources. 

The argument that the merged company \VilI use inside information to 

dictate profitable outcomes in financial derivatives falls of its own weight. \Ve \vill not 

presume that officers of the merged company are prepared to conspire to violate 

criminal statutes and Commission regulation. 

4. MitIgation of Mark~t Power 

a) Applicants- Response to FERC Order No. 497 ConditiOns 

In its decision giving conditional approval of this merger, th'e FERC 

required applicants to comply with its Order 497. In response, applicants submitted to 

liS ~3 remedial measures. (Those measures are set forth in Attachment B and are 

referred to as "Standards".) The first 11 measures are to implement Order 497. In 

addition to Order 497 compliance, SoCalGas has proposed the following remedial 

measures not required by the FERC order: (1) SoCalGas will further separate its Gas 

Operations and Gas Acquisition functions; (~) SoCalGas will restrict information flow 

with regard to financial positions in futures markets; (3) SoCalGas will seek prior 

Commission approval of transportation rate discounts or rate designs offered to any 

a (filiated shipper; and (4) SoCalGas will post information regarding the operation of the . . 

SoCalGas system so that all parties may be satisfied that SoCalGas is not attempting to 

manipulate the operation of its system to benefit affiliates. 

SoCalGas and SDG&E must abide by the Commission's gas 

marketing affiliate transaction rules, as adopted In 0.9l-02·022, that apply to the 

relationship between gas utilities and their gas m~rketing a ((iliates, as weU as those 
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adopted in 0.97-12-088. Pursuant to the FBRC order, both SDG&E and Enova Energy 

Int. have filed standards of conduct as have Pacific Enterprises subsidiaries Pacific 

Interstate Transmlssion Company (PIICO) and Pacific Interstate Offshore Company 

(PIOC), both subject to PERC jurisdktional standards of conduct. Applicants also have 

committed to the FERC to treat AIG as a gas marketing affiliate. Further; AIG has 

submitted its OWn standard of conduct to the FERC and has committed to post 

transactions between AIG andSoCalGas involving discounts. 

The Order 497 conditions require SoCaIGas to apply its tariff 

provisions relating to gas transpOrtation in the same marmet as for similarly situated 

shippers if there is discretion in the application of tariff proviSions, and to strktly 

enforce a tariff provision for which there is no discretion in Us application (Order 497 

Standards AI 8). SoCalGas is pre(luded from providing SDG&E, AtG, or any other 

marketing affiliate any preference over nonaltiliated shippers in matters relating to 

transportation scheduling, balancing, storage, or curtailment priority (Order 497 

Standard C). SoCalGas must process all similar requests (or transportation in the same 

manner and within the same period of time (Order 497 Standard D) and SoCalGas may 

not disclose information obtained (rom nonaffiliated shippers or potential nona ((ilia ted 

shippers to marketing affiliates or to employees of SDG&E engaged in the gas or 

electric merchant (unction, unless the prior written consent of the parties to which the 

information relates has been voluntarily given (Order 497 Standard E). If SoCatGas 

provides information related to its Ir.msportation services to its marketing a((jliates or 

to employees of SDG&E engaged in the gas or ele<:tric merchant function, SoCalGas is 

required to disclose such information contemporaneously to all potential shippers, 

affiliated and nonaffiJiated, on its system (Order 497 Standard F). For purposes of 

contemporaneous disclosure requirements in all of the rules proposed in this 

proceeding, SoCalGas wiJI post information on its GasScJC(t EBB. 

The Order 497 conditions (urther require that, to the maximum 

extent practicable, SoCalGas's operating employees and employees of its marketing 

affiliates, including employees of SDG&E engaged in the gas orclC(tric merchant 

(unction, shall operate independently of each other (Order 497 Standard G). 
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Applicants have proposed conditions that were not required by the 

FERC. Remedial Measure No. 19 takes the FERC's Order 497 rules regarding discounts 

to affiliated shippers a step further by requiring SoCalGas to seck prior Commission 

approval of any transportation rate discount or rate design agreement oUeled to any 

affiliated shipper on the SoCalGas system. Remedial Measure No. 19 wilt permit 

interested parties the opportunity to see the nature o( the discounts or rate design 

provided to affiliated shippers and to request a similar discount or rate design. 

Applicants are wi1ling to accept certaindarifications suggested by 

intervenors. SCUPP claims that applicants-have not literally complied \vith the 

provisions of FERC Order 497 in that the wording o( some of the conditions Vi\ries 

slightly (rom the language o( the FERC's regulations. Applicants do not see allY 

material difference between their proposed Remedial Measures and the specific 

language of the FERC's regulations dted by'SCUPP. Accordingly, applicants have rio 

objection to replacing the word J'wiW' with tlshall" and eliminating the "reasonable 

steps" language from Remedial Measure No.4. Applicants also have 1\0 objection to 

the suggestion of Edison to eliminate the word "its" from Rel'nedial Measure No.6. As 

a further clarifiCation, applicants intended that the language in proposed Ren\edial 

Measure No. 13, that the n\ergcd company shall not permit any employee or third party 

to be used as a conduit to avoid .en(ouement of the rule, apply to aU of the rules 

proposed by applicants. 

scupp believes out that applicants' proposed conditions do not 

include all of the commitn\ents made by applicants In their testimony. Applicants have 

no objection to the fo)Jowing items being included as specific merger remedial n'easures 

as identified by SCUPP: SoCalGas shall provide any customer requesting a 

transportatiOl\ rate discount an analysis of whether the discount would opiimize 

transportation revenues; and SoCalGas shall provide a transportation rate discount if it 

will optimize transportation revenues, regardless of any impact on affiliate revenues. 

AppJicants will incorporate these changes in the compHance plan they will file. This 

compJian('c plan will put all of the affiliate transaction rules into a single document, 
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including the rules from the Affiliate Transaction Ru1emaking, and applicable existing 

rules such as this Commission's gas marketing a(filiate rules. 

Intervenors have criticized applicants' use of language that is 

drawn dire<tly from the FHRe's regulations. For example, Edison criticizes the FERC 

requirement of IIcontemporaneousu disclosure of certain information within 24 hours, 

even though this is the FHRC rule. Intervenors are also critical of the use of the term 

"sin\ilarly~situated/' even though this is a term taken directly (rom the FERC's 

regulations. Applicants ag£l.~ that SoCalGas shall not share noncore customer 

infurmation with any of its affiliates/or with those employees at SDG&B engaged in the 

gas or electric mef<:hant (unction, except as permitted by this Commission/s affiliate 

transaction rules. 

ORA recommends that to ensure any (ulure rteg-otiated gas 

transportation (ontract between SDG&E and SoCalGas will be negotiated at arms' 

length, and to avoid anticompetitive impacts, Commission approval beobtained of any 

gas transportation contract between SDG&E and SOCalGas prior to execution and that 

SoCalGas (He .10 application within 30 days following approval of the merger 

identifying and proposing means to mitigate any potential discriminatory impacts of 

the transportation rates for SDG&E's utility electric genNatfon (UEG) facilities relative 

to other generators. Applicants have no objection to ORNs recommendation, with the 

understanding that the applicants do not agree that a rate design for any cusfomerthat 

reflects a demand charge/volumetric charge approach is either anticompetitive or 

discriminatory. 

In our opinion, applicants haVe complied with FERC Order 497. 

The additional restrictions and modifications offered by applicants are reasonable and 

should allay (ears of manipulation, although we doubt any measutes taken by 

applicants would satisfy intervenors. We sec no need to impose additional restrictions. 

Our Affiliate Transaction dedsion Is adequate. \Vc arc .:onfident that should the PERC 

require changes to applicants; Order 497 responsc, applicants will comply. 
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In order to ensure that applicants comply \vith Attachment B, we 

will create an independent verification process to protect abuses of market pOwer. 

This verificatiun will be accompHshed by an independent firm, 

such as an accounting or consulting finn, with the necessary technical expertise 

regarding the operations and control of natural gas systems. The firm will be hired by 

the Commission, and shall not have any significant conflict-ot-interest with either the 

applicants or other market participants. The costs of the firm will be paid by applicants' 

shareholders. The firm will be hired as soon as possible and the initial term of the 

~ontract shall be for 12 months. The contract shall not be effective until approved by a 

vote of the Commission. In out Gas Strategy proceeding the Commission may choose 

to amend, extend, Or terminate the contract. 

The firm#s duties shall be to monitor, audit, and report on how the 

combined utilities a} operate their gas systemj b} comply with adopted safeguards to 

ensure open and nondiscrin\in(\tory service, and c) comply with the restrictions and 

guidelines in Attachment B. The firm shall have continuous access to the gas control 

rooms of applicants, and to all appropriate records, operating information, and data of 

applicants. The firm shall report to the Commission as appropriate and shall 

immediatel}' report any violations of the safeguards contained in Attachment B or 

abuse of market power. TIle Commission may take further aclionas appropriate. If 

directed by the Commission, the firm will prepare a rcport for the COrllmission's use in 

the Gas Strategy pro<:ee~ing on the adequacy of applicants' safeguards and may submit 

add itional recommendations. 
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b) Changes to Wholesale Gas Cost Allocation and Rate DesIgn 

Several interVenors have attempted to use this merger proceeding 

to obtain changes to existing Commission policy rcgatding wholesale (ost allocation 

and rate design. Parties have raised the same issues that they have rai~d in past cost 

allocation proceedings, but have faiJed to'explain how the merger is connected to 

proposed policy changes that the Commission has tejctted before. In certain cases, 

" "parties al't=deatly just seeking a. hal)doiltitom'the CommiSsio'ri ~i'scomp~riSMion'for the 

merged company'salleged market pOwer. TheSe (-oncems have nothing to do \vith this 

merger, and are rejected. 

For example, Vernon recOl'lunends that all Wholesale customers 

(presumably including Vernoli, even though it is not yet a ~ritewholesale customer) be 

pcovidedthe same transmisSion rate that SoCalGas has proposed to provide to DGN, 

the shippetof gas across the SoCalGas system/or delivery to Mexicali. The 

transportati6n ratc to be provided DGN is a rate intended to (ompete with alternatives 

available to Mexicali to natural gas service through the SoCalGas syst~m.The proper 

forum to examine this issue is h\ SOLatGas's next BCAP • 

. Similarly, there is no reason to (onslder in this proceeding SCUPP's 

proposal that the Coin mission order a uniform 6ne-pait volumetric gas transmission 

rate design for all electric generators served by SoCalGas and SDG&B. A one-size rate 

design may not fit aU. And this type of request should be made in a proceeding where 

all parties are focused on rates, not mergers. SoCalGas will file a tariff for all shippers 

transporting gas to the SDG&H service territory. SoCalGas also wiJI execute separate 

transportation and storage service agreements (or SDG&E's UEG and its nonUEG 

loads. Finally, SoCalGas will submit all contracts with SDG&E (or any other a((iliate) 

that deviate (rom Commission-approved tariffs (or prior Commission review and 

approval, including any discounted transportation <;lgrccments or ratedcsign 

agreements. This provides all parties with a chance to objcct or to claim they are 

similarly situated and entitled to the same treatmertt. 
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c) Divestiture of SDG&E's Existing Gas-fired erectrio Generatlon 

Facilities 

ORA takes the generaJ position that divestiture of all generation 

facilities of all California investor-owned utilities is required in order to mitigate their 

market pO\\"et and assuage other competitive concerns. It aSSerts that the propoSed 

merger of SocalGas and SDG&E in conjunction with the advent of a competitive 

electric market only inaeases the conflicts of interest and potential (or market abuses by 

creating an additional vertical market relationship. It says in order (or a competitive 
.- . 

market to thrive, SoCalGas should hO~ have an interest in providing preferential 

treatment to its affiliate SDG&E's electric generation. The most dirEXt and effective 

means to avoid such potential conflict of interest, and to initigate the regulatory burden 

ofaUernpting to police such affiliated transactions, is simply to order the divestiture of 

SDG&E's gas-fired generation. It recommends that the Con'ltnission order SDG&B to 

file a divestiture application within thr~ months following approval of the merger. 

TURN/UCAN, the Attorney General, LADWP, and SCUPP support ORA. 

In its merger decision, FERC commented II Another I'llethod of 

eliminating the vertical market power problems discussed herein would be divestiture 

by SDG&E of gas-fired generation plants. However, this remedy also would require the 

authorization of the California Commission/' (79 FERC Order at 62,565 [no 58.) On 

November 25,1997, SDG&E announced its intention to divest all of its gas-fired 

generation facilities, its 20% interest in SONGS, and its interest in any power purchase 

agreements, including qualifying facility (QF) contracts. SDG&E intends to seek the 

regulatory approvals necessary to accomplish this divestiture. 

On December I, 1991', the presiding AL} requested supplemental 

briefs on the issue of SDG&E's gas-fired generation divestiture. Applicants responded, 

as did ORA, the Attorney General, liD, SCUPP, Edison, and Vernon. 

110, scurp, Edison, and Vernon all believe that the divestiture is 

meaningless. lID argues that SDG&E's divestitute 01 generation assets is neither a 

necessary nor a sufficient condition to mitigate the market power created by applicants' 

proposed merger. liD says that its assessn\ent of the ineffectiveness of the safe of 
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SDG&E's generation assets as a means of market power mitigation re<:ognizes that the 

basic vertical market power problems posed by this merger will arise undet any 

circumstanccs in which SoCalGas is permittcd to levcrageits upstrcam monopoly in the 

southem California dclivered gas n\arket into downstream, and unregulated, eledricity 

markets. The mergcd company's ownership or control of SDG&E's generating assets is 

but one of several means through which the merged company will be capable of 

cxercisjng vertical market powcr. liD contends that the merged company's ownership 

or conlrol of any generation producing output that call be bid into the PX will enabh~ 

the same anticompetitive result .. SCUPP, Edison, and Vemon make esscntially the same 

argument. 

The Attorney General says that the divestiture reinforces his 

conclusion'that the merger will not adversely affect competition in the wholesale 

electricity market; it tesolves all issues about competition in the wholesale clectricity 

market raised in his &cHon 8S4(b) opinion. 

ORA, of course, supports divestiture, but is conccrned about 

details. It points out that SDG&E/s announccment is not binding on SDG&E. EVen if 

SDG&E does enter into an agreement to sell its generation assets, the sale will be subject 

to Commission approval, which may not be granted to the satisfaction of the buyer and 

seller. As the Comn\ission should not base its dcdsion on an assumption that the sale 

takes placc, ORA ptoposes that the Commission order the divestiture of SDG&E's gas

fircd clectric generation. Applicants believe a divestiture order is unnecessary. 

Discussion 

SDGkE's announccment regarding divestiture accepls a mitigation 

n\casur'e sought by ORA, the FERC, and others. \Ve agree with ORA that divestiture 

should be ordcred with assurance that the divcsted plant will not go, directly or 

indirectly, to an aHiliate. The conccrns of those who claim that this divestiture is 

inadequate ate discussed elsewhere in this opinion. 
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d) Divestiture of Kern River and Mojave Options to Purchase 

Kern River competes with SoCalGas in providing gas 

transportation services to cnd·users in southern California who have, or \"tho arc in a 

position to acquite, the ability to take service directly from Ken\ River's pipeline. Kern 

River's shippers include producers and marketers who sell gas to SoCalGas's retail and 

wholesale customers, including SDG&E and custonlers on SDG&E's system. The 

proposed merger will significantly a((ect the pJ;'incipal market where Kern River does 

business, southern California. Mojave competes with SoCalGas in the same manner as 

Kern River. 

Kern River's gas pipeline system originates in southwestern 

\Vyoming and extends (ron\ the Rocky Mountain Overthrust Belt gas producing area to 

terminal points in Kern County, California. Kern River's system includes 322 miles of 

pipe in California. Kern River's single largest market ~onsists of the enhanced oil 

recovery (EOR) operations and cogeneration projects associated with the heavy oil 

fields of Kern County. Kern River's system also inter~onneds with the gas transmission 

facilities of both SoCalGas and PG&E and serves loads attached to those systems. In 

addition, the system's location allows Kern River to oUer potential ~ustorners in 

southern California a direct connection to Kern River's system on terms competitive 

with those available (rom the existing transmission providers. 

Kern Rh'er's system was designcd to transport 700,000 thousand 

cubic (cct (Md) of gas (rom the Overthmst region to the Kern County oj) fields on an 

avcrage summer day. Moreover, the systenl is designed to be substantially expanded 

through the addition of compression. Capacity can be increased by 70%, i.e., up to a 

total of 1,200,000 Md/day, at an estimatcd cost of roughly 35% of the cost of the 

original system. Kern River commenced service to its customers in February 1992. 

Throughput on the S}'slem grew steadily (or the first several months, beCore reaching a 

load factor that has remained at consistently high levels. 

Mojave's 30" pipeline is designed to transport 400,000 Md/d from 

southwestern United States gas fields through Topock, Arizona to SoCalGas's 

interconnection in Kern County. 
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Kern River and Mojave believe that the propoSed merger would 

have short-term and long-term adverse effects on competition in the market for gas 

transportation servkes in southern California. They assert that a critical clement of 

these adverse e((eds is SoCalGas's contractual options to acquire the California facilities 

of Kern River and Mojave in the year 201~; lhose optioi\s~ acquired in 1989, give 

SoCalGas the right to eliminate its only meaningful pipeline competitors in southern 

California just 15 yearsfrom "OWl weJl within the time horizon typically used hi the gas 

transmission and distribution industry for long-term'supply contracts. 

SoCalGas holds its option piltsuant to a 1989 agreement between 

SoCalGas and Kern River. The option isexerdsable 20 years after Kern River's 

commencement of service, i.e., in the year ~012~and encompaSses the existing California 

system and 'any additions to the system within California. If SoCalGas exercises the 

option, the parties will negotiate a pU'rchase price for the ladliti~s, SoCalGas has a' 

similar option to pur~hase the California (adliti~ of MOjaVe, its only other interstate 

pipeline competitor. 

Kern River and Mojave point out that new gas transmission 

competitors do not appear 6vernight. The gas transmission industry is characterized by 

high capital requir~ments fot new systems. Kern River's systeil'l, the fiist independent 

interstate pipeline to enter the state .. was proposed in 1985, but did not commence 

service until 1992. The barriers to entry remain ionrtfdabJe. A new independently 

owned pipeline (rom gas supply areaS to California would confront an extended 

regulatory prO(ess, vigorous regulatory opposition and ecoJ,omic (ompetition from 

incumbents, and a lengthy construction period. 

Kem River and Mojave ask us to consider that, within the time 

(rame relevant to consideration 01 this merger, SoCalGas has the contractual right to 

eliminate (rom the marketplace its only sigl\ificant gas transmission competitors. If it 

does, SoCalGas will be able to escape throughout all of southern Califomia the ' 

discipline of the marketplace hl providing gas transportation service to California 

consumers. The Commission's regulatory supervision of SoCalGas , ... 'ould no longer be 

complemC'nted by compelitlve chC'cks and balances on SoCalGas's behaVior, because 
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there would be no credible competitivc alternatives to SoCalGas's control of essentially 

all gas pipelines in southern California. 

Kern Rh'('f actively competes with SoCalGas. It is highl}' 

motivated to locate and capitalize on market opportunities in all of the regions it serves, 

including California. Kern River has a Jarge capacity system that (an be cconomicaUy 

expanded and the pipeline's route passes relatively near substantial eXisting loads on 

SoCatGas's system. Kern Rivet is actively marketing its transportation 'service in 

California. Kern River's capability for relatively inexpellsivc, large-volume expansion 

(i.c.,-up to an additional500,OOO Md/day solely through additional compression) 

virtuaJly guarantees that Ken\ River will be a major competitive force confronting 

SoCalGas in the years following the merger, If it is not hinderedby barriers like 

SoCalGas's purchase option. 

Kern River beJieves that the merger would result in adverse 

competitive effects b~ause it creates vertical market power {or the merged companies. 

The merged companies would have the capabllity to manipulat~ price and nonprice 

terms (or natural gas transport and related services with the purpose of affecting 

competitive outcomes in California's restructured electricity business. Kern River 

recommends that should the merger be approved, it should be conditioned so as to 

preserve an aggressive competitorJ by striking the option SoCalGas has to pun:hase the 

in·state facilities of Kern River, as weU as the comparable option for MOjave. This 

option impedes Kern River's ability to compete today and, if exercised, would eliminate 

Kern River as a competitor altogether by the year 2012. \Vith the merged con'panies in 

place and functioning in an increasingly deregulated markelplace, the proven consumer 

benefits of having Kern River as an active competitor will furnish a countenveight and 

market discipline. 

Mojavets argument echoes Kern River's. Mojave states that the 

present prospect of SoCalGas's exercise of its options to purchtlsc has had a chilling 

e((eet on both inv~stors and end-user customers alike in terms of sponsoring pipeline 

capacity additions or extensions that might compete against SoCalGas. Given 

SoCalGas's options and the considerable lead lime associated with significant pipeline 
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projects, Mojave believes that a new entrant, considering a major pipeline extension 

fronl. either Kern River or Mojave, would face the prospe<:t that its competitor, 

SoCalGas, would acquire the upstream facilities before it could recover its investment. 

\VhiJe the new entrant could insist on rates that would depreciate its investment prior 

to SoCalGas's exercise of its options, the higher rates assodated with the shorter 

depredation schedule would undermine the neW entrant's ability to attract a customer 

base. The market power attributable to the SoCalGas options is (urther enhanced as 

time passes and a new entrant's possible need to recover costs over a shorter time frame 

would discourage custon\er commitments. 

In regard 10 the 2012 option date, Mojave is concerned that the 

long-range planning required (or the construction, financing, and/or acquisition of a 

major fuel consuming facility must consider costs and stability of source. Fi(teen years 

falls within relevant long-range planning parameters. Given the forward asSessJ11ents 

required in the pJanning stages of maJof fuel using projC(ts, if it were known that the 

fuel transporter proposed (Of a projC(t would very likely be acquired by its prindpal 

competitor, that prospect would have a negative effect on the proposal. Removing 

SDG&E as potential customer (or either Kern River Or Mojave as a consequence of the 

merger witl enhance the value of the SoCalGas options and will operate, (or all practical 

purposes, as a market entry barrier to assure neither actual nOf threatened competition 

in southern California's natural gas markets. The threat of exercising the options will 

enable SoCalGas to eliminate from the southern California marketplace its only gas 

transmission competitors and avoId the discipline of the marketplace in prOViding gas 

transportation servke to California consumers. 

Applicants argue that the Commission must not allow Kern River 

to use this merger proceeding to escape (rom a material term of a settlement agrC(!ment 

with SoCalGas that provides SoCalGas the option to purchase Kern River's California 

facilities in 2012 to bring them within the jurisdiction of this Commission. This issue is 

not related to the merger at all since SoCalGas's affiliation with SDG&E has nothing to 

do with the Kern River option. The Commission should retain the agreement it 

approved and not try to prejudge market conditions as they will exist 15 years from 
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now. They contend that SDG&E is just one of many customers that could support a 

bypass pipeline. Noncore throughput excluding SDG&E's load exceeds 1 BeI/d, well 

above Kern River's admitted low-cost expansion capability. EVen removing a large 

customer like SDG&E from that assessment" there remains a signifkantly large volume 

Qf load on the SoCalGas systen\ to support a 500 MMcf/d bypass pipeline. Although 

SoCalGas has the contractual option to purchase Kern River's California facilities, this 

option has not stopped Kern River's California marketing activities. -, . 

Applicants maintain that SIX;&E may not be the ideal anchor 

tenant of the future as Kern River, liD" and others seem to believe. SOC&E has 

considered bypass in the past and each tirne concluded that it does not make economic 

sense. Moreover, SDG&E may in the future no longer sell gas to its I\on~()re load. That 

load, combined with other load in southern California (such as Edison's divesttXl 

plants) is at least as plausible an anchor tenant as SoG&E. Moreover, electric industry 

restructuring will likely subjett SDG&E's generation units to greater ~ompetition, 

adding future un~ertainty to its UEG gas use. For exantple, under either unbundling or 

a sCenario under which market conditions displace SDG&E's UEG, SDG&E as a bypass 

cllstomer may represent only 125-200 MMd/d (compared to 300 MMcI/d today). 

LADWP, individual Edison plants (and dusters of Edison plants in dose proximity), 

other industrial customersJ and (uture merchant fadliHes represent comparably sized 

customers. 

Applicants argue that the option to purchase Kern River's facilities 

was an arms' length commercial negotiation. They assert the Commission supported 

the option agreement in large part because the (acilitfes would bc<on\c Commission

jurisdictional if SoCalGas exercised the option. Although market conditions may have 

changed compared to when Kern Rh'er concluded the negotiation with SoCalGas and 

Kern River's actual deliveries to the EOR market may be lower than Kern River had 

originally planned as lower oil prkes have reduced the expectation for EOR gas 

demand, Kern River's throughput continues to exceed a 100% load (actor. The 

proposed nterger with SDG&E does not (undamentallychi\nge the competitive market 

situation, and therefore provides insufficient reason to compel SoCalGas to divest the 
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purchase option. Since the asset purchase requires Comm.ission approvat the 

Commission need not act now on this manec without knowing market conditions weU 

into the fulure. The Commission should not aJlow Kern River to use this merger 

pro«-eding to bail it out of a bargain it now would like to disavow. 

Dis(ussion 

SoCalGas has near·monopoty control over facilities used for the transport 

and storage of natural gas for electric power plants within southern California. And, 

with regard to interstate transp~rt facilities, SoCalGas has been judged by the FERC to 

have market power due to the concentrated control of interstate transport tOsouthem 

California in general, and SoCalGas's (ontrol of dose to 30% of the capacity (or 

deliveries of gas (roo:\ the San Juan Basin in particular. Furthermore, the opportunity 

for SoCalGas to exetcise such vertkal market power is substantial since it $erves42 

di((erent electric pOwer plants with a total of lS,837MW of generating capacity. This 

15,837 M\V of gas·iired generating capacity constitutes 94% of all gas*fired capacity in 

southern California. Because gas*fired generation will dictate the market price of 

eledricity in California much 01 the time, there (QuId be significant consequences for 

failing to e((eclively mitigate the vertical market power created by the proposed 

merger. Indeed, if the mitigation is not eUec:liv(', the succeSS of electric industry 

restructuring in California could be undermined. 

Kern River has not only brought benefits to the customers it directly 

serves, it has benefited all gas consumers in the region by introducing competition [or 

gas supply and transport. Kern River gave southern California access to new and lower 

cost gas supply regions (Rocky Mountain and Canada) as well as diversifiC'ation which 

increases gas supply reliability and flexibility for southern California. In addition to 

providing a higher level of reliability to EOR customers, the price is lower, too, be<'ause 

Kern River provides access to lower cost gas supply. There are savings in general 

because SoCaIGas has had to lower,its rates (offer disc~unts) in order to compete. 

Kem River also benefits southern California consumers whom it dCX's not 

directly serVe. First, for at least some customers, it forces a local distribution company 

(LDC) like SoCalGas to compete on quality and price of service. For example, some of 
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SoCalGas's noncore customers have benefited (rom discounts that SoCalGas offered in 

response to the competitive presence of Kern River, Mojave, and others. SoCalGas 

makes this same point itself. SoCalGas, for example, in its 1996 Annual Report said that 

"SoCalGas is continuing to reduce its costs to maintain competitive rates to 

transportation customers to avoid losing these nonCore customers to a competing 

interstate pipeline." 

Core customers have not been negatively affected by the new interstate 

competition. Comparing the core residential rates in 1991 (before Kern River) and the 

rate in 1995 (a(ter Kern River), We see that SOCalGas, who had been hit the hardest by 

bypass, had an 3.3% decrease in residential rates compared to PG&E and SDG&E, 

which experienced a total of an 8% increase and a 14.4% increase in residenlialtates 

Over the same (our-year period, respectively. SoCalGas's witness testified in the 

companyis 1996 BCAP, that SOCalGas's core weighted average cost of gas Iidedined 

(rom $2.45 MMbtu in 1989/1990 to less than $1.40/MMbtu in 1995." This decline was 

due, in part, to the impact of gas-on-gas competition created by new interstate capacity. 

That the Kern River pipeline has caused gas transportation rates to (all 

cannot be denied. This Commission has authorized numerous reductions o( SOCatGas's 

tariffed rates to prevent bypass. When SoCalGas seeks such authority, it frequently 

dtes the potential (or bypass caused by Kern River. SDG&E's own witness testified to 

the elficacy 0( the threat of bypass to keep transportation rates down. He said SDG&E 

has considered bypass and concluded it did not make (Xonomic sensei that SoCalGas 

could beat the competition. \Ve have no doubt that the primary competitive (orce that 

disciplines SoCalGas's pricing behavior (or gas transportation within southern 

California is the threat of construction of gas transportation (acilities that would enable 

ctlstomers to bypass the SoCalGas system-that is, the threat of potential entry by a 

competitor into SoColGas's monopoly area. SoCalGas has historically viewed SDG&E 

as a significant potential bypass threat, and has entered into at least one agrCen\entthat 

recognized the economic value to SDG&E of the leverage that a bypass threat affords. 

The 1994 Projed Vecinos agreement between SoCalGas and SDG&E 

concerns development of natura) gas transportation projects to detivN gas to the U.s.· 
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Mexican border for consumption in Mexico. As part ()f that agreement, a rate was 

agreed to which was "calculated to compensate SDG&E for the lost opportunity value 

of not utilizing an alternative pipeline located in Baja, Ca1ifornia to bypass SoCalGas's 

system." 

Clearly SDG&E has considered itseJ( an anchor tenant (or a possible new 

pipeline and has used that threat to obtain favorable rates from SoCalGas. To eliminate 

the strongest potential threMs-~ern River and Mojave-by permitting SoCalGas to 

exercise its options and own all pipeJin~s in southern California would contradict all of 

our recent pronourtcemertts regarding the benefits of competition. 

\Ve acknowledge that in 1990 we conditioned our support (or the Kern 

R~ver and Mojave pipelines on their grant of the options to SoCalGas. At the lime we' 

telt thathaving all pipelines in California under our jurisdiction was a valuable adjuhct 

. to our ability to administer reasonable rates. (D.90-10-034; 38 CPUCid 6.) \Ve ate also 

aware of one consequence of bypass: that those customers remaining on the SoCalGas 

system might be required to pay inaeased rates to compensate for the lost revenue 

(aused by the bypass .. Nevertheless, we have chosen competition and therefore 

competitors and the threat of competition must be encouraged. Our experience has 

been that (ore rates have declined due to gas-on-gas competition caused by Kern 

River's and Mojave's entry into the California market. \Ve find that Kern River and 

Mojave arc sttong competitors and should be supportedJ not eliminated. 

We will condition our approval of the merger on SoCalGas's divestiture of 

its Kern River and Mojave options to purchase. However, divestiture will not be the 

result of an order of reliI'quishment as requested by Kern Rivet and Mojavel but as the 

result o( a sale. The options were bargained (or and have value. That value should be 

determined in an open market and Inure to the benefit of SoCatGas's shareholders. 

The Attorney General recommends that We require SoCatGas, as a 

mitigation measure otSDG&E's acquisitionJ to auction volumes of its intrastate 

tf.lnsmission rights equal to SDG&li's usc. lVe are of the opinion that such an auction is 

unnecessary in light of our requiring divestiture of the options to purchase the Kern 
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River and Mojcwe facilities. Having a competing pipeline is a m\1ch more effective 

miligation measure. 

e) Restrictions on Post·Merger SubsIdiaries 

Various intervenors have suggested that restrictiOns be placed on 

future subsidiaries of the merged company such as a restriction preventtng any 

subsidiary (rom owning etectrk·generaHng capacity in the WSCc. The basis for these 

remedies is the intervenor contention that regulation by this Commission is insuflident 

to proted against vertical market power abuse. InterVenors' proposals and related 

~ontentions regarding Commission regulation do not hil\temerit. We have already 

discussed why we believe SOCaIGas will not manipulate gas prices .. much less electricity 

prices. lntervenois ignore the [ad that this Commission has comptehensive regulatory 

jurisdiction OVer both SoCalGas and SDG&E .. whowiJI remain Commission·tegulated 

utilities alter the merger. Our comprehensive authority and enforcement powers 

ensure thatSOCalGas and SDG&E \\till not engage in the market manipltlations aUeged 

by intervenors. The FERC has similar power. Courts and other agencies (such as'the 

Department of Justice and the Securities and Exchange Commission) protect against 

market power abuse and the sort o[ insider trading aUeged by intervenors. The 

hypothetical vertical market power abuses raised by intervenors aie unfounded. 

f) Divestiture of TransmissIon, Storage. alid Dlstributfon 

Edisonl 1101 and others assert that the Commission n\ust impose 

structural remedies on the merged company to prevent it [ron\ abusing verlica] market 

power OVer deJivered gas prices and services to the detriment of competition in 

downstream Califomia cJectricil}' markets. They say the merged company wm control 

the Califomla gas market through its operation of SoCalGas's large intrastate 

transportation and storage monopoly. They claim SoCalGas will use its discretion to 

operate its system operations in many ways to favor its affiliates and disadvantage their 

,competitors. It does notnecd to provide its a.ffmates with any opcrationalin(ormation 
, , 

to accon\pJishthis result. These discretionary activities undertaken by $oCatGas in its 

operational judgment will be nearly impossible to monitor, detect, and polke. In 
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intervenors' opinion, SoCalGas will not operate the system in a manner that will make 

its preferential affiliate treatment obvious. Rather, SoCalGas will likely engage in those 

activiti('S episodically and opportunistically when it will be dHficult to distinguish those 

activities (rom legitimate system operations. SoCalGas will not simply raise prices or 

refuse service requests (rom competitors. 111ese parties contend that only structural 

remedies can ensure that the operator oJ the pipeline infrastructure has no interest in 

manipulating it to advantage affiliates in downstream electricity markets and 

disadvantage its affiliates· rivals. 

To prevent the exerdse of market pOwer and to check the 

discretionary operational activities by the merged company and $oCalGas that could 

unfairly advantage SoCalGas's a lfili a tes, Edison recommends the Commission should 

requite that SoCalGas divest its intrastate gastransportation and gas storage system to 

a nona ((ilia ted I third party with no incentive to engage in discriminatory or preferential 

conduct on behalf of aHiJiated shippers. The new oWner would perform discretionary 

operational activities, but there would be no con~ems regarding favoritism. 

Informationa' flow concerns would also be eliminated, thereby creating a level playing 

field for aU shippers. Similarly, the Commission should require that SoCalGas shed the 

406 MMcl/day of interstate pipeline capacity in excess o( the core reservation through 

an auction to nonaffiliated shippers submitting the highest bids. 

110 does not agree with divestiture to a third parly because such a 

requirement would simply result in the substitution of a different monopolist. 110 

recommends the imposition of an ISO to operate SoCalGas·s intrastate gas 

transportation and storage system. Vernon agrees. 

liD, in addition, recommends that the merged company must be 

precluded from having a financial interest in any generating unit not currently owned 

by the applicants that is capable of selling wholesale electric power in California; the 

merged company must be precluded ftom transacting (buying or selling) financial 

derivatives based on eleCtricity that could be delivCted to California; and the il\erged 

company mllst be precluded (rom selling electricity at retail in the present SoCalGas 

retail gas distribution service area. 
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Under liD's analysis, there is nothing in applicants' proposed 

mitigation conditions that limits the merged company's discretion to operate 

SoCalGas's intrastate transportation and storage system in ways that will create 

advantages for its affiliates. SoCalGas's operational discretion as to system windows, 

declaring ovemomination events, manipulating the availability of storage, arid a host of 

other operational issues remain absolutely una((ecled by their proposed mitigation 

conditions. In addition; app1icants' proposed mitigation conditions impose an 

unwieldly monitoring and enforcement burden on both the Commission and on 

customers-all of which could be ef(idently avoided by the adoption of structural 

remedies. 

ORA opposes divestiture of transmission and storage and the 

appointment of an ISO. It says it is not dear what (unction the ISO is intended to 

perform. In the electric industry restructuring, it was determined that an ISO was 

neCessary in order lito meet the critical objectlves of providing open, nondis(:riminatory 

access to the transmission grid while preserving reliabHit}t and achieving the lowest 

total cost for all uses of the transmission systemll by Itcoordinat(ingJ the actual use of 

the system and applyling) a pricing structure that supports competition and avoids cost 

shifting/' (0.95-12-063 as modified by D.96-0H>09, p. 15.) However, these functions are 

already being performed in the gas industry without an ISO; interstate capacity is 

unbundled for nOn(:ore customers, gas commodity is unbundled, and SoCalGas's 

intrastate transportation rates are regulated. In addition, to the extent the Commission 

wishes to restructure the regulation of the gas transportation industry, ORA believes it 

must be done in the context of statewide gas industry restructuring. It is not 

appropriate to attempt to address such a proposal in the context of this application. 

Finally, ORA submits, no party presented evidence of the cost of establishing a gas ISO. 

The experience in the dectrie industry is that the cost can be enormous. The intervenors 

who recommend an ISO ha\'e not o((ercd any cost-benefit analysis o( the ISO or how it 

would impact' the economics of the proposed merger. 

TURN/UCAN take a diiterent "track in opposing divesting 

transmission and storage. Divestiture would have adverse impacts on small customers, 
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in their opinion. Their witness testified that divestiture of SoCalGa s's transmission and 

storage facilities would create a situation in which uneconomic bypass of the remaining 

distribution system would be a constant threat .. requiring freqllcnt rate discounting and 

raising the potential for cost-shifting to small customers. Any customer of significant 

size that was located within reasonable proximity to a transmission line would seek a 

direct connection in an e((ort to avoid paying its allocated share o( distributiOl\ costs. 

EVen if such construction Were totally uneconomic and wastciul from a societal 

perspective, it \vould surely be threatened as a lever in negotiations with the residual 

distributlon cornpany .. The result cOlild easily bkome a',ideath spira}" in which the 

distribution company (ound itself continuall)' attempting to raise its rates in order to 

spread its fixed costs over less throughput. 

, Applicants oppose divestiture for the same reasons as ORA and 

TURN/UCAN. Applicants add, it the failure to divest wete truly harmful to 

competition or consumers, c6'nsumet representatives and the California Attorney 

General would support this remedy, but they do not because it is dear that such a 

remedy advantages only competitors, not competition. Furthermore, in the intact 

system, employee accountability encourages innovation, reduces costs, andpennits a 

seamless response to emergencies and therefote such accountability must remain with 

the utility. Finally, applicants point out that the merger has no effect on SoCalGas's 

ability to manipulate the s)'stem as alleged; SoCalGas can do it now. 

Dis(ussion 

Divestiture of transmission and storage is as drastic a mitigation measure 

as can be devised short of denying the application. It will not be imposed. The reasons 

given by ORA and TURN/UCAN to oppose divestiture ate persuasive: divestiture, if 

needed should be statewidej there is no cost analysis; the renlaining distribution system 

would be devastated; the e((ed on rates for residential and sn1all commercial customers 

is not considered. 

Divestiture will help competitors, not competition. Divestiture nlfght 

lower rates for intervenor eledric generators (although we doubt it), but it is likely to 

raise r.lles for other customers. \Ve are not persuaded that SoCalGas will co'ntriveto 
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manipulate the system as Edison, liD, and others maintain. Their allegations are the 

merest speculation, offered not to benefit ratepayers but to benefit competitors. 

Section 854 requires us to find that the n\('(ger "not adversely a((cct 

competition.1I TIle manipulations perceived by Edison/liD, and others to adversely 

a((ect competition could as well be done by SoCalGas alone. The merger does not cause 

nor increase the likelihood of their employment. 

g) Gas PurchasIng 

Applicants have withdrawn their proposal to (OI\S()lidate the gas 

procurement functions of SOCalGas and SDG&E. Some parties have criticized 

applicants for not committing never to reconsiderthe consolidation ot procurement 

(unctions. It is uruiffessary to address this issue at this time as its reSolution may 

depend upon the direction we take tn our gas industry restnicturing proceeding. 

Vernon recommends that SoCalGas be required to publish all 

details of all the gas volumes it purchases, including both the prices and the timing of 

such purchases. Adoption of this proposal would place SoCalGas's gas acquisition 

[unctio)\ at a distinct disadvantage as it negotiates with sellers o( gas and therefore 

WQuld increase Core gas (osts, mHch the same way that core gas costs would be 

increased if SoCalGas were to post immediately the requests made by SoCalGas 

Operations for SoCalGas Gas Acquisition to purchase supplies for delivery at particular 

receipt points to ensure system integrity. Vernon's proposal is rejected. 

IV. Is the Merger In the Public rnter~st (Sectl6n 854(0»1 

A. Will the merger maintaIn or In'lprove the financial conditton of the publiC 
utilities Involved? 

The n\ergcr of Enova and Pacific Enterprises witt maintain or improve the 

financial condition o( both SDG&E and SoCalGas. The existing legal and regulatory 

status of SDG&E and SoCalGas witl continue after the merger. There win be no change 

in the status of outstanding securities or debt of the hvo companies, and both will 

remain separMe entities with their own Commission-approved capitoll structures. In 
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addition, the quantitative measures of financial strength cOll'lIrtonly considered by bond 

rating agencies-pretax interest covcrage, funds from operations interest coverage, 

funds from operations to total debt, internal generation (net cash flow to capital 

spcnding), and debt ratio (total debt to total capital~wiH improve, or at least stay the 

same, (or both SDG&B and SoCalGas aftet the merger. Commission oversight OVer 

both utilities should help preserve their financial strength; In short, the financial 

condition of both SOG&E and SOCalGas should continue or improve aiter the merger. 

B. Will the merger ma1nta1n or Improve the quality of s~rvlce to public utility 
ratepayers In the state? 

t. Custt>mer ServIce and Ass/stance 

Applicants assert that the merger will maintain or improve customer 
. . 

service quality because: (I) customer satisfaction arid sale, reliable service will be 

una((ccted by the merger and will continue to femain top priorities; (2) customer service 

levels are maintained and in some cases enhanced as a result of the merger; and (3) all 

current low-income program commitments ate maintained. 

TURN/UCAN and ORA take strong ex~eption to applicants' quality of 

customer service, especially SDG&E's telephone response tin\e. As a result of the 

merger, applicants will share certain types of calls. TURN/UCAN and ORA say such 

an arrangement can adversely aCfed customer service because SDG&E's starting 

telephone service levels are substandard. Furthermore, applicants propose 

disproportionate staffing cuts (or Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) after the 

merger which will adversely af(ed telephone servke. 

TURN/UCAN and ORA state that the cvidencc shows that service levels 

are likely to decline as a direct consequence of the proposed merget. In their opinion 

the decJine is attributab1e to the (ollowing: 

1. Applicants are proposing to share customer inquiries at their call 
centers. The absence of an objective service standard at SDG&E will 
detrimentally impact SoCalGas customers, whose utility has a ",ore 
stringent and dearly defined can cenler pcrforn\ance standard. 
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2. TIle actions of SDG&E's management, including denial of the problem, 

failure to monitor its contractor (or emergency calls, offering non
regulated products and services, and reducing 5taft while introducing 
new computer systems, have {urther aggravated SDG&E/s poor 
telephone performancc. 

3. Applicants are proposing almost 20% of the merger workforce 
reductions in the area of customer servicel a larger staff reduction than 
in any other business function. Applicants have not demor~strated 
how the large stall cuts in tall ccnters can be achieved without 
adversely impacting telephone service. 

4. Applicants do not have a comprehensive system in plate to nl.onitor 
complaints rcteived directly from customers, thus a decline in 
customer service is not likeSy to be adequately tracked. 

TURNjUCAN argue that under SDG&E's PBR mechanism, customer 

satisfaction is determined by a composite of seven service areas measured by the 

Customer Service Monitoring System (CSMS) questionnaire. In the PBR of SoCalGas, ~ 

on the other hand, in addition to survey responses the utility's performance is 

measured against a standard that 80% of all telephone caBs .should be ans\':ered \vithin 

60 seconds, and 90% of all leak and emergency calls should be answered within 20 

seconds. Thus. SDG&Eis call center pNformance standard in its PBR is less stringent 

and less objective than that of SoCalGas. SDG&E's looser performance requirement 

creatcs a perverse incentivc 10 scrve SoCalGas's customers ahead of SDG&E's. 

TURNjUCAN presented the foJlowing table graphically showing the 

decline in telephone respon~s by SDG&E during thc recent past: 
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TURN/UCAN introduced evidence to show that from 1994 to August 

1997 there has been an increase of nearly three-told in call wait times. Callers have 

waitoo as long as 38 minutes to reach a customer service repreSentative. An 

independent survey o[SDG&E's caU ~nter response timedocumenlc<nhe decline in 

serviCe in 1997, including extensive busy signals and increased wait time. Telephone 

service leveJs at SDG&E have declined sharply since the annountement of the mergei. 

TURN lUCAN's wihlcss concluded that SDG&E's perlormanee is below na<tional 
(". . . . .' 

norms; SDG&E's perlormanceis even WOrse in emergencies; and SDG&E's performance 

. is Worse than its statistics indicatc. , . 

In response to the problem Identified, we ate urged t6~(tigate the 

merger's impact' to the priinalY ~tak~holders-the custo~ets. TURNjUCAN 

rec=orrtmend the Commission ~dopt thc(oiJowing' mitigation actionS: . 

l.:SDG&E'scaUcenter shouldbe subjed to ail objeCtive standard (or 
telephone service levels: 90% o( leak and emcrg~rtcy (ails should be 
answered in 2Q ~onds, and 80% 'of total ~atls should be anSwered in 
60 seconds, indudtng all calls C:6ntlatted to outsid~ sh'vices.The 
penalties (or SDG&E's failure to meet this standard should be 
determined in SDG&E's 1999 Distribution PBR application. The._ 
ahandoned caU rate (or SDG&n should also be subject to an objective 
standard of 5%, with a penalty to be determined in SDG&E1s PBR 
review. 

2. SDG&E should be required to report to the Con\missi(n\ on a quarterly 
basts its monthly level of busy signals received on the 800 numbers. 
(Applicants have accepted this proposed measure.) The busy report 
on all calls should be judged against the c:on\pany's business obJective 
o( no more than 3% busies. Busies on emergency calls should be tess 
than that. 

3. The mitigation measures 1 and 2 should be met each month (or a 
period beginning with the nrst complete calendar month after the 
merger', through the subsequent November 30, or at least'six '. 
c:orisecuHve months, whichever is longer. An Advice Letter sho\11d 
noti(yc:ol'r'lpliartce with this t"easure. Failure to comply with this 
n\higaUon should result in doubling the penalties (yet to be . 
detcm\ined for SDG&E) applicable to telephone standards (or the two 
utilities (or the period of one year. 
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4. SDG&E should besubject to a penalty for every 0.1 increase in System 
Average Interruption Frequency Index(SAIFI), inclusive of major 
events, above 1.0. A penalty of $325,000 pcr 0.1 increase in SAIFI 
should apply. 

5. Oflerings of non-regulated products and Services through the caU 
center by either ~pplitant should be ~()ntingent on meeting telephone 
performar).~e standards for it period of at least three ~onSC(utive 
months. Applicants should report compliance with this measure via 
anAdvice Letter. ,. 

6. 'Ibe planned merger reduction of 55 CSRs should be further 
substantiated with an Advice letter documenting how the reductions 
can be accomplished without reducing service levels. If after these 
merger CSR reductions the telephone service goals are not met,the 
PBR penaltIes applicable toteJephone service levels (yet to be 
determined (or SDG&S) should be tripled. 

7. Applicants should cre,aie a combined cerHralited tracking mechanism 
for complaints taken at their call centers and taken by field personnel. 
The system should ~ontain complaint categories sufficiently n"rrow in 
scope so that the utilities will be able to ascertain appropriate remedial 
measures. 

Applicants vehemently dispute the position of TURN/UCAN and ORA. 

AppliCants state that Srx;&E's outstanding call center performance will not su((er as a 

result of the merger. They believe that they have shown conclusively that the merger 

will maintain or improve customer servke at both utilities. Moreover, that SDG&E's 

('all Center provides quality telephone selvice is demonstrated by the company's 

consistently excellent customer ratings. TURN/UCAN's conclusion to the contrary is 

simply incorrect. Applicants claim that TURN/UCAN used old data and Incorrect 

business standards to bolster their contention that SDG&E's caU center service is 

inadequate. For example, Table 1 above appears to be intentionally misleading. The 

graph shows the percentage of calls answered within 60 seconds at Srx:;&H only 

through July 1997-the month before call answer times returned to normal. 

Additionally, TURN/UCAN claim that SDG&B did not "meet in any month in 1997# a 
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"business obje<tive of 75 percent or 80 percent of calls answered within 60 seconds." In 

fact, SDG&E's business objective is to answer 60% of all calls within 60 seconds. 

Applicants expect customer satisfaction to risc as customers experience 

SDGkE's new customer information (CISCO) and automated dispatching (SORT) 

systems. Applicants says the addition of CISCO and SORT presented significant 

implementation challenges. As a consequence, SOC&E's call center performance-as 

measured by calls answered within 60 se<onds-dedined for a period when these 

advanced systems Were being in'pJcmented. Contrary to TURN/UCAN's contention, 
. . 

however, this decline had nothing to do with SOC&E's taU center of(eringnon. 

tegulat~d products and services, nor with stalf reductions. 

SDG&E declares that its call center management moved aggressively to 

imptove call ansWer times. For example, the call center hired and trained new CSRs in 

the last quarter of 1996 and ill 1997 tb assist during the transition to the new systems. In 

addition, three new classes of CSRs completed CISCO training in the third and fourth 

quarters of 1997 to further suppOrt SDG&E's e((ort to continue providing quality 

customer Service. Due to these and other management cflorls, the percentage of 

custon\er calls answered within 60 seconds has improved dramatically since August 

1997. During the week of Seplember 15-21,1997, SDG&E's call center answered 73% of 

all caBs in 60 seconds Or less. And since then, SOC&E's call center has continued to 

meet or exceed service level objedives. 

Discussion 

The merger must maintain or improve customer service. Specifically, 

Section 85..J(c)(2) requires that the merger "maintain or improvc the quality of service to 

public utility ratepayers in the state." \Ve have addressed such customcr service 

concerns in previous Section 854 decisions. (Sec Telesis alld SBC Commlllli(alio1l$, lilt., 

D.97·03-067 at 72; and Rt SeE Corp. (1991) 40 CPUC2d at 230.) Similar to other merger 

cases, our dedslon here must reflect a conCcrn fOr the merger's impact upon customers 

and quality 01 servjcc. 

On the evidence presented in this case, it is dear that in the rCi'ent past 

SDG&E's customer service telephonc response time was below standard, by any 
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measurement. Table 1 is based on SDG&E's own statistics. However, we cannot 

dismiss out~of-hand SDG&E's explanation that Service dedined during a period when 

there was a transition to new operating systems. Technology requires upgrades; 

upgrades require training time. \Ve take SDG&E at its word that improvem~nls ate up 

and running and that service is imprOVing. But we have two caveats: \Ve are not 

satisfied with a response time objective of answering 60% of calls within 60 seconds. 

SoCalGas's response time of 80% within 60 seconds is much more reasonable. This issue 

is squarely before us in SOG&E's distribution PBR (A.98-01~()14) which decision is 

expeded by January I, 1999. Our other ca\'eat is that as a result of the merger SDG&E" 

expects to eliminate a substantial number of telephoncoperator positions. Reducing 

staff to improve service is not a method that immediately springs to mind. 

2. Energy EfflcUmcy 

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NROC) argues that in the interest 

of conservatiort SoCalGas and SDG&E should include a distribution pricing structure 

that severs the link between retail eleclrkity and natural gas throtighputand the 

recovery of fixed transmisSion and dishibution costs. This, NROC (o"ntends, will 

encourage cost·effcctive investments in energy eWdency. NRDC tC(ommerids a 

reVenue cap or similar nlc<hanism. It also recommends that the Commission should 

require a. commitment from applicants to actively support the establishnlent of a public 

purpose surcharge on natural gas distribution selvice at a mirilmunt funding level equal 

to the 1996 authorized level. It expJains that public purpose activities should be funded 

in a manner that avoids or minimizes unfair competition, and captures overlapping 

benefits between natural gas and electric activities. Establishing a public purpose 

surcharge for natural gas would reJie\'e pressure from natural gas utilities to cut proven 

investments in favor of short-term ('ost considerations, and would increase incentives 

for collaborative efforts between ele<tric and gas. Whether applicants commit to 

actively support the establishment of a charge is a (nlcial issue (or this proceeding, in 

NROC's opinfon. Requiring a commitment from applicants now would bring the' 

merger more in line with the public interest. Finally, NROC believes that applicants' 
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institutional commitment to public purpose programs must be strengthened 

significantly over SoCalGas's current record. It says the drastic cuts to SoCalGas/s 

energy etficiencYI research, development, and demonstration (RD&D)I and low-income 

programs and services are exh'emely disturbing and.are symptoms of weakening 

institutional commitments to these programs. this is especially true in light of 

appJicants' intent to unify around a common vision. Approval of the ruerger without 

strengthening these COJi\mitments,creates serious doubt that the public interest 

requirement will be met. Greenlining also seeks additiotlal coillmitments in this area. 

Applicantsopp65e the r(>Commendations of NROC and Greenlining~ In 

regard to energy eifidencYI they point" out that there is no recoid in this case to 

determine whether, or by how much/to adjust energy efficiency funding levels. 

Applicants propose no merger-related changes that would aUed the utilities' 

Commission-appn.wed energy efijdency programs. The Commission has just 

completed its review of SoCalGas's 1997 energy efiidcncy M(orl, induding programs 

for low-income clistomersl in SOCalGas's PBR proceeding. SDG&B/s funding levels lor 

1997 (>netgy efficiency programs Were approved pursuant to Advice' Letter 1001-

E/1030-G. 

In regard to a public purpose surcharge, applicants note that the 

Commission reccntly deferred imposing a surcharge on customers of jurisdictional gas 

utilities until it has further opportunity to coordinate with the Legislature. The 

Commission has already declared its intention to establish a surcharge (or gas public 

purpose programs. (See D.97-06-108.) The Commission recognizes, hOWC\'(>il that such 

a surcharge must be nonbypassablc-that is, paid by aU gas customers wheth(>r served 

by a public utility or not-in order to promote a level pJaying field in a competitive 

market. White NROC correctly observes that we have the authority to require gas 

utility customers to pay a public purpose surcharge, we cannot impose such a charge On 

the custon\ers of unregulated gas distributors or on unregulated (uels without 

legislative action. 

NRDC proposes as merger mitigation measures that we require SDG&E 

and SoCalGas: (1) to operate under revenue-cap PBRs which NROC argues wiJ) 
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encourage in\'cstments in energy efficiency; and (2) to make theIr individual PBRs 

consistent after 2001. Applicants state that these concerns arc best left to each utiJity;s 

PBR proceeding. \Ve arc in agreement with applicants. TIle energy issues r.lised by 

NROC and Grecnlining arc ~st IcCt to PBRis (where they ,.,'ere recently oonsidefC\i) and 

other specific proceedings. The r(,(ord in this appli<:cltiOJl is inadequate to addr~s their 

concerns. 

C. Will the "merger maintain Or ImprOVe "the quality of the utilities' 
managements? 
ORA reviewed the respective utilitiesi management training programs as well as 

the number of dvillitigation actions filed against them within the last five years. ORA 

observes that SDG&E1s management training programs are much inote extensive than 

SoCaIGals. \Vhite SocatGas has only h ... ·o sets of employee development ma~erials 

dealing with employee development and performance n\a.nagementl SDG&E has 

numerous programs deAling with affirmative action, sexual harassment, and other 

issues of equal employment opportunities. At the same time, SoCalGas had almost 

three times the number of disaimination lawsuits filed against it as SDG&E. ORA 

submits that it is reasonable to attribute this difference in large part to the di((erenre in 

the companies' management training programs. 

ORA therefore re«)mmends that, as a condition of approving the merger, the 
Commission dire<:t SoCalGas to implement SDG&E's management training program. 

ORA recommends that the Commission require applicants to subn\it a showing on the 

quality of tnanagement (or evaluation as part of the cost-of-service review to occur at 

the end of ORA's proposed five-year savings sharing period. 

Grecnlining believes that SOO&E1s management will not be improved by the 

merger because now SDG&6I s charitable contributions (urther the elitist interests of 

SDG&E;s all·white top management rather than the interests of those in the community 

and management has not said that after the merger it will change. Greenlining argues 

that in addition to executi\IC compensation far excccding charitable giving at SDG&E, a 

major locus of its charitable con\milments is toward organizations which promote the 

elitist interests of the affluent, aU-white top management at SDG&E.Of the $1.4 million 
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in current charitable contributions made by SDG&E, less than one-third went to low

income groups. No minorities sit on the (ommittee that determines charitable 

contributions. Recently that committee made a grant 01 approximately 10%, or 

$150,000, of SDG&EJs annual charitable (ontributtons to the La Jolla Chamber Music 

Society and gave $100,000 to support the Arncrkais Cup tace. In (ontrast" low-income 

groups and minority groups, on average" receive ,'ibollt $1,000 each. This same 

disparity continues today. 

App1icants~ in response, submit thafthe merger will bring together experienced 

mallagement teams with (omplementMyskills and experience. They assert that the 

leaders at both SDG&E and SOCalGas are capable, talented, and highly regarded in the 

utility industry. These leaders win rtowbe able to \vork together to provide superior 

service to customers at reasonable prices. The merger will make both utilities stronger 

by providing SDC&E and SOCalGa~ 'withac(essto additional management skills and 

resources. EVen though SOC&E and SoCalGas will remain separate entities, the merger 

will undoubtedly maintain or imptove the quality 01 management at both. 

Applicants take issue with ORA's proposal that applicants be required to 

demonstrate that the quality 01 management has not deteriorated at SDG&E and 

SoCalGas after the merger. They contend that given the numeroUs indicators of utility 

management performance that are already available to the Commission, and given the 

existing PBR mechanisms which provide strong performance incentives to management 

at both SDG&E and SoCalGas, the additional performance demonstration requested by 

ORA is unnecessary and unwarranted. 

We agree with applicants. The merger will certainly maintain the quality of 

(urrcnt n\anagemcnt and, with normal interaction between utility management) is 

expected to improve. Should deficiencies occur, the PBR pr(Xccding is the appropriate 

(orum in which to seek remedies. lhe Issue of charitable contributions is discussed 

below. 
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D. Will the merger be fair and reasonable to affected public utility employees. 

fneludlng both union and nonunIon employees? 

Applicants have demonstrated that the merger wilJ be fair and reasonable to an 

employees. To that end, applicants are implementing a number of measures to 

minimize the disruption and anxiety created by the merger, including: (a) open 

cOlnmunications with all employees; (b) a poticy of no layofls as a result of the merger 

(or nonofficcr employees; (c) voluntary separation packages; (d) relocation assistancei 

(e) an open and (air selection process; (I) a continuing commitment to employee 

diversity; (g) competitive compensation and benefits; (h) career planning, retirement 

planningl and outplacement serviCes; (i) an ongoing commitment to employee 

development and training; and (j) an employee retention program. Generally speaking, 

applicants have not been challenged on any employee-related aspe(ts of the merger, 

with the exception of executive retention costs and employee div~rsity. Executive 

retention costs are addressed above in Section lI.e3. Employee diversity will be 

addressed below. 

E. Will the merger be fair and r~asonable to the majority of all aff~cted public 
utility shareholders? 

Applicants maintain that the merger will make both Enova and Pacific 

Enterprises stronger by joining together the complementary abilities of both companjes. 

They argue that the merger is consistent with the current trend of companies in the 

natural gas .md electric industries to merge and thereby empower themselves, through 

increased scope, financial strength, and product diversity, to compete effectively in the 

neW energy industry and to provide increased service to their customers. The stock 

conversion ratio agreed upon by Enova and Pacific Enterprises Is fair to the 

shareholders of both companies, and in particular, the premium being paid by Enova 

shareholders is reasonable and consistent with other recent transactions. This 

determination is supported by written fairness opinions from three teams of investment 

bankers. Moreover, applicants believe the investment community views the merger 

favorably, another important sign that the n\ergcr will be good for both groups of 

affected shareholders. 
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AppJicants expect the merger to be fair and reasonable to all Enova and Pacific 

Enterprises shareholders so long as applicants' sharing proposal is adopted. Ho\\/ever, 

applkants contend that if Enova and Pacific EnterpriS<'s shareholders do not receive a 

reasonable share of merger savings, then the merger wHl not be fair to them. They 

observe fairness to shareholders does not require that the Commission adopt the exact 

sharing proposal presented by applicants, but fairness does require that shareholders 

have an opportunity to achieve total savings that are close, if not equal to, the (Otal 

savings over ten years that applicants have prop6Sed. Appli"canls warn that savings Of 

only $300 million (an amount greater than shareholders would receive under virtually 

an of the sharing proposalspiesented by intervenors) would be unacceptable for 

shareholders. 

\Ve ate of the ophlion that this me~ger will be fair to the shareholders of both " 

companies despite our finding that savings should be based on a forecast of five yeais 

rather than ten. It is themeiged company's expected improvement through "increaS<'d 

scope, financial strength, and product diversity, to compete efledively" that motivates 

this merger. The savings ate a mere lagniappe. 

F. Will the merger be beneficial to state and local economies and to the 
communities In the ar~as served by the public utilities? 

1. Charitable Contributions 

Grecn1ining contends that this merger, at no cost to the resulting merged 

company, has the potential to create between 5,200 and 20,000 new jobs in San Diego, 

through creation of a $30 million equity fund plus potential investors' matching funds, 

to be administered by the San Diego City-County Reinvestment Task Force (RTF), a 

citizen's group composed of six major banks, four local government officials, and seven 

(on\munlty economic development groups. It claims that this (an be achieved by a (ive 

cent-a-month reduction in the refund to ratepa}'crs with a high likelihood that the $30 

million investment will be (ully repaid with interest within 15 years. 

GrecnJining asserts that in the PacTel/SBC merger, D.97-03-067, the 

Commission said that PU Code § 854 benefits to ratepayers are not to be narrowly 
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defined as small and often inconsequential rebates to clisfomers, but rather may 

encompass leveraged fund benefits. Greenllning beJieves that its $30 million 

Reinvestment Task Force Equity Fund proposal meets that standard. It equates RTF 

with the Community Partnership Commitment described in D.97·03-067: 

"(\VJe acknowledge that the objectives of the Community 
Partnership Commitment (erC) are desirable and commendable 
ideas. The elements of the crc demonstrate a plan of action that 
seeks long term solutions to increase ac~ess to tel~ommunications 
services for the underserved communities of California. For 
example, the cre would establish a TechnOlogy Fund that 
promotes access to advanced telecommunications services in 
under-served communities and lund it over ten years by up to $10 
million per year over ten years; it would contribute $200,000 per 
year to promote universal service among community groups to 
achieve a 98% penetration in low-income, minorttyand limited
English speaking comnulnities within the next seven years; it 
would encourage the fOrmation of a 'Think Tank' to research the 
interests of ~()mn\uJ\ities in the evolving competitive 
telecommunications market; and among other things, it commits 
Applicants to promote and (onlrad with minorities, women and 
people with disabilities. ''''Ie consider the benefits that will accrue 
as a result of these commitments it'ilportant to all ratepayers 
spedficaHy and California in general since it encourages c<onomic 
development. the benefits of the epc wiH go beyond benefits 
arising from a simple refund to ratep~yers." (Emphasis added.) 
(D.97-03-067 at p. 88.) 

The Conlmission reduced the PacTeI/SBC merger benefits to ratepayers 

by $34 million-the net present value of the $50 milHol\ value placed on the Comnlunity 

Partnership Commitment. 

GrCt'nlining maintains that a large fund le\'eraged to benefit ratepa)'ers in 

an era of rapid deregulation satisfies the mandates of Section 85.J(c), as well as Section 

854(b)(t), far beller than trivial refunds can. It observes that the Commission is 

presented with an enormous opportunity to create an equity fund with reverberating 

job creation, economic development, and housing construction potential that could be 

matched by major financial institutions. Morcover, the mone), to trigger such 

significant financial gains will be an investment which applicants could recoup in its 
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entirety. It is truly a "win-win" situation for applicants, shareholders, ratepayers, and 

the broader San Diego economy, as weU as that of southern California, since the $30 

million can just as easilybe allocated to the entire service area of applicants. 

Applicants respond that Greenlining's fund-creation proposal has nothing 

to do with this merger and would be a disservice to the public interest. The proposal 

purports to mitigate for Enova's alleged past unresponsiveness to the needs of 

minorities and "underserved i
' customers by diverting a substantial portion of ratepayer 

merger benefits to funds that will assist such communities. The proposal should be 

tejeded as it is not pertinent to this merger under Section 854, and a misappropriation 

of customer money for special interests. 

Applicants say that neither Greenlining nor Latino Issues Forum define . 

"underserVed/' a term they use throughout their testimony without definition Or 

explanation. -Applicants believe it to be derived from a usage in bank and 

communications regulation, where "underserved" connotes the lack of credit 

availability or telephone penetration in low-income areas. This problem in banking was 

addtessed by Congress. With respect to electric and gas utility service, the term is 

enlpty, given that both industries have been obliged for generations to provide and 

plan for the existing and foreseeable demand of their service territories. No orte alleges 

here that there atc any residents of applicants' resrective service areas that are, or will 

be "underserved" with respect to electric or gas utility service. 

Applicants distinguish the PacTel/SBC merger decision. There the 

Commission laced a very different situation. First, there was no parallel 

communications restructuring pr()(eeding addressing issues of n'linority and 

underserved (ommunity consumer education. $('cond, California was losing a large 

corporate headquarter to Texas. In this regard, the PacTe1/SBC undertaking included a 

commitment to expand its California employment base by 1,000 jobs. Third, 

PacTel/SBC presented a settlement to the Commission which was supported by 

Grccnlining and others; the Commission has a strong policy supporting settlcn\ents. 

Fourth, PacTel/SnC was a much larger n\erger in terms of the magnitude of assets and 

revenue streams involved. 
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Our inquiry into the merits of GreenJining's proposal begins and ends 

with P(1cific Ttl v. CPUC (1965) 62 C2d 634, where this Commission's decision 

disallowing charitable contributions as a charge against ratepayers was sustained by the 

Supreme Court in no uncertain terms. 

\Ve had said: 

"Ratepayers should be encouraged to contribute diredly to worthy 
causes an.d not involuntarily through an allowance in utility rates. 
(Pacific] should not be permitted to be generous with ratepayers' 
money but may use its OWn (unds tn any lawful manner."- (62 c2d 
at 668.) 

The Supreme Court agreed: 

U'rVe believe that the view expressed by the lurther decIMation in 
the dedsiofi noW before us that Pacific 'hereby is placed on notice 
that it shall bEHhe policy of thts Commission henceforth to e:<dude 
fron\ operating expenses lor rate-fixing purposes all amounts 
claimed for dues, donations and ('ontributiorts' (italiCs added) states 
the corred nile; it also a~cords with the approach adopted in " 
certain other jurisdictions/I (Citations omitted.) (62 C2d at 669.) 

The PacTeJ/SBC merger epe is dearly distinguishable. In the quotation 

dted by Grecnlining, the emphasis is on "long term solutions to increase access to 

telecommunications services (or the undcrserved communities of California.1I \Ve also 

'said, "\Ve encourage the entity that will implement the cpe (0 consider an requests that 

further the goals of the cre including customer education and reaching underservro 

communities to meet 98% penetration rate.'1 It was in furtherance of "0Ur overall goal 

to ensure that California's under-served communities have aCCess to the evolving 

tele(omn\unkations services" (0.97-03-067 at p. 88) that we approved the cre. 
The funds in I)acTel/SBC were to be used to educate the public-the 

und(>C-served pub1ic--in teJe<ommunication services. This is consistent with our use of 

ratepayer funds (or utility education purposes. (Re PG&E (1972) 73 CPUC 729, 741.) 

The RTF, no matter ~ow laudable its goats, is not a utmty function and we should not 

order ratepaycr money to support it. It Is a distinction without a difference to say that 

PacTtl v. CPUC dcalt with rates and this merger is not a rate case. Doth cases invoh'c 
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ratepayer money. "Ratepayers shall receive not lesS than 50 percent of those benefits." 

(§ 854{b)(2), emphasis added.} Other requests [or us to meddle in donations to worthy 

causes engenders the same teply. \Ve shall not be generous with ratepayers' money. 

Nor wiU We te)) applicants ho\v to spend their profits. 

2. Staffing liJ San Diego 

Applicants' witneSs testified that the corporate headquarters of the 

merged conlpany wiU be tocatedin San Diego. The headqu~rters will house the merged 

company's top executives, arid suUicient o f(ice rs and stal( to support cotpotc\te-lYide 

policy selling. Accordingly, the (oi'owing divisions wiHlikely be based at the San Diego 

headquarters: legal aUairs, governmental arid tegulatory affairs, hUman resOurces, 

finance, information systems, the international business unit, and \'arious corporate 

governance functions such as shareholder/investor relations and external finan~ial 

reporting. Headquarters staffing levels ate targefed to be in the neighborhOod of 350 to 

400 workers. 

TURN/UCAN propose that the merged comp'any be r~quired to maintain 

staffing at the San Diego corpOrate headquarters whkh is at Or above the ratio of 

projected employees at corporate headquarters (350) to projected total employees at the 

merged company and all of its subsidiaries (11/700). f( in the future applicants fail to 

satisfy this 350/11/700 (or 1/33) ratio, TURN/UCAN want the Commission to require 

the merged company to pay 1/33 of its net revenues into a San Diego job retaining and 

community development fund. Applicants, in opposition, argue TURN/UCAN have 

failed to show why the merged company should be penalized if it does not maintain a 

spedfic level of headquarters staWng. Such a recommendation is completely 

unprecedented. To applicants' knOWledge, the Commission has never set minimum 

standards (or utility workforce levels and locations as a condition of approving a 

merger. 

\Ve agree with applicants. We arc not prepared to mkron\anage the 

utilities, espctially not the nonutility afWiate. 
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Greenlining takes aim at SDG&E/s management staffing. It warns us that 

top management at SDG&E is shockingly homogenous. There are 18 senior managers 

at SDG&E who comprise the Management Council, none of whom is African American 

or Latino; further, there are no Latinos or Alrican Americans in the top 10% of 

management, and the top 40 managers by salary are white. Grt.'Cnlining disputes 

SDG&E's assertion that the lack oE diversity in SDG&E's top management is due to the 

available workforce. It claims that no major Californi~ utility regulated by the 

Commission and no utility so dose to the Mexico-U.S. border has such a lack of 

. diversity. It says SDG&E's two largest Califon1ia competitors have the diversity and 

resultant competitive edge necessary to survive in our increasingly multkult'ural 

country and abroad. of the top 10% of the employees atEdison, 17% are people cif 

coJor. PG&E has 93 people of color jn upper management and reCently received ao 

award from the Labor Department On diversity. Many of these senior Edison and 

PG&E employees were hired over the last ten years and could have been recruited by 

SDG&E as 25% of SDG&E's upper management Were hired from outside SDG&E since 

1989. In mitigation of the merger, Greenlining reCommends that applicants be required 

to increase diversity in upper management at least to the levels of other major 

California utilities such as PG&B and Edison, consistent with Section 854(c)(3) and 

(c)(6). 

Applicants argue that the evidence shows that when evaluated correctly, 

minorities are well represented in Enova's and Pacific Enterprises's workforce; the 

percentage of minorities employed by applicants exceeds the available minority 

workforce in their respective service territories. Applicants believe that the merged 

companies' workforce should reflect the markets where they conduct business in order 

to ensure customer and community insight. TItey explain that In the context of the 

merged companies' (orporate values, goals, and objectives, diversity means engaging 

the full potential of employees of di((erent ages, genders, races, ethnlcitics, beliefs, 

religions, sexual orientations, lifestyles, and physical abilities. Diversity also 

encompasses appreciation for the richness and strength broughl to their companies by 
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different perspectives, attitudes, and approaches. Applicants agree that maintaining a 

dh'erse workforce is one of their chief objectives. 

There is no question that overa]), applicants have a diverse workforce that 

reflects the available minority workfofce in their respective service territories. But it is 

dear that diversity has not yet filtered up to the higher levels 0( S[x;&J1's management. 

We are confident that over time it will. Commentary such as this should hasten the 

process. No formal order is necessary. 

G. Will the rnerge:r preserve the JurIsdiction of the Commission and the 
capacity of the C6nll1'1fssfonto effectively reg'ulate and audit public utility 
operations In the state? 

The affiliate transaction conditions proposed by applicants and other parties are 

the subject of this section. This application was heard and submitted prior to our 

alfiliate transaCtion decision (0.97·12-088, discussed above/I.D.). After that decision 

was issued the presiding ALJ requested comments On its e((~t on the proposed alliliate 

transaction conditions submittM herein. Those comments have been received. The 

major issue in the comments is the request of applicants that the affiliate transaction 

decision rules should not be applied to transactions between SoCalGas and SDG&E; 

utility-fo-utility transactions should be exempt. 

Before discussing the exemption request we briefly deal with the affiliate 

transaction rule proposals made in this proceeding prior to issuance of 0.97-12-088. 

ORA proposed 86 affiliate transaction conditions on this merger, 53 of which applicants 

were in agreement. TURN/UCAN oUered proposals to prohibit sharing of information 

that would be an incenti\'e (or utilities to engage in unregulated activities; to increase 

penalties for rule vioJations; to reCund certain costs to ratepayers; and to prevent the 

shilling of costs betw~n utilities (PBR manipulation). Edison, SCUPP, and Vernon 

proposed their own affiliate rules, mostly a duplication of ORA's and TURN/UCAN's. 

110 sumn\arized 45 proposals in its brief. \Ve need not discuss those proposals as our 

affiliate transaction decision exhaustively reviewed the probJems of cross-subsidization 

and the possible anticompeli'tivc behavior in a((iliate transactions, and prornulgated 

detailed rules. \Ve shaH not revisit that decision at Ihis time. 
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\Ve intend that all the rules promulgated in D})7·12-088 be applicable to 

SoCalGas, SDG&E, and their affiliates, both b~tore and alter the mergcc1 except (or the 

ulility-to-utility rute waiver discussed below. 

Applicants argue that to the extent their merger offers the potential (or 

substantial savings to be enjoyed by ratepayers and shatehold~r$1 much of that 

potential is based on efficiencies whkh can be realized only through the appropriate 

integration o( utility luncti6ns common to both SDG&E and SOCatGas, none of which 

involve the subsidization of n()~utility ventures by the utilities, the stat~d purpose of 
theafliliatetransatti6ns nilemakirtg. They say the creation of (~oir\mort or'sharcd utility 

furtctions to achieve operating eilidendes neither ~on(ers a competitive advan_tage not 

provides a cross-subsidy to an unregulated a((iliate. Nevcr,theless, in resp<lllSe to 
- . 

conCerns that have been expresSed/applicants have proposed a number ofsafeguards 

applicable-to transactions between SoCatGas and SDG&B, including the requirement 

that transfers of goods artd services not pr~uc~d or d~\'elope~i for saJemusl be pri~ 
at fully loaded cost, thus preventing th~ subsidization of one utility'S custom~rs by th~ 
other's. 

Applicants Warn that unless transactions between SDG&E and SoCalGas are 

exempted from application of the new rules, the estimate of potential merger savings 

will have to be reduced by approximately $343 million, based on applicants' proposed 

ten-year period for the esthnatiol\ <>i merger ~vlngs. Using Our fivc-year analysis, the 

savings would be reduted by about $92 million of which $46 million would be forgone 

by ratepayers. Of coursel in the yeats beyond live years the loss to both ratepayers and 

shareholders would exceed even applicants' estimates. Utility lules in this day of 

competition should reduce expenses, not add to them. 

Applkants assert that to apply the Commission's new aifiliate rules to 

transactions between SDG&E and SoCalGas would (1) preclude eflidencics that could 

otherwise be captured and flowed back to ratepayers in the form of lower utility bHls; 

(2) ln31itute i\ Ii rewa II between affiliated utilities resulting In a:novel and duplicative 

layer of regulation; and (3) ignore the reasons why the a(filiate tr,mS3clions ntlemaking 

was instituted in the first place. They reason that because we will continue to have Cull 
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regulatory authority over SoCalGas and SDG&E following the merger, every 

transaction between the two utilities will continue to be scrutinized for possible adverse 

consequences. Thus, whether a particular transaction is a simple efficiency gain for 

utility customers, or something that unfairly disadvantag('S competitors, it will be 

revealed by existing regulatory com'enttons. To add a redundant layer of regulatory 

protection by banning or elfcclivcly preventing such transactions is unnecessary and 

costly. 

Applicants question whether, as a ((iliated utilities under a'(ommon parent, 

SOCalGas and SDG&E are any different than the gas and electric departu\ents of a 

combination utility like PG&E or a utility Jllade up of separate regional divisions. They 

ask, why ban transactions bel\;'teen aUiliated utilitieS when it can be nulJified by the 

simple act of merging the utilities? They point out that we did not institute the aifiliate 

transaction rulernaking to foreclose the tcaliz~ti6n of the efficiencies produced by 

cteating affiliated utilities through a merger. lh~ rulemaking#s purpose was to (reate 

rules which would prevent market power abuse by regulated utilities and/or their 

unregulated a((i\iates and avoid improper subsidization by 'utilities of their unregulated 

a((iHates. Neither of these considerations is relevant to the issue of whether the public 

interest requires that transactions between a((iliated utilities be subje<:ted to additional 

layers of regulatory scrutiny. Allowing SDG&E and SoCalGas to engage in eflidency. 

enhancing transactions that benefit their (ustomers does not mean that such 

transactions are anticompetitivei to the contrary, low (osts evolve into low rates which 

are competitive. 

Comments were also submitted by ORA, TURN/UCAN, Edison, SCUPP, 

Vernon, 110, Kern niver, and UCAN (filing S(>p:tralely in addition to its joint submission 

with TURN). Most comments acknowledge that it might be appropriate (or the 

Commission to aHow certain etlidency-yielding transactions between SoCalGas and 

SDG&E that would othenyjse be barred by the affiliate rules adopted in 0.97-12-088. 

Where applicants and such comments differ is over whether the exemption should 

extend to ali inlerutility transactions in this merger, tx(cpl in specific situations, or 
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whether the exemption should apply only (0 specified transactions, and presumptively 

exclude all others. 

Those comments assert that applicants must show, (or any exceptions claimed, 

tha,t such exceptions will not lead 10 cross-subsidy or anticompetitive conduct. ORA 

and SCUPP each offer examples of specific efficiencies that the merger can achieve 

through e:<empting certain SoCalGas-SDG&E transactions from the affiliate rules, and 

they each advocate exemption from the rules for these spedfic transadions. ORA 

observes that Rules V.C and D, which bar alfiliateS front sharing facilities, equipment, 

and joint purchases, w6uld adversely affect merger savings: 

[Plern'iitting such transactions between the regulated affiliates as part of 
this proposed merger is (\ot reasonably expected to result in inappropriate 
cr~-subsidizati6n: both affiliates are utilities regulated by this 
Commission, "nd each utility would be credited with its proportionate 
shar¢oo( resulting merger savings. In addition, it is not apparent that the 
utilities' ability, through this merger, t6 I'edute the costs of their regulated 
operations would have an adverSe impact on competition. 

scupr concurs with ORA on exempttng joi~t SoCatGas/SDG&E purchasing 

(rom the rules, and also supports exempting SoCalGas/SDG&E customer service 

activities from the rule's information-sharing provisions, as well as (rom limitations on 

sharing corporate support services. 

Applicants believe that limiting the aWliate rules' application to specified 

circumstances optimizes merget savings and other public interest benefits. In contrast, 

applying the affiliate rules to interutility dealings, except for certain specific 

transactions, substantially hinders attaining merger efficiency benefits (or utility 

customers without any offsetting protection to other public interest (oncerns. They 

make the point that even where savings are achieved through a transaction specific 

exception to the rules, there are substantial hard-to-quantify costs that result (rom the 

presumptive overall application of the aHiliate rules to interutility transactlons. The 

affiliate rules are designed to reinforre one another and therefore reach broadly and 

may cause unintended consequences when applied to arenas with no potential for 

cross-subsidy or anticompetHive effect. 
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Applicants say they do not seek a blankct excmption (rom rules go\'eming 

interutility transactions. They note that the spedfic affiliate transactions poJicies and 

conditions submitted as part of their case would continue to apply to interutility 

transactions. In addition, applicants recommend (ertain specific applications of the 

affiliate rules to interutility transactions in this merger. 

1. Applicants agree with ORA that interutility tying arrangeinents should be 

barred; it is appropriate to apply Rule m.c to interutility transactions. 

2. Applicants agree that the provisions of Rules V.C.2.a, b, and c should apply to 

any transfer of employees between SoCalCas Operations or SoCalGas Cas Acquisition, 

and any group at SDG&E engaged in a gas or electric merchant lun(tion. 

3. Applicants ask that the Commission authorizc the following limited 

exceptions to Rules V.C.2.a, h, and c: 

(a) 1hat Rules V.G.2.a, V.G.~.b, and V.G.2.c not be applied to transfers 
of employees between SoCalGas and SDG&E subsequent to the 
merger other than transfers subject to paragraph 2, above; and 

(b) That the Commission prOVide for a six-month transition period 
after all merger regulatory approvals have been obtained during 
which employee transfers between utilities and unregulated 
affiliatcs that are ne<.'eSSary to implement the merger would be 
cxempted (rom Rulcs V.G.2.b and V.G.2.c. 

Applicants claim that they require the flexibility and increased options of these 

limited waivers so that employees whose existing jobs arc eliminated to achie\'e merger 

savings can be assisted. Restrictions on transfers and the imposition of a transfer (ee 

limit the options of displaced employees and hinder the achievement of savings. Given 

the lack of potential (or antkompetitive conduct and cross-subsidy here, as well as the 

explicit concern in Section 854 of the PU Code lor ensuring fairness to cmployees, 

applicants submit that thc Commission should grant these narrow exccptions. 

Accordingly, applicants request the Commission to (1) uphold the exceptions to the . 

affiliate rules specified in Attachment I to applicants' January 23 c()mments; (2) provide 

that the a'(fiI'iate rules apply to interutiJity transa(tions only in the limited circumstances 

described above; (3) generally apply the limitations to intcrutility transaction proposed 
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by applicants in this proceeding; and (4) grant the limited exceptions to Rules V.G.2.a, b, 

and c requested above. 

Discussion 

Throughout this proceeding we have noted the concern of various parties that 

the merger is too complex as proposed to preserVe the jurisdiction of the Commission 

and to provide effective oversight of utility operations. Some parties have contended 

that to prevent abuse o[ market power, regulation is a poor substitute [or. div~stiture or 

outright ptohibition of certain activities. \Ve have diSpOsed of those contentions above. 

Others assert that without scores of sptX'ifically tailored rules, in addition 10 our affiliate 

rules, applicants will run wild. We see it di((erently. In regard toutility-to-utiJity 

transactions, Our concern [or regulatory efficiency iii preventing cross-subsidization and 

anticompetitive practkes takes on a dilferent hue. Beret mote is less. The mOre 

regulations we impose, the Jess able we will be to distinguish productive (onduct (rom 

prohibited conduct. From the ~lility's viewpoint theli'lote regulation, the mote cost to 

comply, and the less efficient the delivery of service. Our goal is low rates for 

ratepayers. Low (osts, efficient operations, and competition are the means to achieve 

that goal. Comli'lenters who propose increased regulation with the burden on the 

utility to seek exceptions are misguided. Regu1ations should be imposed upon a 

showing of need, and in this ~ase the showing in regard to utility-to-utility transactions 

has h«>n sparse indeed. 0.97·12-088 recognized this situation when it specifically 

provided that mergers and joint ventures might require di((erent rules. The evidence in 

this proceeding dearly shows the wisdom of 0.97-12-088. To apply the affiliate 

transaction rules to utility-to·utility transactions would immediately cause the loss of 

some $46 million to ratepayers over the next (h'e years; would lose uncounted millions 

more after five years; would increase costs to the utilities; would cause higher rates than 

othenvise would prevail; would increase costs to the Comn\ission to analyze the 

plethora o( reporls which would result; and, perniciously, would be a windfall to 

competitors who would not have those costs and would not have to reduce rates to 
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compete. A competitor's optimal rate is not based on its own costl but the cost of the 

next most competitive producer. 

The accounting practices and reporting requirements now in pJate arc adequate 

to provide the information needed for responsible regulatory oversight. There is no 

evidence in this proceeding that persuades us that more ate needed. lVe exempt 

SoCalGas and Srx;&E (rom the utiJity-to-utility aUiJiate transaction rules to the extent 

requested by applicants. 

v. Environmental Review 

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA),''' and the State CEQA 

Guidelines pronluJgMed by the California ResourCes Agency to implement CEQA/1 

requite 'fpublic agency that issues a disirelionary approval o/a proj~t to consider 

whether the project is subjeCt to CEQA1 and it it is, to pieparean Initial Study to 

determine whethet the project may have a significant effect on the environment.u II the 

Initial Study shows that there is no substantial evidence that the project or any of its 

aspects may have it significant ef(cct on the environment, then the public agenC)' shall 

prepare and adopt a Negative ~Iaration.u If the Initial Study shows that the project 

may have a significant eUect on the environment, the public agency must prepare an 

Environrllcntal Impact Report.1f The Commission's Rule 17.1 (odifies its procedure (or 

implementing CEQA. 

~ California Public Resources Code § 21000tl ~q. 

11 14 CCR § 15000 t't ~q. 

t1 14 CCR §§ 15061, 15063; California Public Resources Code § 21080. 

U California Public Resour~esCode § 21080(c); 14 CCR§§ 15070-15075. 

u Cili(ornfa Publi~ Resources Code § 21100; 14 CCR § 15063(b). 
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Applicants filed a Preliminary EnvironOlental Assessment (PEA) with their 

merger application. ORA requested that an Initial Study be prepared and that 

applicants file an amended PEA. Applicants filed an amended PEA with the 

Commission. Public comments on the PEA were filed. The Commissionstafl issued a 

Notkc of Publication of a Negative Declaration, in whkh it advised that it had 

completed an Initial Study and a draft Negative Declaration, which the Commission 

made available (or a 3O-day public review period. The public review period closed on 

May ~O, 1997. 

On September 12, 1997, the Commission staff notified all interested parties that It 

had reviewed the public comments, made minor revisio:r\Sto the propOsed Negative 

Declaration (or darity, and considered the Negative Declaration to comply with CEQA 

and Rule 17.1. \Vith the notice, all interested parties weJe provided a (oryof the final 

Negative Declaration and Initial Study. AccordinglYI the Negative Dedaration has. 

been prepared in ~omplia)\ce with the procedural requirements of CEQA and Rule 17.1. 

It ~oncludes that the proposed merger will not have one or more potentiallysignifkant 

environmental e((eets based on the whole record, including the Initial Study. For those 

reasons, the Commission will adopt the Negative Declaration. As a part of the CEQA 

process, the Commission wiJIlile a Notice of Determination with the OUice of Planning 

and Research. 

The Commission notes that on December 19, 1997, SDG&E filed an application 

for authority to sell electrical generation facilities and power contracts (A.97-12-039). 

That application included a Proponent's Environmental Assessment (PEA) (or the 

proposed divestiture. The appropriate environmental review under CEQA (or the 

proposed divestiture will be conducted in A.97·12·039. 

VI. MIscellaneous 

A. Line 6900 and Line 6902 
The Commission has referred to this pr<x~ding the issue of whether to include 

the cost of uncompleted portions of Line 6900 and Line 6902 in the SoCalGas 
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Transmission Resource Plan (Resource Plan). "The specific ratemaking treatment to be 

given Line 6900 and Line 6902 should be further investigated and (ully resolved prior to 

final Commission action on the proposed Pacific Enterprises/Enova merger. 

SoCalGas's PBR proceeding and the merger proceeding are appropriate (orums (or this 

review." (D.97-04-082, p. 42.) 

SCUpp recommends that the Commission order SoCalGas to exclude Line 6900 

(Phases II and III) expansion costs from. the SoCalGas Resource Plan, effective 

hrUllediatelYi SDG&E to include Line 6900 in the SDG&E Resource Plan; and SoCalGas 

to exclude Lirte 6902 expansion costs (rom the SoCalGas Resour~ Plan, e((edive 

immediately. 

line 6900 is a high-pressure transmission line that is being built in four phases 

paraHel toUnes 1027 and 1028 in the pipeline corridor that exists between the Srx;&E 

Moreno compressor station in SoCalGas's service territory and theSDG&E Rainbow 

station in SDG&ll's service territory. Phases I and IV have been completed. PhaseS III 

and II are planned at a cost of $12 million and $7 million, respectively. Line 6902 is the 

reinCorccment ef SoCalGas's transmission facilities in the Imperial VaJley corridor, a 

point from \'{hkh SOCalGas intends to prOVide service to. Mexkali. The projected 

looping of tine 6902 by the addition of 40 Illites of 16-inch pipe is estimated to cost 

about $12.3 million. 

\Ye have raised concerns as to whether the cost of uncompleted portions ef Line 

6900 and Line 690~ should be included in the SoCalGas Resoutce Plan. In its most 

re<:ent BCAP, SoCalGas proposed including the cost of uncompleted portions ef tine 

6900 and Line 6902 in its Resource Plan. lYe determined that SoCalGas had not met its 

burden of proof to. show the reasonableness of including the expansions in its Rcsource 

Plan. (D.97-04-082, p. 42.) 

In this merger proceeding SCUPP's witness testified that Line 6900 expansion is 

not needed to meet the forecasted load growth associated with SoCatGas's retail 

customers. The witness presented extensive testimony on forecasted load grewth 

through 2010 and concluded that SoCalGas's forecasts arc unreliable and inflated. The 

witness said that the pipeline expansion was to I'neet project load in Mexico. She said 
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that SoCalGas and SDG&E arc attempting to shUt the (-osls of serving Mexico by 

inflating forecasts to justify increnlcntal additions before they arc actually nceded to 

serve the native loads and by inst~lJing bigger pipes than arc actuaUy needed. She said 

that SoCalGas is subsidizing SDG&E at the expense of SoCatGas's retail customers. 

SoCatGas's proposal to include the (ost of unc()n\pletcd portion of Line 6900 in its 

Resource Plan allows SDG&E to escape including the cost in its own reSource pJan. 

This benefits SDG&E's UEG in terms of lowering SDG&E's marginal cost of 
. . 

transmission, hence, its cost allocation. This constitutes preferential treatment by 

SoCalGas of its proposed n\('tg~r afliJiate, 5DG&E. 

She claims irtcluding Line'6900 as a part of the SOCatGas Resource Plan, rather 

than making it a customer specific facility assigned to SDG&E, a~versely affects 

SoCalGas's custon\ers. If Line 6900 is exCluded {rom the SoCalGas Resource PJan, the 

rates (or both cOte and noncOte customers will go down. The effect of this exclusion is 

to transfer $9.9 million (rom SoCalGas's retail (ore and $6.4 million from SoCalGas's 

retail non(ote of (ost responsibility to SDG&E. Under SoCalGas's proposal to include 

Line 6900 in its ResOur(e Plan, SoCalGas's retail customers pay an additional $16.3 

million while SDG&E's dc<:trk department saves about $6.3 million. Therelore, 

including Line 6900 in the SoCaJGas Resour(e pJan creates a substantial subsidy (or 

SDG&E's UEG load at the dire<t expense 01 SoCalGas's customers" particularly 

SoCalGas's UEG (u~tomers, many of whom SCUPP represents. 

SCUpp points out that Line 6900 was planned at SDG&E's request to serve 

SDG&B load. SCUPP asserts that the attempt to shift the cost from SDG&E to 

SoCalGas's retail customers developed only after SoCalGas started to dev'clop a dose 

business relationship with SDG&E that has cuJminated in the current Pacific 

Enterprises/Enova merger proposal. 

Prior to the 1993 BCAP, Line 6900 was considered to l?e an exclusive use (acility, 

with aU (osts allocated to SDG&E. The Commiss!on explicitly addressed the 

ratemaking treatmel"ti (or Line 6900 three times prior to its 1993 BCAP decision . 

• D.90·11-023,38 CPUC2d 77,99 regarding SoCalGas's 1990 
Annual Cost AllocatiOn PcO(eeding (ACAP), approved 
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SoCalGas/s allocation to SDG&E of 100% of the cost of 
new transmission Line 6900 . 

• 0.92·12·058,47 CPUC2d 438,452 adopted an LIU.1C 
ratemaking methodology, and classified Line 6900 as 
exdusively for SDG&E. 

• 0.93-12-043,52 CPUC2d 471,552 regarding SoCalGas's 
Test Year 1994 General Rate Case (GRC) said Line 6900 is 
needed to serve SDG&E. 

In its 1993 BCAP, SoCalGas began advocating the position that Line 6900 should 

be treated as a common facility rather than custo~er specific. 

SoCatGas, SDG&E, and Division of RatepaycrAdvOcates submitted a joint 

recommendation supporting such rate treatment in the 1993 HCAP. In D.94-12.o52/ 58 

CPUc2d 306, the Commission adopted the joint tetomn\endation. We noted that 

treating Line 6900 as common tranSmissioncost resulted in an increase in the marginal 

cost of transmission (or SoCalGas'ssystem because Line 6900 became part of the 

SoCalGas Resource Plan, and that SDG&E's customer cost would decrease. Finally, We 

found that SDG&E should exclude Phases II, III, and IV 01 Line 6900 (rom its 20-yMr 

transmission plan for purposes of computing marginal transmission costs. The effect of 

this was to reduce costs to SDG&E noncore customers, including the SDG&E UEG. 

In the recently rompleted SoCalGas PBR case, we addressed the appropriate 

ratemaking trealment (or completed portions of Lines 6900 and 6902. \Ve eliminated 

the cost o( the completed facilities from the base year PBR revenues. 0.97·07-054, pp. 

17-79. \Ve accepted ORA's recommendation that Phase IV of Line 6900 was not 

intended to primarily serVe retail customers. \Ve said, "In each instance, the line 

appears to have been constructed (or the primary purpoSe 01 serving the needs of 

noncore customers, and arty ben('£its they may provide to the core are incidental. ORA 

has reflected those benefits in Its recommended disallowances." (0.97-07·054, p. 79.) 

SCUpp argues that thelutute phases Line 6900, Phases II and III, should be 

treated COnSistently with Phase IV. Therefore, Phases II and III costs should be entirely 

excluded fcom the SoCalGas Resource Plan and included in the SDG&B R(,SOUlce Plan. 
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scurr also recommends that Line 6902 should be removed immediately from the 

SoCalGas Resource Plan; we should not wait for SoCalGas's next HCAI'. 

Applicants opposes SCUrIYs recommendation. Applicants state that the load 

forecast presented by them in this proceeding shows that the need for and timing of the 

future phases of Line 6900 in the SoCalGas Resource Plan are driven by load growth 

both from SOCatGas retail customers and from SDG&E, and not at aU by load growth 

from Mexico. As such, the proper treatment under LRMC cost allocation pIindples is 

to consider the additions to be common transmission facilities and to include then\ in 

the calculation of the overall SoCaiGas system LR1\'1C (or the gas transmission function. 

This is how the Commission set SoCalGas's rates in its decision in the 1996 BCAP 

decision, pending its further examination of Line 6900 additions in the SoCalGas 

Resourc:e plan. 

Furthermorel applicants maintain, SCUPP's claims make no sense about what the 

effect on rates should be of classifying the Phases II and III expansions of tine 6900 as 

'iexdusive use" facilities. SCUPP says the e(fcd should be to reduce SoCatGasis rates to 

its retail customers by $16.3 million per year and to increase SoCalGas's rate to SDG&B 

by an equivalent amount, with $6.3 million per year of that shift allocated to SDG&E's 

elc<:tric department. SCUPP's proposed Annual shift would continue (or a considerable 

number of years because Phase III would remain in the LRMC resource plan until 2005 

and Phase 11 un'i12011. However, the entire capital cost of Phase )( is estimated at 

$6.994 million and of Phase III at $11.765 mmion, for a total of only $18.759 million. 

SCUPP's quantification of the rate impact cannot be right, in applicants' opinion, 

because SCUPP's proposed shift to SDG&E's customers would reroup the entire capital 

cost of Phases II and III tn little more than a year. Contrary to SCUPP's claims, the real 

result under LRMC methodology of classifying Line 6900 expansions in the res()ur~e 

plan as "exclusive use" facilities would be to lower SoCalGas's system transmission 

L~'{C and to cause an Increase in rates to SOCalGas's rdaU core customers 01 about $4 

million per year. SoCalGas notes that ;he dNall of these cakulations under LRMC 

costing theory are a complicated malter, and they belong in a cost allocation 

proceeding, not in a merger application. 
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Discussion 

We have set oul SCUPP's position at great length. Had we gone further into the 

details that SCUPP presented (and applicants opposed) lhis decision would be 

substantially longer. Thefe is nothing about this issue that requites it to be settled in 

this merger proceeding. To the contrary, a tate case is the proper fotum. 

The question of service to ~fexico looms large in SCUPP's presentation. There is 

no gas service at all now in the Tijuana/Rosarita Beach area of Mexico, which is the area 

that might be served through the Moreno-to-Rainoow corridor and SDG&E's system. If 

in the future the likelihood of SoCalGas and SDG&E pr6viding upstream transmission 

servke for that market is sufficient to justify reflecting such a load in SOCalGas's and 

SDG&E's resource plans used for LRMC cost allocation purposes, \ .... e can then "address 

in a cost allocation proceeding what the impact of that future load should have on the 

allocation of costs in (utrent rates. 

SoCalGas agrees that based on current faCtors, including the market uncertainty 

associated with the competitive restructuring of electricity supply, SOCalGas wottld not 

plal\ to construct during the planning horizon the additional phase of Imperial Valley 

transmission Line 6902 that was shown in the SoCalGas Resource Plan for the 1996 

BCAP. \Vith the 1998 BeAP to be filed this Cktober, we see no reason to try to 

recalculate SoCalGas's system transmission LRMC and redo cost allocations. After a 

decision in this case, SoCalGas would have to file a complicated recalculation of cost 

aUocations for all customers. This recalculation might shift costs in either direction 

between its core and not\(:ore customers, but would not be a shift of significant size. 

Parties would then litigate whether the way in which SoCalGas proposed to reallocate 

costs was appropriate. Then, the Comn\ission would have to issue another decision on 

the cost reall<xation. We agree with applicants that all of this activity mak~ no sense 

considering the 1998 SoCalGas BCAP is going to be filed by (Xtober 1998 and the whole 

process will recommence (rom scratch. 
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B. The AdminIstrative Law Judge's Rulings 

Regarding Discovery of Edison Documents 

Edison requests Commission review of the ALJ's ntlings compelling production 

of documents requested by applicants containing confidential and proprietary strategic 

business information about Edison, its parent company, and its unregulated a((iliates 

(the Edison Documents). Edison seeks reversal of the rulings admitting 18 of those 

docuinents into the record. It is Edison's contention that, under a reasonable 

interpretation of section 854, confidential information about Edison's prospective 

business activities is not relevant to the inquiry whether the merger is in the public 

interest. 

On September 9, 1~7, ihe ALJ ordered Edison to produte portions of 58 

confidential documents to the applicants, noting that "(tlhe material that I am ordering 

to be discoverable, subject to the prot~ti\'e order, concerns Edison's current plans in the 

area of competition which are relevant to the issue of the merger's effect on 

competition." (Tr.1177.) Edison contended during discovery, and continues to 

maintain, that such inquiry is not relevant to the merger1s e((ed On competition, and 

therefore, falls outside the scope of permissible discovery, \\'hich is limited to n,ateria} 

that is reasonably calculated to INd to the discovery of admissible evidence. On 

October 23, 1997, the AL} admitted the Edison Documents into the record, stating that 

"[t]he reason I am admitting (the Edison Documents) in is because of the competitive 

environment that will exist subsequent to the consummation of the proposed merger of 

Pacific Enterprises and Enova Corporation, assuming the merger is approved." (TT. 

3426.) Edison asserts that such documents are not relevant to the inquiry before the 

Commission on this application, and therefore, should nol havc been admitted. 

Edison argucs that thc interpretation urgcd by applicants and adopted by the 

ALJ sets a policy which is contrary to public policy and the public intercst. Edison says: 

First, it crcates incentivcs for applicants to g:unc the regulatory process-to co-opt the 

Section 854 review process in order to pilfer their rival's competitive secrets. A 

determination that Section 854 requires-or e\'~n permits-a review of all market 

participants' competition plans will transform every Section 854 appJication into a 
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skeleton key unlocking the appJicants' competitors' most sensitivc business strategies. 

Ratification of the current discovery and evidentiary rulings is fundamentally 

inconsistent with sound business practice'S and public policy, and invites parties to 

manipulate the regulatory process to subvert the competitivc' process. 

Second, it drastically raises the cost of intervening in a Section 854 proceeding to 

unacceptable heights. A determination that intervention into a merger proceeding 

constitutes even a partial waiver of the confidentiality of the intervenor's strategic 

plans, making that information presumptively relevant to the proceeding and therefore 

subject to discovery and release to an other market participants, will serVe as an 

insurmountable disincentive to the voluntary participation of any competitor in a 

Section 854 proceeding. The public interest cannot be served by such a result. 

Third, the experience of tMs Case has demonstrated that a set of applicants can, 

and will indeed, profit by using this new "regulatory" tool selectively to target and 

harass spedlic cOmpetitors. Applicants have only pursued such information (rom 

Edison aitd Enron, and retracted their demands for Enron's commercially sensitive 

documents once Enron acceded to publicly support the merger. 

Finally, Edison contends that the plain language of 8c(tion ss.t(b)(3), requiring a 

finding that the proposed fnerger "docs ... not adversely affect compctition"-does not 

explicitly or implicitly require the Commission to predict a (uture competitive 

landscape and the proposed merger's impact thereon. Adoption of the applicants' 

interpretation would constitute an unprecedented and unwarranted expansion of the 

Section 854 inquiry. Edison notes that to date, this Commission has considered three 

other applications under Sc<:tion 854: the SCE-SDG&E merger (D.91-05·028), the GTE

Contel merger (D.94-0-I-083), and the PacTc1/SBC merger (D.97-03-067). It asserts that 

in none of those cases did the Comruission engage in a generaJizcd review and survey 

of the future (ompetitive landscapci thc Commission's Section 854(b)(3) inquiry was 

largely focused on assessing the impact of the applicants' proposed post-merger 

activities upon the theri-existing market conditions, but does not engage in direct 

review of the potential activities of other market participants Or entrants. 
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On another aspect of this issue Edison asserts, without citation, that the presiding 

ALJ has no authority to impose discovery sanctions. 

Discussion 

\Ve affirn\ the ALl's discovery Rulings. Among the many changes deregulation 

is bringing, not the least is change in the nature of litigation before the Commission. 

Utilities are challenging utilities more frequently, intervenors are more strident, and 

antitrust has become a leading issue. Those factors plus the legislative requirement to 

complete hearings expeditiousJy,U all increase the pressure On the discovery phase of 

proceedings. 

Our bask discovery statutes are brief to the extreme. 

§ 1701. Rules of practiCe and procedure; technical rules of evidence; efled of 
informality 

(a) AU hearings, investigations, and proceedings shaH be governed by 
this part and by rules of practice and procedure adopted by the 
commission, and in the conduct thereof the technical rule of 
evidence need not be applied. No. informality in any hearing, 
investigation, or proceeding or in the manner of taking testimony 
shall invalidate any order, decision Or rule made, approved, or 
confirmed by the commission. 

§ 1794. Depositions 

The commission or any commissioner or any party may, in any 
investigation or hearing before the commission, cause the deposition o.f 
witnesses residing within or without the State to be taken in the manner 
preS(ribcd by law (or like depositions in civil actions in the superior 

u SC'nate Bill 960 (1996) Section l~ 

It is further the intent of the legislature that the Public Utilities Commission establish 
reasonable time pcJiods (or the resolution of proceedings, that it meet those deadlines, 
that those deadlines not exceed 18 months and be consistent with the rate case plans, 
whichever is shorter. 

§ 1701.2{d) Adjudication cases shall be resolved within 12 months of initiation unless the 
Conunission ... issues an order extending that deadline. 
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courts of this State and to that end may compel the attendance of 
witnesses and the production of books, waybills, documents, papers, and 
accounts. 

The PU Code sections providing (or administrative law judges give them 

substantial power: 

Section 7: 

\Vhenever a power is granted to, or a duty is imposed upon, a public 
officer, the power may be exercised or the duty may be performed hy a deputy o( 
the ollicer or by a person authorized, pursuant to law, hy the officer, unless this 
code expressly provides othenvise. 

310. . .. Any investigation, inquiry, or heartng which the (onunission may 
undertake or hold may be undertaken or held by or before any commissioner 
or commissioners designated for the purpose by the cornmission. The 
evidence in any investigation, inquiry, Or hearing may be taken by the 
commissioner Or cOnlmissioners to \vhom the investigation, inquiry, or 
hearing has been assigned or, in his, her, or their behalf, by an administrative 
Jaw judge designated (or that purpose .•.. 

311. (b) The administrative Jaw judges may administer oaths, examine 
witnesses, issue subpoenas, and receive evjdenc~, under rules that the 
commission adopts. (Emphasis added.) 

(c) The evidence in any hearing sha~! t.e taken by the commissioner or 
the administrative Jaw judge desIgnated (or that purpose. TIle commissioner 
Or the administrative law judge may receive and exclude evidence offered in 
the hearing in accordance with the rules of practice and procedure of the 
commission. (Emphasis added.) 

Buildings on those statutes we have provided broad scope (or our administrative 

law judges. 
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Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, Article 16. Presiding QUice,s 

62. (Rule 62) Designation 

\Vhen evidence is to be taken in a proceeding before the Commission, one or 
more of the Commissioners, or a1\ Administrative Law Judge, may preside at 
the hearing. 

63. (Rule 63) Authority 

The presiding officer may set hearings and control the course theteoli 
administer oaths; issue subpoenasire(cive evidence; hotdappropriatc 
conferences before or during hearings; rules upon all ()bjectio~ or motions 
which do not involve final deterinination of proceedings; receive oUees of 
proofi hear argument; and fix the time (or the filing 0( briefs. He may take 
such other action as may be necessary and appropriate to the discharge of his 
duties, consistent with the ~tatutory or other authorities under which the 
Commission functions and with the rules and pOJicies 01 the Commission. 

In Re Alte'Jf(tlit~ R~gt"alory Framework for l..o<al £xdIange Carrius (1994) 

0.94·08-028,55 CPUCid 672~ where an administrative Jaw judge~s discovery ruling was 

being contested, We reviewed our discovery pnxedures and said: 

"The Commission's dosest expression of any discovery related 
procedures is lound in PU Code § 1794 .... For other discovery related 
procedures, the Commission generally (oHows the discovery rules that are 
found in the Code of Civil Fr()(edure (CCP). 

"For a party to a proceeding.. a wide range of discovery procedures is 
available. (See, CCP §§ 2025, 2028, 2030, 2031,2032, 2033.Y' (55 CPUC2d 
at 677.) 

The next important landmark in the evolution 01 our discovery practice ()(currro 

in Re Mugu of Pacific Ttltsis and SBe Comltum{(a tiOIlS (D.97-03-067). 

In the PacTellSBC merger pr()(c-edings, intervenor AT&T made several 

allegations regarding the impact of the proposed merger on competition in Calilomia 

tcI~ommunkations markets. In response, sse propounded data requests similar to 

those at issue here: seeking documents related to AT&T's business plans (past and 

future), any post-merger analyses of the California telecommunications industry, 
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identification of actual and potential competitors, and AT&T/s proj('(ted te\,ellues and 

market share in California by year through 1999. AT&T refused to produce the 

responsive documents, making the same arguments Enron and Edison are l1\aking here. 

AT&T claimed the documents wete irrelevant because the proceeding was about SBe's 

proposed acquisition of PacTeJ, not AT&T's conduct. Further, AT&T argued the 

documents constituted AT&T's most commercially sensitive information and were 

prote<:led from distovcry. Finally, like Edison, AT&T argued on pOlicy grounds that 

requiring competitors to divulget.~eii (onfi~ential marketing business strategies will 

discourage participation inCon\n\ission proceedings. 

In her Ruling, the presiding AL] stated: 

"(t)he dO(uments sought bySBC are relevant to the subject matter of this 

proceeding and appear reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence. (Citation omiUed.) For example, AT&T's pie-and post·merger business and. 

marketing plans for California may address market concentration and also may contain 

statistical assumptions about the markets which might berele\'ant to AT&T's protest. 

Similarly, AT&T's reVenue and market share proje<:lions (or the local market may 

address market concentration of thel<X'al market and barriers to entry (or newcomers, 

which also might be relevant to the protest./I (A.96-04-038, Ruling of AL) Econoo\e, 

September 3,1996, p. 7.) 

Without commenting directly on ALJ Econome/s fuling in our dedsion, we 

discussed with approval the need to understand competition in the emerging markets. 

\Ve said that it is important to consider lithe presence of many other firms which arc 

equally ready and willing to enter" a given market (D.97·03-067, mimco. p. 60). \Ve 

pointed out that the California Attorney General, in supporting the merger, considered 

those (irms that "arc aU planning to'aggressively expand the range of that competition." 

(Mimco. p. 62.) Findings of Fact 43 discussed the potential competitors capable of 

competing. (Mimco. p. 100.) 

Just as AT&T's future conlpetitive plans (ould lead to evidence n~essary to an 

understanding of the PacTel/SBC merger, so too, Edison's (utuie competitive plans 

could lead to evidence necessary to an understanding of the Pacific Enlerprises/Enova 
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merger. It nlay be that the discovered information would I\ot lead to relevant evidence, 

but we cannot determine that fact prior to discovery. 

The Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law that caused the AL] to impose 

sanctions arc sct forth in the AlJ Ruling of August 18,1997: 

Findings of Fact 

1. On April 19, 1997, applicants served their First Data 
Request seeking documents regarding Edison's 
prospective business plans on Edison. 

2. On May 14, 1997, Edison filed objections to each and 
every question in applicants' First Data Request arguing 
"lack of relevance" for some questions and claiming a . 
IIprivitege" lor others. Edison asSerted that its strategic 
business plan documents fall tompJetely outside the 
scope of pioper discovery. 

3. On May 28, 1997, appllcants and Edison partidpated in 
the first of four meet-and-confer sessions regarding the 
First Data Request. At that session, applicants 
emphasited the need lor Edison to immediately respond 
to these questions, and to provide a privilege log for 
documents subject to a claim of either "trade socrel" or 
"work product" privilege. 

4. On June 2, 1997, applicants and Edison held a second 
meet-and~confer session regarding the First Data Request 
during which applicants restated their need (or the 
privilege log and immediate responses to the questions 
in dispute. 

5. On June 3,1997, at the third mC'Ct~and·con(er .. applicants 
provided an explanation of the relevance of each 
question in the First Data Request. Edison agreed to 
provide a trade secret privilege log by June 17, 1997, but 
stated that such log would Jist only those documents 
Edison deemed relevant to the proceeding. 

6. At the final meet·and·confer session held on June 5,1997, 
counsellor Edison reconfirmed his intention to provide a 
privilege log containing only urclevant" documents no 
sooner than June 17, 1997. 
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7. On June 6,1997, applicants filed a Motion to Compel 
Edison to respond to every question presented in the 
First Data Request. Edison filed its Response to the 
Motion to Compel on June 11, 1997. At the June 13, 1997 
Law and Motion. hearing, counsel (or Edison represented 
tha t Edison would produce a trade secret privilege tog by 
June 17. 

8. On July 3,1997, Edison filed a Motion to Quash 
Discovery. 

9. On July 3, 1997, applicants filed a Motion (or an Order 
Imposing Sanctions onEdison for its complete failure to 
comply with its discovery obligations in this proceeding. 

10. At the law and ~fotion hearing onJuly 1 I, 1997, the 
presiding Administrative Law Judge (AL» denied 
virtually all 01 Edison's Motion to Quash and granted 
applicants' Motiori to Compel the remaining responses in 
dispute, specifically quesHons 1-6,25, and 37-44. The 
presiding ALJ ordered that responses to these questions 
and a complete trade secret log be produced by Edison 
on or before July 25. The AL] declined to Impose 
sanctions on Edison at that time. Counsel (Or Edison 
stated the company's intention to ptodu(c the contested 
material, should the A LJ so order. 

11. On July 24, 1997, Edison filed a Molion for 
Reconsideration of the ALJ's Ruling denying Edison's 
Motion to Quash Discovery and a Motion for Stay of the 
ALl's Ruling compeUing responses. 

12. At the Law and Motion hearing on July 25, 1997, the 
presiding ALJ denied Edison's Motion (or Stay. 

13. At the law and Motion hearing on August I, 1997, the 
ALl denied Edison's Motion to Reconsider his July II, 
1997, Ruling and found specifi(ally that there wete nO 
circumstances that cause the imposition of sanctions 
against Edison pursuant to the Code of Civil Procedure 
to be "unjust." 

14. At the Law and Motion hearing on August 1, 1997, the 
ALl also specifical1)' found that Edison had misused the 
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discovery process, as describc<i in Code of Civil 
Procedure Section 2023 and stated his intention to 
impose sanctions on Edison. In order to afford Edison 
the requisite time and place to respond, the ALJ 
requested that applicants file another request (or 
sanctions to be considered at ail August 15, 1997 hearing. 

15. As of August 15, 1997, Edison has failed to respond to 
applicants' data requests itl direct violation of the ALJ's 
Ruling of July II, 1997. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. Edison has intentionally miSused the discovery proceSs 
as defined by Section 2023 of the Code of Civil 
PreK"edun:~. 

2. Edison opposed, IIwithout substantial justification", a 
motion to compel discovery as defined by Section 
2023(a)(8) of the Code of Civil Procedure. 

3. There is no "substantial justification" that would make 
imposition of sanctions against Edison under Section 
2023 of the Code of Civil Procedure "unjust." 

4. Edison violated the ALl's Ruling of July 11, 1997, to 
comply with outstanding discovery. 

5. The presiding ALJ may impose sanctions on Edison {or 
dis(:overy violations under Sections 2030 and 2023 of the 
Code o{ Civil Pnxedurel and Rules 62 and 63 of the 
Commission's Rules of Practke and Procedure. It is 
lInecessary and "ppropriateli that this be done (Rule 63). 

6. Edison's intentional disregard of its discovery obligations 
has irreparably harmed applicants' due process rights to 
conduct (ull and fair discovery in this proceeding. 

7. Edison's intentional disregard of Its discovery obligations 
has impeded the Commission (rom obtaining the (ull 
spectrum of information relating to its inquiry under 
Section 854(b)(3) of the PU Code. 
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The sanctions imposed by the ALJ were: 

1. Edison shall produce all documents responding to 
applicant's First Data Request in untedac:ted (orn" 

2. Edison shall reimburse the applicants for all expenses 
associated with litigating this discovery dispute: For 
Padfic Enterprises, $27,075; (or Enova, $11,420. 

3. Edison shaH provide restitution to the State of California 
lor the Commission's expenses assodatedwith 
conducting the July 25, August I j and August 15,1997 
Law and Motion hearings and all other ~osts related to 
addressing Edison'slailure to complywhh its disc:o\'cry 
obligations, in the amount of $10,000. 

. . . 

4. Should Edison not (ulfill its discovery obligations by the 
date 01 the next Commission conference on Septembei 3, 
Edison shall be precluded (rom submitting testin\ony 
and evidence, and (tom conducting cross-examination, . 
on Section 854 (b) (3) issues. 

Edison thereupon luWlIed its discovery obligations. 

1. Edison's Busltress Plans Are Dlsc()verable 

Edison urges rejection of the view that § 854(b)(3) requites inquiry tnto the 

state of (uture competition in the relevant markets as affected by the potential activities 

of current market partidpants and potential market entrants. Edison urges, without 

citation, that we adopt the view that the plans of potential entra.nts are not relevant to 

the question 01 whether the merger will have an adverse impact on (ompetition. Our 

review of our decisions, the case law, the merger guidelines, and the commentators is 

exactly contrary to Edison's position. 

The PacTel/SBC merger easc, discllssed above, is not only applicable for 

its discussion of our discovery authority, but a.lso (or its approval of obtaining 

discovery (rom lutuie potential competitors. 

Courts have had no hesitation in considering thee(ftXI 6n competition of 

potelltial entr3nts when appraising a mergct. (llll;Ud States v. lVaste Managtme,,' (2d 
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Cir. 1984) 743 F 2d 976,982 citing United Stales v. FalslaffBrtwiug Corp. (1973) 410 US 

526,35 Led 2d 475.) 

In government antitrust pI<Xeedingsl it is usual lot the government to 

requite potential competitors to describe their position should the merger take place. In 

Uuited Stafes v. COlmlrylnke Fooas(l990) 754 F.Supp. 669,6721 675-761 potential 

competitors Were asked what their response would be if the merger participants raised 

prices in a lisman but signilicant and nontransitory" way. llteir answer was that 
, \.\ 

potential competitors would enter the fuarket and compete. (754 F. Supp. at 672.) 

Generally, under the 1992 Horizontal Merger Guidelines (Guidelines), 

review Of mergers is forward-looking. Examples abound: 

• IIMarket shares will be calculated using the best indicator of firms' 
future (omptlilit~ $igniji(allu." (Guidelines 1.41.) 

• il(T)he Agency will identify othet lirms "01 currmtly producing or sellillg 
lite ulevat" product in lilt rilevanl area as participating itt 'lie rtlttJ(mt 
market if their indusion would more accurately relied probable supply 
responses.'1 (Guidelines 1.~2.) 

• "Throughout the Guidelines, the analysis is focused on whether 
consumers or producers 'likely l(!tOutd' take certain actions .. •. " 
(Guidelines 0.1.) 

• liThe Agency norm any will calculate market shares for all firms ... 
based on total sales or capacity currently devoted to the ••. market 
together with that rt'lti(/, likely would be det'Oltd to I1tt rdemlt' markel in 
response to a 'smal1 but significant and non transitory' prite increase." 
(Guidelines 1.41.) 

The United States Department of Justice and the Pederal Trade 

Commission seek market share information (rom firms being investigated as well as 

from third-party firms. (Sec Scher, Antitrust Advisor, 3.16, at p. 3·53; "In government 

investigations, the antitrust enforcement agency also may use third-party compulsory 

proc~ to obtain the data from other market participants.lI) Statutes autho.rize the 

Attorney General and the Antitrust Division to obtain "documentary material" or 

information "relcvant to a civH antitrust investigation" pursuant to a civil investigative 
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demand. (15 U,S.c. § 1312.) Such demands are spedfic-ally authcfrized in merger 

proceedings. (See iLl. § 1311, subd. c. and 13121 subd. (b)(1)(8).) Such information is 

relevant not just in the (ontext of reducing the market share of a merging entity but 

also-as GuideJines 1.521 notes-in the "proper computation of market shares." 

(Arceda & Turner, Antitrust Law, § 932, at Vol. IV, p. 131.) 

We conclude that a potential competitor's business plans in relevant 

markets are discoverable. Edison is dearly a potential competitor. In its briel, it said: 

"This Commission should similarly focus upstteam on delivered gas, and should focus 

downstream on retail electric energy. Upslt(>am, the relevant geOgraphic market is 

southern California. Downstream, the relevant geographic market is all ot Califomia, 

because the Power Exchange (PX) will set the pri~e for spot power in the whole state 

and bilateral arrangements likely will use spot prices as benchmarks!' (Edison's 

Opening Brief p. 9.) 

Edison is the largest seller of electricity (or, indeed, energy of any form) in 

southern California. Edison has retained its coa.l·fired, hydrOelectric, and nudear 

generation, much of which Jies outside of southern California. Edison will sell into the 

PX. Edison, tOO, ha.s marketing affiliates. Edison will compete kiiowatHo-kiiowatt 

with the merged company in southcm California and Inay be a prime customer lor a 

bypass pipeline. The pr~iding ALl's Ruling regarding the production of Edison's 

business pJans was correct and is aUirmed. 

2. The Authority 01 the Presiding AdminIstrative Law Judgil 

The presiding ofticer controls the day·to-day activity of a proceeding. 

That officer may be one or more Commissioners, or One or mOre Administratlve Law 

Judges (Rule 62). The presiding officer, of necessity, must have the authority to pass on 

discovNY motions and impose sanctions for discovery abuse. To hold othenvise \vould 

impose a burden on the Commission that Rules 62 and 63 were designed to avoid. 

Further, jf sanctions ~ould not be imposed by the presiding officer material evidente 

would temain undisclosed or unconscionable delay incurred as parties seek reliel from , 
the Commission. \Ve discuss 'this problern allength in Re Alttmalit't Regulatory 
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Frmnfworks for Local Excllflltge Carriers (1994) 55 CPUC2d 6721 where we reviewed a 

discovery motion to (ompel granted by a presiding ofliccr(in this instance M\ AL]). 

'rVe said: "We note at the outset, that today's decision is a rar~ lxcurtence 

in that we are reviewing a ruling made by anAL} before we have considered the merits 

of the entire proceeding. Normally} We are reluctant to review evidentiary and 

procedural rUlings before the pr6(eeding has been submitted. (See Rule 65.) Our 

reasoning for that has been expressed previously; 

'There is no appeal from a procedural or eVidentiary ruling of a presiding 
oUicer prior to consideration bythc.Commission'of the entire merits of the 
matter. Th~ primary reasons for this rule ate to prevent piecen\eal 
disposition of litigation and to prevent litigants (tom frustrating the 
Commission in the perlormanceol its regulatory (unqions by inundating 
the Commission with interl()(utory appeals6n pi<*edur~l and evidentiary 
matters.' (D.87070 (81 CPUC 389, 390]; D.90-~-048 at p. 4.) 

"Parties who ~ontemplah~ appealing a ruling with which they are 

dissatisfied should rctogrt;ie that we frown on such a practice, and view this kind o( a 

decision as the rare exception rather than the rule." '(55 CPUc2d at 676.>. 

Sincethatdedsion, weh,n'e a further reason to assure the presiding 

otlicer adequate power to control a hearing. We now have to decide, with fe\v 

exceptions, adjudicatory cases within 12 mortthsof filing and other matters within 18 

months. An impotent presiding officer laced with an intransigent litigant could not 

manage the case expeditiously, resulting, perhaps, in actual harm to other participants. 

Under the Administrative Procedure Act ALJs in other agencies have the 

power to impose discovery sanctions: 

Govemm~nt Code §tl45S.30. Bad faith actions; Order to pay expenses 
IncludIng attOrney's fees 

(a) The presiding officer" may order a party, the parly's attorney or other 
authorized representative, or bothl to pay reasonable expenses, including 

II Government Code § 11405.80. "Presiding officcr" 

"Presiding of(j~r" me"1\5 the agency hec'td, member of the agency hNd, administrative law 
Judgc, hearing o((icer, or other person who presides in an adjudicative prOlX'edtrtg . 
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attorney's fees, incurred by another party as a result of bad faith actions or 
tactics that are frivoJous or solely intended to cause unnecessary delay as 
defined in Section 128.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 

Law Revision Commission Comments: 

1995 - $c(lion 11455.30 pennits monetary sanctions against a party 
(induding the agency) for bad faith a.ctiOllS or tactics. Bad faith actions 
Or tactics could inchtde failut'e or refusal to comply with a deposition 
orderl discovery tequestlsubpoeria, or other order of the presiding 
officer in discovery, Or moving to COMpel discovery, frivolously or 
solely intended to causedetay. A perSOi\wh6 requests a hearing 
without legal grounds would not be subjed to sanctions under this 
seCtion unless the request \Vas made in bad faith and frivolously or 
solely intended to cause unn~esSary delay. An order imposing 
sanctions (or denial of such an order) is reviewable in the same manner 
as administratived~isjons generally. (Administrative ProccduteAct, 
Government Code § 11400 elSeq.) . 

It seems to us incongruous to gtant to a presiding officer the authority to control 

the course of a hearing, rule On all motions, and reCommend a decision to the full 

Commission, and yet deny that officer authority to assure the soundness of the (act

finding process. \Vithout an adequate evidentiary sanction, a party served with a 

discovery order in the course of a Commission hearing has no incentive to comply and 

often has e"cry incentive to refuse to comply. Evidentiary sanctions (or recalcitrance in 

discovery are part and parcel of the power to control a hearing and recommend a 

decision based on all relevant evidencc. The presiding ALJ's sanctions against Edison· 

arc affirmed. 

VII. Proposed DecIsIon 
This decision was issued as a Proposed Decision to which the parties filed 

comments. Most comments merely reit~rated positions t[Jkcn during the hearing and in 

briels already considered. They need no further elaboration. Some (omm~nts, however, 

pointed out details overlooked. Kcrn River submits that SoCalGas's sale of its pipeline 

options should be completed carlier than December 31, 19991 as their antkompetitive 

cUect grows steadily as Jong as they are in existence. Kern River rC(omm~nds 
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~ptember 1,1998. \Vc agree that thc earlier the sale, the earlier the salutary effects of 

competition. We have modified this decision accordingly. \Ve notethat SoCalGas may 

not assign the option to a non-affiliate without Kern Riverls consent, but the option 

provides that such "consent shan not be unreasonably withheld." Kern River statcs that 

if SoCalGas arranges to sell the option to a bona fide non-affiliate through an open

market auction, Kern River will consent to the transfer. Mojave will be treated similarly. 

CCC/Walson requests establishing a single customer cJass lor aU electricity 

generators to provide several important benefits, Including the mitigation of the 

merged con\pany's ability to design spedal tates that are favorable to generators of its 

choke (including a(iiliates or generators under contract with a (filia tes), a major market 

power concern of many participants in this proceeding. SoCatGas has agreed to 

implement, as' a market pOwer mitigation measui'~, a single electricity generation 

customer class within its service territory.\Ve will adopt this mitigMion Ineasure. 

On March 9, 1998, Enova and the United States Department of Justice (DO) 

jointly filed in the United States District Courl of the District of Columbia the 

Stipulation and Order requiring Enova to divest SDG&E's gas-fired plants at EnCina 

and South Bay-all of its gas·fired capacity ex<ept (or certain peaking turbines-within 

18 months. Enova's failute to do so will empower an independent trustee to undertake 

the sale. Each bid for the generation facilities at issue must be approved by the DO). 

Further, Bnova's ability to acquire generating capacity in the Cuture is severely 

constrained. VIe take oUidal notice of this stipulation. Our div~titure order adds no 

turther burden on applicants. 

Attachment B has been revised. 

VIII. Flndlng$ of Fact 

1. The driving (orce of the merger of Pacific Enterprises and Enova is to position 

the companies to be able to compete in the deregulated national energy markets. 

2. The proposed merger holds significant strategic benefits for the new (on\pany 

and its shareholders. 
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3. The decision to retain separate identities for SDG&E and SoCalGas provides 

strategic benefits to applicants. 

4. Maintaining the separate identities of the two utilities allows the merged 

company to beneHt from the brand name equity which both companies currently have. 

5. A five-year period lor the determination of allocable merger savings fairly 

reflects the changes that are occurring O\'er the near-term in the enetgy industry. 

6. A five-year period (or the determination of allocable (nerger savings closely 

coincides with the end of the electric restructuring transition period and SDG&E's . 

electric rate freeze, as well as the term o( SOCalGas's P8R mechanisn,. 

7. A five-year period for the determination of allocable merger savings is 

consistent with merger cost savings sharing mechanisms adopted in other jurisdictions 

for similar utilit)t mergers. 

S. Limiting the sharhlg period to five years recognizes that the applicants' primary 

reason (or pursuing the merger is that the merger will permit the applicants to realize 

substantial benefits and increased earnings in unregulated busin('$S. 

9. The ten-year sharing period proposed by applicants will increase regulatory 

complexity, and, in effect, would freeze rates for ten years, thus de(eating the benefits of 

competition expected to flow (rom the merger. 

10. The alleged risk laced by shareholders does not justify a ten-year sharing 

period. 

11. With a five-year sharing period and properly adjusted costs to achie\'e, a 50/50 

sharing of savings between ratepayers and shareholders is reasonable. 

12. The enhanced opportunities and bendits, including future earnings potential 

associated with the unregulated activities, that will result (ron\ the merger will 

compensate shareholders (or Enova's initial post-merger dilution in earnings and 

Pacific Enterprises's potential reductioh in earnings multiple. 

13. The need lor applicants to underta~e this merger in order to be a competitor in 

the electric services market, and the potential (or (uture earnings from the unregulated 

businesses as a result of this merger, provide ample incentive to shareholders to 
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undertake this merger. A ten-year sharing period is not needed 10 provide an incentive 

to shareholders to enter this merger. A ten-year sharing period is unreasonable. 

14. Applicants' proposal to reduce li:lerger savings to ratepayers by $110 million is 

an atten\pt to modify the SoCalGas PBR decision to make it more favorable to 

shareholders. 

15. The SoCalGas PBR decision dearly adopted the ORA productivity factor, which 

included no consideration of the merger at all. 

16. Applicants' proposal to ascribe 0.5% of the PBR productivity factor to the 

merger is withoutsupport and unreasonable. 

17. In both absolute dolJars and as a percentage of savings, the costs to achieve 

daimed by applkants are higher than lor any of the other mergers cited by applicants. 

18. Amortizing costs to achieve over a five-year sharing period further reducts 

shareholder risk of recovering costs to achieve. . 

19. The inveSlmentbankcrs' opinions Were for the be"nefit of the Boards of Directors 

and shareholders of applicants, not ratepayers. Investment banking fees of $3~ million 

should be assigned entirely to shareholders, consistent with the Commission's past 

practice. 

20. The requested $20 million in costs to achieve for retention bonuses to oUieNs 

and executives is not supported by precedent from this COIl\mission or by mergers in 

other jurisdicHons, and applicants have presented no good reason for reducing merger 

savjngs in order to (urther compensate the con\panies' most highly paid employees. 

21. There is no evidence that the $20 million ret('ntion/incentive program (or 

corporate ofCieers and other key employees will generate regulatory merger benefits, 

that the utilities were at risk of losing these employees, or that toss of these employees 

would reduce merger savings. 

22. The long· term incentive programs of applicants were designed to retain 

executives, obviating the need (or partial rete~tion bonuses (or the executives. 

23. Applicants' proposed advertising costs are dearly related to the activitfes o( the 

unregulated portions of the merged entities, not to SoCalGas and SDG&E. 
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24. Indusion of costs for name and logo, radio and tele\'ision advertisingl anda 

public relations campaign prior to the merger would be unreasonable and inconSistent 

with this Commission's policies. the $1.3 million of transaction (oststo gel\erate a new 

name and identity for the merged corporatioJ\ provides equal or gteater benefit to the 

unregulated businesses than to the regulated,businesses, as the regulated Operations 

will continue to preserVe their separate nameS and identities and o~rate tis starid·alone·· 

distribution companies in two separafe geographic areas with two distinct program/ 

product Jines. 
. . 

25 .. The CommiSsion should include' $32(tOOO as costs to achieve lor intefual and 
. - - ".- ", ' 

external communications. nlis includeS thelollowing costs as identificilby appikants: 

$40,000'(oreri\ploy~'packets, ~/000 fot irtCdia news releases and prirtfmateriata~d" 
$250,000 (or bill inSerts to inform customers that their service will not be ch~mghlg as a 

result6fthe nlerger. 

26. Merget savings of $435,8 million ate reasonable and are adopted. 

27. Costs to achieve of $148.1 million areteasonable and should be an\ortiz~d over a 

live-year period, 

~8. Net ratepayer merger savit\gs 0{$174.9 milJion shaH be allocated 67.4% to 

SoCalGas ($117.9 million), and 32.6% to SDG&B ($57.0 million). AU $174.9 million shall 

be refunded to ratepayers over five years through an annual bill credit as set (Orth tn 
this opini~n. 

29. Applicants' proposal to return the merger savings t6 customers through an 

annual biJI credit sh6uld be adopted. 

30. AppJicants' proposal to establish memorandum ac(ounts to rccognizethe 

customer and shareholder portions of net regulated merger savings is reas6nable and 

should be adopted. 

31. Because of the merged entity's small share of the sales at wholesale to any 

electric utility to which Srx;&E Is interconnected, the merger will not ad\'er~ly affed 

competition in wholesale electricity sales. 

32. Because of the large number of firms that are likely to compete (or retail 

electricity customers in California after the onset 0/ competition expected in 1998, and 
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because other firms have skills and experience that arc as valuable as those of the 

merged entity, the merger wiB not adversely afie<:t competition in retail electricity sales. 

33. SDG&E and SOCatGas account lor only a small share of retail gas sales to 

nOIlcore customersl and the merger will only marginally increase the concentration 

among sellers of gas at retail in southern California, as well as in California. 

Accordingly, the merger will not adversely ailed competition in retail gas sales. 

34. Because of the limited e:dent to which end users may substitute one for the 

other, natural gas and "electricity ate not properly considered a single "productU for the 

purpose of determining the competitive effects of the merger. 

35. The producing basins that supply natural gas to California produce about 9,000 

Bd annually, of which SoCaIGa:s's and SDG&E's combined purchases are about 5%. 

36 .. Natural gas prices in the producing basins that serve California, as weU as at 

pOints d6wnstream, are highly CO-integrated, eVidencing the fad that those basins 

comprise,ot ate components of, a single market. 

3'1. The more than 7,000 MMd/d of interstate pipeline capacity serving California 

exceeds peak day demand in California by approximately 50%. 

38. SoCalGas holds approximately 20% of the interstate pipeline capacity serving 

California. 

39. Under FERC'scapacity release rules, it is impossible for SoCalGas, or any other 

holder of pipeline capacity, to withhold such capacity from the market. 

40. SoCatGas sets the pipeline "window" based on n\aintalning operational 

reliability of its transmissjon system. Because of the large amount of excess pipeline 

capacity, manipulation of the "windows" at their points of intef(~onne<:tion with 

upstream pipelines would not enable SoCatGas materially to a((ect the market price of 

gas in ptoducing basins serving Californtcl. 

41. As a general matter, the WSCC constitutes a single integrated market for the 

sale of e!e<tridty, as evidenced by the high degree of to-integration among prices at 

diUerent locations throughout the \VSCC. Any dHferences between the rX price artd 

the prevailing wholesale price would also be disciplined by marketers and California 

utility customers who could bypass the PX. 
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42. The correlation behvcen gas spot prices at the California border and electricity 

spot prices in California is Weak; fluctuations in gas prkes a('count for only a small part 

of the fluctuation of eledridty prices. 

43. SoCalGas lacks the ability, by manipulating storage injections or withdrawals, to 

affect spot gas prices to any degree that \vould enable it consistently to render the 

position taken by an affiliate in gas or ele<:tricity (utures ton tracts pro/itable. Other 

factors, such as weather, storage demand, and overall storage levels, a((ed futures 

prices to a far greater degree. 

44. An increase in delh'ered gas prices to generators served by SOCalGas would 

cause losses in transportation revenues to SoCalGas that exceed any gains in electricity 

re\'enues to SDG&E or to SoCalGas's investments in theetectridty futures market. 

45. SoCalGas has a near monopoly in the gas transmiSsion market in southern 

California. 

46. The relevant gc6graphic area of the gastransmission market is southern 

California, which consists of the counties corresponding to the combined SoCatGas, 

SDG&B, and Long Beach service territories. For gas purchases, the relevant markets are 

the basins supplying gas to southern -Catifomia. 

41, The relevant product markets are delivered gas, storage, and hub services, plus 

relaU electricity. For gas sales, the relevant geographic market is southern CaJifornia. 

48. SoCalGas Owns and operates the greatest share of the intrastate capacity found 

within southern CaJifornia. 

49. SoCalGas sells unbundled gas delivery services, including gas transmission, gas 

distribution, and gas storage, under separate tariUs, for noncorc customers including 

UEGs. 

SO. SoCalGas serves (orty-two different electric po\ ... ·er plants with a total of 15,837 

M\V of generating capacity. 

51. This 15,837 M\V ot gas-fired genNating capacity constitutes 96% of a1l gas-fired 

capacity in southern California. , 
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52. Gas-fired gC'nerators competing with the merged company will have few, if any, 

alternatives to SoCalGas {or deHvered gas service, other than the expansion of Kern 

River and Mojave. 

53. SoCalGas's near·monopoly on delivered gas service in southern California 

means that it has access to potentially sensitive market information regarding those 

competing generators' costs and {uel usage. 

54. SoCalGas's transportation and storage system constitutes a natural monopoly in 

southern Calilomia. 

55. SoCalGas is the dominant suppJier of delivered gas services· to approximately 

100 gas-fired utility generating stations and cogeneration facilities located in southern 

California, including 11 of Edison's 12 generating facilities and all of SDG&E's 

generating facilities. 

56. For gas purchased outside of California, SOCalGas provides the only intrastate 

transportation service available to the majority of the eJectric generating stations locat~ 

in southern California. 

57. SocalGas primarily purchases natural gas from Southwest supply basins and 

transports that gas over the HI Paso and Transwcstem pipelines. 

58. SoCalGas is a dominant holder of interstate capacity out of the southwestern 

United States. 

59. SoCalGas has capacity rights totaling 1,450 MMci/d on HI Paso and 

Transwestetn, of which it reserves approximately 1.044 MMd/d [or COle needs. 

60. SoCalGas can release capacity not needed to serve the core into the secondary 

capacity market. 

61. SoCalGas provides hub services (loaning, parkingJ and wheeling services) on a 

best ellorls, interruptible basis at rates negotiated by the parties based on prevailing 

market conditions and individual customer circumstancE's. 

62. SOCalGas is the only provider of hub services in southern Cali(ornia. 

63. SOCalGas has significant latitude in pricing hub services, which absent 
J 

regu1ation couJd lead to discrimination against nonaffiliated shippers. 
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64. SOCalGas can declare an ovcmomination event (under Rule 30) which allows 

SoCalGas to impoSe daily balancing requirements on shippers and can a((cct shippers' 

nominations. SoCalGas has discretion regarding whether to declare a Rule 30 event, 

but this could be modified by Commission action. 

65. S6CalGas has discretion in determining the daily reCeipt point capability at each 

interstate pipeline interconnect (window). After establishing the daily window, 

SoCalGas allocates that window to the various reCeipt points on its system. 

66. When SoCalGas determines that it cannot receive the ftill amount of gas 

nominated (or delivery to a particular receipt pointl SOCatGas informs the 

interconnecting interstate pipeline who imposes a lI(ustody cut," prorating the shippers' 

nominations to n\atch the allocated window. 

67. SoCalGas has discretion regarding whether to provide hub services and 

w.hether to suspend those services once initiated. 

68. SoCalGas can and does provide cost-free operational services in lieu of hub 

services at negotiated rates. 

69. Under its interpretation of the term "similarly-situated," SoCatG~s will be 

required to oUer nonaffiliated shippers the same discount it provides to affiliated 

shippers. 

70. SoCalGas has a substantial amount of market area storage located behind the 

city gate. 

71. SoCalGas has considerable flexibility in the operation of its storag~ fadlitles. 

72. SoCalGas is the Jargest single purchaser of gas in the southern California 

market, averaging 31% of the gas purchased each day in the region. 

73. SoCalGas has limited ability to change its volume of gas purchases daily by 

using its significant amount of gas storage. 

74. In combination, the merged a)mpany will be responsible for about 39% of the 

gas purchases (ot southern California. 

'l5~ rX prkes will be set by gas-fired generation at least during certain portions of 

the year. 
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76. Assuming SoCatGas could use its monopoly of the gas delivery system to 

increase the cost of gas to electric generation customers, and, thus, drive up PX prices, it 

has no incentive to d() so. It would lose more throughput revenue than it would gain 

othenvise. 

77. Assuming SoCalGas's discretion over the day·to-day operations of its system 

gh'es the merged ~ntity opportunities to increaSe costs (or its UEG customers who are 

wholesale eJectric competitors of SDG&E, SoCalGas lacks the incentive to utilize-these 

opportunities. 

78. SoCalGas does not have buyer market power to reduce PX prices during 

periods of high demand (or electricity by moving substantial additional quantities of 

gas from storage rather than purchasing gas. 

79. The FERC imposed Order No. 497 restrictions on SOCalGas and required 

applicants to revise their commitments so that the restrictions and requirements would 

be applicable to the corporate family as a whole. 

SO. SoCalGas should be required to submit all contracts with SOG&E (or any other 

affiliate) that deviate (rom Commission-approved tarms (or prior Commission review 

and apprm'al, including any discounted transportation agrecmen.ts or any rate design 

agreements. 

81. SoCalGas controls approXimately 30% of the interstate pipeline capacity from 

the San Juan Basin gas production area to SoCatGas~s pipeline system at the Arizona

California border. 

81. SDG&B is one of the largest purchasers 01 natural gas in southern California. Its 

purchases (omprise, on average, about 9% of all daily purchases in southern Ca1ifornia. 

Bl. SDG&E is engaged in the generation and sale of electric energ)', SDG&B owns 

and operates gas-fired generation plants. 

84. SoCalGas is the sole transporter of gas to SOC&B and its customers. 

85. SDG&B procures gas lor its (ore and non-Core customers, as well as (or its UEG 

operations. 

86. Gas-fired generation located in southern California is likely to be "on the 

margin/' and therefore will set the market price (or ele<:tric energy, in the California PX 
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during one-half or more of all hours and during an even greater proportion of peak 

demand hours. 

87. Restructuring of California's electric services industry and creation of the PX, 

combined with the substantial reliance by the state's electric generators on gas-fired 

generating plants, will create a strong relationship between the gas-fired generators' 

c:ost of gas delivered to their bUn'lertips and the prevailing prke for electric energy in 

the pX during certain hours. 

88. There aresigniiicant barriers to entry by new gas transmission pipelines in the 

southern California gas market. 

89. SoCalGas possesses market power in the n\arket (or natural gas transportation 

services in southern Cali(ornia~ but that market power is subject to regulation by this 

Commission. 

90. The establishment of a single customer class (or all electricity generators in 

SoCalGas's service territory will mitigate the abiUty o( the merged company to use its 

market power in the gas industry to aflect prices in the electricity generation market in 

an antkompetitive manner. 

91. The establishment of a single class (or all dectridty generators will provide a 

legal playing field for all gas-fired generators that (eceive gas service (rom SOCalGas by 

ensuring that all generators have access to monopoly intrastate gas transportation 

service at equitable rates. 

92. Establishment of a single customer class for all electricity generators in 

SoCalGas#s service territory is in the public interest and should be adopted as a 

condition to the merger. 

93. The merger creates the potential (or vertical market power due to SoCalGas's 

potential conflict of interest in providing preferential treatment to its affiliate SbG&E 

over other electric generators that will compete with SDG&E's generation. 

9,1. The most direct and effccH\'e means to avoid SOCalGas's potential conflict of 

interest, and to l1\itigate the regulatory burden of attempting t6 police such affiliated 

transactions, Is for SDG&E to divest its gas-fired electric generation (acilities. 
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95. The merger of SoCalGas and SDG&E will inaease the concentration o! the gas 

transportation system in southern California by the two local distribution companies. 

96. Divestiture of SDG&E's gas-fired generation is the most efficient way to 

mitigate potential nlarket power abuses. Divestlturc of gas-fired generation would 

eliminate the inc:entive to engage in cross-subsidy and anlicompetitive behavior .. 

97. SDG&H in the past has cvaluated alternative pipelines to bypass the SoCalGas 

system and has (ound at least two such alternatives to be economically and tedu\ically 

(easible at the time of its evaluations. 

98. The propO$Cd merger wm effectively remove SDG&E as a potential customer of 

a new gas transmission pIpeline in southern California, but divestiture of its gas-fired 

generation would create a competitive load. 

99. Kern River and Mojave aie the only interstate pipelines in California. 

100. Kern River and Mojave provide the only meaningful competition (or SOCalGas 

(or transportation service to rtoncore and wholesale customers in southern California; 

Such competition includes the potential tor pIpeline expansIons and extensions of the 

Kern River and/or MoJavc systems in southern California. 

101. SoCatGas holds contractual options to purchase the facilities of Kern River and 

Mojave in California in the year 2012. 

102. Kern River is a pot~ntial alrernati\'e transporter of gas to up to one-half of aU 

existing gas·fired generation capacity in southern CalHomia and to new gas-fjred 

generation plants. 

103. SoCalGas's options to acquire the Kern River and Mojave facilities impede 

competition by Kern River and Mojave presently and give .SoCalGas the ability to 

eliminate its only meaningful pipeline compNition in the Ilear future and within the 

time horizon relevant to the Commission's consideration of this proposed nterger. 

10·1. Effective mitigation of the proposed merger's adverse effects on competition 

requires ensuring that SoCalGas will be subjected to meaningful competitive discipline 

In providing gas transportation servic('S to gas-fired electric generators in southern 

California. 
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105. Ensuring that SoCalGas will be subjected to meaningful competitive discipline 

in providing gas transportation services to gas-fired electric generators in southern 

Califomia afler the merger requires elimination of SoCalGas's options to acquire the 

Kern River and Mojave lacilities. 

106. The elimination of SDG&E as a separate potential competitor and customer has 

a detrimental effect on competition in the gas trc1nsmission market. 

107. The loss o( an independent SDG&E would reduce the potential (or pipeline-to

pipeline competition to discipline gas transportation rates in southern California. 

108. Srx;&E is one of the few companies that could anchor the construction of a 

major new pipeline into southern California. 

109. The threat of bypass pr()vides a powerful motivation lor the utility to reduce its 

rates to competitive levels. 

110.· A major new pipeline project to serve the SDG&E territory, such as Kern River 

Or Mojave, could be expected to exetdSe additional competitive discipline on SoCalGas' 

rates throughout its ser\'ke territory. 

111. The agreement between SoCalGas and Kern River penniUing SoCalGas the 

option to purchase Kern River's California fcldlities in 2012 was an arms'length 

(ommercial trMlsaction. SoCalGas's options to purchase Kern River's and Mojave's 

California facilities have clear value. 

112. SoCalGas's options to purchase Kern River's California faci1ities and Mojavets 

California facilities are related to the merger as a rnitigation measure to assure 

competition in the delivered gas market in southern California. 

113. It is not [n the public inferest (or SoCalGas to exercise the option to purchase 

Kem River's California facilities or Mojave's California facilities. 

114. As a measure to mitigate the adverse effect on competition created by this 

merger, SoCalGas should sell its options to purchase Kern River's and Mojave's 

California (acilities to a nonaHiliatc of the merged company on or before September I, 

1998. 

115. SoCalGas's gas procurement group is an integral part of SoCalGas's operations. 
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116. SoCalGas operations personnel have regular contact with SoCalGas gas 

procurement personnel, interaclingthrough meetings, telephone conversations, 

memoranda, and electronic mail. 

117. The supply of gas, the purchase of gas, and the scheduling of gas associated 

with cote activities are integral to the operations o( SoCalGas's system. SoCalGas 

operation persolUlel need to be <\\\'afe of and knowledgeable about what is occurring on 

the gas procurement side. 

118. There is no evidence that SoCalGas has manipulated its system in the manner 

described by interVenors to intentionally increase costs to customers. In releasing its 

interstate pipeline (apacity it has sought to obtain the highest price possible, which is a 

dirc<t benefit to its ratepayers. 

119. The merger will maintain the existing legal and regulatory status of SDG&B and 

SOCalGas. 

120. There will be no change to the status of outstandh18 securities or debt of 

Srx;&B and SoCatGas, and both will remain separate entities with thelr o\vn 

Comrnission·approved capital structures. 

121. The quantitative measures o( financial strength cominonly considered by bond 

rating agendes are expetted to improve or stay the same for both SDG&E and SoCalGas 

after the merger, (or the foreseeable (uture. 

122. Bond rating agencies expect that both SDG&E and SoCalGas should maintain 

their (urrent bond ratings alter the merger .. 

123. The (jnandal constraints established by the Commission in the SDG&E parent 

company decision to help safeguard SDG&E's financial condition will be extended to 

SoCalGas by applicants after the merger. 

124. The merger is expeded to mttintain or improve the financial condition of 

SDG&B and SoCalGas. 

125. The merger Is cxpeded to maintain the quality of sclvice to SDG&B and 

SoCalGas ratepayers. 

126. Greenlining's proposal that applicants establish a Comrnunily Education Trust 

Fund is irrelevant to the Commission's review of the merger and is rejc(ted. 
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127. Grcenlining's and Latino Issues Forum's various (und-creation"proposats have 

nothing to do with this merger and would be a disservice to the public interest. 

128. Latino Issues Forum's proposals regarding CARE and low-income 

weatherization programs ate irrelevant to the Commission's review of the merger and 

should be considered in other Commission forun\s addressing low-income issues. 

129. ORA's propOsal to require applicants to file an advice letter prior to closing or 

changing authorized payment agencies is unnecessary. 

130. TURN's proposal to make branch office closures contingent on specific criteria' 

including call center performance and adequacy of replacement serviccs, is rejeCted 

because the rationalefor office closures will necessarily vary [rom location to location. 

131. The merger brings together two experienced management teams with 

complementary skills and experienre. The merger wiH provide SDG&B and SOCalGas 

acc(>ss to additional manag(>n\ent skills and resourCes. The merger is expected to 

maintainthe quality ofSDG&E/s and SOCalGas's managements. 

132. The n'erger wm be lair and reasonabJeto SOC&E and SoCalGas employees, 

including both union and nonunion employees. 

133. The conversion ratio agreed upon by Enova and Pacilie Enterprises is fair to the 

shareholders of both (ompanies. 

134. The merger will be fair and reasonable to the majority of Enova and Pacific 

Enterprises shnreholders. 

135. The merger will be beneficial on an overall basis tostate and local economies 

and to the communities in the areas senfed by SDG&E and SoCalGas. 

136. UCAN's proposal (or the Commission to mandate charitable contributions at a 

spedne level is without support in (act or Jaw. 

137. GreenHning's proposallhat SDG&E's annual charitable contributions equal or 

exceed $5 million or the total compensation of its top five officers, is without support in 

fact or law. 

138. ORA has not shown why additional reporting requirements (or charitable 

contributions arc necessary. 
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139. UCAN's rc('ommendalton that the merged company be reqUired to maintain a 

particular ratio of its employees in San Diego is without support in fact or law. 

140. Applicants have demonstrated that their strong comnlitment to supplier 

diversity and the \VMOVBB program will ('ontinue after the merger. 

141. UCAN's proposal that SDG&E maintain a Hispanic contracting goal of 25% is 

rl\isplaced in this proceeding. 

142. Applicants have demonstrated that their commitment to conservation, energy 

efficiency, and enviroruriental issu~s will bcsustained after the n\erger. 

143.NRDC's proposal to modify the utilities' PBR mechanisms to encourage energy 

efficiency is misplaced in this pr<Keeding. 

144. NRDC's propOsals that applicants support a natural gas public purpose 

programs surcharge and increase their commitment to such'programs belong in the 

Commission's gas industry restructuring proceeding. Similarly, NROC's proposal to 

establish future levels (or natural gas public purpose programs is not gemlane to this 

application. 

145. TURN's proposal to prohibit the merged company (roJn engaging in ex parle 

communications at the Commission is without merit and is rejected. 

146. After the merger, both SDG&B and SOCalGas will remain separate Commission

regulated public utilities/subjed to all of the Con\mission's regulatory authority and 

'audit power. 

147. The merger will preserve the jurisdiction of the Commission and the capacity of 

the Commission to effectively regulate and audit SDG&E's and SoCalGas's public 

utility operations. 

148. Post·merger, SoCalGas and SDG&B will combine the (unctions of their calling 

(enters during seasonal peaks, periods of emergency volume, and in answering calls 

such as requests (or seasonal lights, meter lurn-ons, and meter closes. 

149. In order to prevent SoCalGas's caU center (rom o((-loading calls to SOC&E's caU ' 

. center to avoid a penalty, \vhlch will at the s"mc timcadversely Ir'upad SDG&Eis. 

customer service quality, as " .. ·ell as to minimize the administrative costs of measuring 
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the companies' respective customer service performances, SDG&E's customer service 

standards should be aligned whh SoCalGas's. 

ISO. SDG&E's management trainin8 programs ate (nuch more extensive than 

SoCalGas's. SoCalGas should implement SDG&E's management training programs. 

151. SoCatGas shaUJ following the mergerJ have Separate transportation and storage 

contracts (or SDG&E's UEG and uOil-UEG loads. 

152. The Commission willilot use the merger proceeding to address changes in 

wholesale rate design or (ost allocation .. 

153. Issues raised by ORA in-<:onnedion with the SoCatGas-SDG&E storage contract 

are not merger-related and will not be addressed in this proceeding. 

154. The reVenue sharing agreement behveen SoCalGas and SDG&E pre-dated the 

merger and will be examined in pending A.97·00-01S. 

155. Intervenors have not demonstrated any need fot, or the oosts and benefits 0(, a 

gas ISO. 

156. SDG&E's current Base Rate PBR mechanism dOes not have a spedfiC objective 

indicator that focuses on call center performance. 

157. SDG&E's percent o( calls answered within 60 SC(onds has dedined since mid· 

1996 and was well below the objective standard applicable to SoCatGas by mid-1997. 

158. In comparison to other utilities nationwide and in California, SOC&E's 

telephone perforn\ance is considerably worse. 

159. The Commission prepared an Initial Study demonstrating that the proposed 

merger would not have a significant effect on the environment. The Commission 

prepared a Negative Declaration which was made available (or a 3O-day public review 

and comment period. 11\e Commission responded to comments made on the proposed 

Negative Declaration and published a final Negative Declaration and Initial Study. 

160. The Commission has independently reviewed and analyzed the Negative 

Dedaration and finds that the document reflects its independent judgment. 

161. Based upon the record as a ,,",hole, including the Initial Study, there is no . 

substantial ('vidence that the merger may have one or more significant e((ecls on the 

environment. 
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162. The Negatlve Declaration and Initial Study have bccn prepared in compliance 

with the requirements of CEQA and Rule 17.1. 

163. The Negath'e De<:laration should be adopted. 

164. The Commission should file a Notice 01 Determination with the Office of 

Planning and Research pursuant to 14 CCR § 15075. 

165. Excluding Line 6900 PhaSe II and III (rom SoCalGas's Resource Plan would shift 

approximately $4 million from noncore to core customers, resulting in higher rates (or 

core customers and lower ratcs for noncore customers. The ten\oval o( the Line 6902 

expansion (tom SOCalGas's RCsOurce Plan sh6uld be addressed in SOCalGas's next cost 

allocation proceeding. 

166. The CommissionwiU not use the merger proceeding to change SoCalGas's 

Resource Plan. 

167. The merger provides short-term and long-term economic benefits to ratepayers. 

168. The merger equitably aUocates the total short-term and long-term forecasted 

economic benefits from the merger, between shareholders and ratepayers, by adopting 

a SO/SO division of the benefits. 

169. The mitigation measures ptoposed by the applicants, in conjunction with 

(a) this Commission's ongoing regulation of SoCalGas and Srx;&E, (b) restrktfolls 

adopted in the Affiliate Transaction Rulemaking, (c) ongoing monitOring by the ISO 

and PX as required by FERC's orders in Docket Nos. EC9~19 and ER96-1663, 

(d) divestiture of SDG&E's gas-fired generation and SoCalGas's options to purchase 

Kern River and Mojave, and (e) hiring of an independent firm to ensure compliance 

with applicable safeguards, e((ecth'ely protect against the exetcise of market power by 

the merged entity. The proposed merger properly mitigated will not adversely affect 

competition; in fact, it will enhance competition. \Vith the adoption of the mitigation 

measures ordered by this defision, the merger does not adversely a Efect competition. 

170. On balance, the merger is in the public interest. 
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IX. Conclusions of Law 

1. The proposed merger complies with PU Code § 854 and should be authorized, 

with conditions. 

2. As conditions of the merger: 

a. On or befote September I, 19981 SoCatGas shaH sell its options to purchase 
the California facilities of Kern Rivet and Mojave pipelines to rtona((iliales of 
the merged company. 

h. On or before December 31, 1999, SDG&B shaU sell its gas·fited generation 
facilities to nonaifiliatesof the merged company. 

c. The merged cornpany shall ad6pt the mitigation measures sN fort~ in 
Attachment B. ' 

d. Applicants shall ,consent to the hiring of an independent iirmto ensure 
compliance with apptitablesafeguards. 

3. The discovery rulings of the presiding AtJ arc allirmedj Edison shall comply 

f6rthwith. 

4. Applicants' request for admisSion of laic-tiled Exhibit 433 is dentedj 

Grcenlining/s Motion to take OUidal Notice of Facts is denied. 

5. Se<:tion 851 approval is hereby granted to the extent necessary to achie\'e the 

savings from this merger. 

6. The Commission has the authority and shall enforce SoCalGas's compliance 

\\'ith FERC Order 497 and each other remedial measure ordered by this decision. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The application of Pacific Enterprises, Enova Corporation, Mineral Energy 

Company, B Mineral Energy Sub and G Mineral Energy Sub (or approval of a plan of 

merger of Pacific Enterprises and EnOV3 Corporation with and into 8 Energy Sub and 

G Energy Sub, the wholly ownt'd subsidiaries of a newly created hoJding company, 

Mineral Energy Company, is granted on conditions. 
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2. As conditions of the merger: 

a. By September I, 1998, Southern California Gas Company (SoCalGas) shall seJI 
its options to purchase the California facilities of Kern River Gas 
Transmission Company and Mojave Pipeline Company to an enlity or entities 
not affiliated with the merged company. (( SoCalGas has not arranged such 
sales to Kern River and Mojave, respectively, within 60 days alter the 
effective date of this order, it shall post a notice of the sale of the options on 
its electronic bulletin board, GasSclectni

, and shall conduct an opcn·bid, cash 
auction for each option for qualified bidders. If such an auction is held, no 
affiliate of the n\erged company may participate in it. SoCalGas shall 
complete the sale to the wiruling bidder fot each option withh\ the time set by 
this paragraph. 

b. On or before December 31/ 1999, San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
(SDG&E) shall sell its gas· tired generation ladlities to nonallilialesof the 
merged company. 

c. The merged company shan adopt the mitigation measures set forth in 
Attachn,ent B to this decision. 

d. SOCalGas and SDG&E shall return merger savings in the an\ount of $174.9 
million in the manner set forth in this dedsioi\ and shall file an advice letter to 
be approved by the Energy Division providing the procedures to be used. 

e. Applicants shall consent to the hiring of an independent lirm to ensure 
compliance with applicable safeguards. 

3. Applicants shaU file written notice with the Commission, served on aU parties to 

this proceeding, of their agreementl evidenced by a (('Solution of their respective boards 

of directors duly authenticated by a secretary or assistant secretary, to the conditions set 

forth in this decision. Failure of applicants to file such notice and failure of applicants 

to merge their companies pursuant to this order within 60 days after the final 

jurisdictional approval is received shall result in the lapse of the authority granted by 

this decision. 

4. This Commission has the authority and shall e1\lorce SoCalGas's compliance 

with Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Order No. 497 and each of the other 

remedial measures ordered by this decision. 

5. The discovery rulings of the presiding Adn\[nistrative Law Judge ate affirmed; 

Southern California Edison Company shall rompl)' forthwith. 
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6. The Executive Director shall lite a Notice of Determination of the Negative 

Declaration with the Office of Planning and Research. 

7. The ExC(utive Director shall take the rte(cssary steps to dever6p a contract for 

the hiring of an independent finn with sultident technical expertise to ('any out the 

dutk~ assigned to it over the time period specified in this dedsion .. The contract shall 

not be effective until approved by a vote of the Commission. The 'firm's duties shall be 

to monitor, audit, and report on how the com~ined utilitieS a) operat~ their gas system} . 

b) complywithadopted safeguards to ensure open and nOl\di~riirtinatory service, t) 
~ ~ " .~ 

comply with the re5triction~ and guidelines in AttachIrtent B 'and to r~fse ConcernS of 

market power abuse identified during its reviel\'. The finn shallhave continuous acceSs· 

to the gas O)ntrol rooms of applicants, and to aU appropriate rec:ords, 6perating 

information, and data of applltams.' Th~ applkantsat shateholdersi e)cpense will 

reimburse the CommissIon (or aU (osts of the firM. 

·This order is eliedivetoday. 

Dated Match 26, 1998, at San Francisc6, California. 

I will file a concurring opinion. 

15/ P. GREGORY CONLON 
Commissioner 
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RICHARD A. BILAS 
President 

P. GREGORV CONLON 
JESSIE J. KNIGHT,JR. 
HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
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REQUIRED MITIGATION MEASURF~ 

I. DIVESfltURE OF SOCALGAS' OPTIONS TO PURCHASE KERN 
RIVER AND MOJAVE 

On or before September t, '1998, SoCalGas shall seH its options to purchase the 
California facilities of Kern River and Mojavc pipelines to l10naffiliates of the merged 
company. 

II. SDG&g FOSSILPO\VER ptANT DIVEsttfURE 
"" ~ ~ -. ' ... 

On or before De~ember 31, 1999, SDG&E shall sell its gas·fired generation 
fadlhies to nonafflliates of the merged company. 

III. APPLICANTs t 25 REMEDIAL hiEASUREs 

A. The Terms and Conditions of the tariff provisions relating to ttansportaticm shall, 
be applied in the same manner to the same Or similarly situated persons'Uthere is 
discretion in the application of those tarltf provisions. (Rernedial Measure I.) 

B. SoCalGas shall strictly enforce a tariff I)(ovision (or which there is no discretion in 
the application of the provision. (Renlcdial Measurc 2.) 

C. SoCalGas shaH not, through a (arif( provision or otherwise. give its marketing 
affiliates (including SDG&E) preference over non-affiliated shippers in mattets relating 
to transportation including, but not limited to. scheduling, balancing, transportation, 
storage or curtailment priority. (Remedial Measure 3.) 

D. SoCalGas shall process all similar requests (or transportation in the same manner 
and within the sanie period of time. (Remedial Measute 4.) 

B. SoCalGas shall not disclose to its marketing affiliates or to cnlpJoyees of SDG&n 
engaged in the gas or ele~tric nlerchant function any infomlation SoCalGas receives from 
a non-affiliated shipper or potential non-affiliated shipper. (Remedial Measute 5.) 

F. To the extent SoCalGas prOVides information related to transportation of nalural 
gas to its marketing 'affiliates Or to employees of SDG&E engaged in the gas or electric 
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merchant function. SoCalGas shall provide that information contemporaneously (0 all 
potential shippers. affiliated and nonaffiliated. on its system. (Remedial Measure 6.) 

O. To the maximum extent practicable. SoCalGas' operating employees and the 
employees of its marketing affiliates. including employees of SDG&E engaged in the 
electric merchant function. shall function independently or each other. (Remedial 
Measure 7.) 

H. If SoCalGas offers a transportation discount to a marketing affiliate. including the 
SnG&E gas or e1t~ctric merchant function. or offers a transpOrtation discount for a 
transactlon on its intrastate pipeline system in which a marketing affiliate. or the SOO&E 
gas Or electric merchant function. is involved, SoCalGas shall make a comparable 
discount contemporaneously availabJe to all similarly-situated non-affiliated shippers: and 
within 24 hoUis of the time at which gas first flows 'under a transportation transaction in 
which a marketing affiliate receives a discounted rate or a transportation transaction at a 
discounted rate in which a marketing affiliate is involved. SoCalGas shall post a notice on 
its Electronic Bulletin Board, operated in a Illanner consistent with 18 C.F.R. § 
284.10(a). providing the name of the marketing affiliate involved in the discounted 
transportation transaction, the nite charged, the maxhrtunl rate. the time period for which 
the discount applies. the quantity of gas scheduled to be moved, the receipts points into 
the SoCalGas systcl1\ under the transaction. any conditions or requirements applicable to 
the discount. and the procedures by which a non-affiliated shipper can request a 
comparable offer. The posting shall remain on the Electronic Bulletin Board for 30 days 
from the date of the posting. The posting shall confoml with the requirements of t 8 . 
C.F.R. § 284.10(a). (Remedial Measure 8.) 

l. SoCalGas shall lite with the CPUC procedures that will enable shippers and the 
CPUC to detemline how SoCatGas is complying with the standards of 18 C.F.R. § 161. 
(Remedial Measure 9.) . 

J. SoCalGas shall maintain its books of account and records (as prescribed urtder Part 
201) separately from those of its affiliate. (Remedial Measure )O.) 

K. SoCalGas shall maintain a wrillen log of waivers .hat it grants with respect to tariff 
provisions that provide fot such discretionary waivers and provide the log to any persOfl 
requesting it within 24 hours of the request. (Remedial Measure II.) 

- 3 . 
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L. The merged company's GasOperationsl shall operaie independently and shall be 
physically separate from Gas Acquisition? (Remedial Measure 12.) 

M. Comnlunicatioils pertaining to gas transportation between Gas Operations and any 
shipper on the SoCalGas system, including Gas Acquisition. shall. except as specifically 
exempted below; occur on a nondiscriminatory basis. preferably through SoCalGas' 
interactive GasSeleCt EBB. The merged company-shall not pennit tiny employ~e or third 
partylo be used as a conduit to avoid enforcement of an'y -of these rules.· (Remedial 
l\1casure 13.) 

N.· .. The SoCatGas GasSelect EBB ~han be theprlmruy means of COI'lurturtication 
between Gas Operations and any shipper on'the SoCaJOas system. incltiding Gas 

. Acquisiti.on. Telephonic and facsimilecommunicati6ns bety.·e~n Gas Operations and any 
shipperon the SoCalGas system. including Gas Acquisition. shall be limited to the status 
and administration of that shipperts transpQrtation and storage capacity, voJuJI'Ies. and. if 
relevant. expected gas usage. Telephcinic communications shall be tape recorded. In 
addition. SoCalGas shaH perrnitarepr~s~ntadv~ oftheCt>UC amI/or the¢alifomia . .... .,' 
Power Exchange to 3uditotmonitor the applic3tionof tlie procedures and protocols being 
used tocperate the system and respond to the service tequests of all system lisers. 
(Remedial Measure 14.) 

O.The merged company shall preclude Gas Operations or Gas Acquisition fronl 
leaming the financial positions in futures markets of any affiliate. If non·public 
information of this nature is received by personnel working at Gas Operations Or Gas 
Acquisition, it shall be contemporaneously posted on the GasSeJect EBB. (Renlcdial 
Measure 15.) 

P. Unrestricted communications shall be permiued between Gas Operations and 
SoCalGas Gas Acquisition to the extcntncce.ssary for Gas Acquisition to proyjde system 
reliability and balancing serviCes. Such communicati()ns~han be posted on the GasSelcct 
EBB no later than seven (7) days after the communication (0 avoid an artifidal increase in 
the cost of such services that may result from pOsting this Infom1ation 
contemporaneously. (Remedial Measure 16.) 

I -Ga,s Opt(3tiO!ls" irxlooes the SoC~lG;u Gas Opcraliohs Ccnttr at the Sr<fl(t Stlttt fadlityand its employtes. the 
SoCalGas Gas TranSaclions groop, and the SOO&B Oas Optralions group. . . 
l·Gas Acqulsitioo" mtans the gas acquisition 'uoction al SoCalGas anJSDO&E and an energy mMlitlng aft'ilia!cs 
unltss otherv.ise slaleJ. 
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Q. SoCatGas shaH propose (0 the Commission in: theupcoming Gas Industry 
Restructuring proceeding a set of provisions designed to eliminate the need for SoCalGas 
Gas Acquisition to provide system balancing. If the system reliability and balancing 
function is separated (rom SoCatGas Gas Acquisition. aU communications between Gas 
Operations and SoCalGas Gas Acquisition shall be through. and posted 
contemporaneously on. the GasSclecl EBB. except for the telephonic and facsimile 
communications addressed above in (3). (Remedial Measure 11.) 

R. Any affiliate of SoCalGas (includingSDG&B) or o(SDG&E shipping gas on the 
system o( SOCalGas. SDG&E. or both for use iri electric generation shall use the 
GasSeJect EBB to nominate and schedule such volumes separately from any other 
volumes that it ships oneithet system. Such gas will be transported under rates and terms 
(including rate design) no more favorable than the rates tind tenus available to similarly
situated non-affiliated shippers (or the transportation of gas used in electric generation. 
(Remedial Measure 18.) 

S. SOCalGas shall seek prior Commisslon approval of any transportation tate 
discount or rate designo(fered to any affiliated shipper On the SOCalGas system us;ng 
existing procedures established by the Commission for review of discounted 
lransportatioh contracts. (Remedial Measure 19.) 

T. SoCatGas shaH continue to maintain an EBB that is an interactive same-day 
reservation and information system. In any case where SOCalGas is required to pOst 
information on the Gas Select EBB, it shall post such infonnation within one hour of an 
executed transaction or the receipt/transmission of any relevant intonnation. (Remedial 
Measure 20.) 

U. SoC~IGas shaH post daily on the GasSelect EBB the foJlowing information (or that 
day: estimated gas receipts by teceipt point; necessary minimum flows at each receipt 
poin'~ estimated system sendout; estimated storage injections and withdrawals; and 
estimated day-cnd system underground storage inventory. SoCalGas shall post within 
one hour the following infonllation: gas receipts by receipt point, and net storage 
injections and withdrawals. SOCalGas shall also post daily on the GasSelect EBB 
information depicted in graphie (orm to show the relationship between storage invcntory 
levels and undcrdeli\'cries to the SoCalGas system. (Remedial Measure 21.) 

V. SoCatGas shall post daily the follOWing "next-day" information: capacity available 
at each receipt point: total confimled nominations by receipt point; estimated system 
storage injections and withdrawa1s; estimated as-available storage capacity; and the status 
of system balancing rules (daily or nlonthly). (Remedial Measure 22.) 

- 5 -
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\V. SoCatGas shall post system slalus data such as maintenance information. facilities 
out-or-service, expected duration of outage. etc., as soon as such infoinlation is known to 
SoCatGas. (Remedial l\feasurc 23.) 

X. SOCalGas shaH provide any customer requesting a transportation rate discount an 
analysis of whether the discount would oplimiit ·transportatio·n revenues. (Remedial 
l\1easute 24.) 

Y. SOCatGas shall provide a transportation rate discount (0 any shipper on the 
SOCalGas system if such a discount wiH optilnitc transportation revenues. regardless of 
any impact on affiliate revenues. (Remedial Measure 25.) 

IV. AFFILIATE TRANSACTION CONIHTIONS 

A. ~tINERAL ENERGY COhlPANY CONDll'IONS 

1. The officers and employees of Mineral Energy Company (hereinafter "Parent") 
and its subsidiaries shall be avaiiabJe to appear and testify in Conlmission proceedings as 
necessary Or required. The Commission shall have access to all books and records of 
SOCalGas. SDd&E (hereinafter referred ~onecti\'ely as "Utilities"), Parent. and any 
affiliate pursuant to PU Code Section 314. Objections concerning requests for prOduction 
pursuant to PU Code Section 314 made by Commission staff Or agents are to be resolved 
pursuant (0 AU Re.solution 164 or any superseding Commission rules applicable to 
discovery disputes. Utilities arc placed on notice that the Commission wiJl interpret 
Section 314 broadly as it applies to transactions between Utilities and Parent or its 
affiliates and subsidiaries in fulfilling its regulatory responsibjJities as carried out by the 
Commission. its staff and its authorized agents. Requests for production pursuant to 
Section 314 made by Commission staff or agents are deemed precmplh'ely valid. material 
and reJevant. Any objections to such request shall be timely raised by Utililies. Parent or 
their a(filiates. In making such an objection, respondents shall demonstrate lhatlhc 
request is not reasonably related to any issue that may be properly brought before the 
Commission and, further, is not reasonably calculated to result in the discovery of 
admissible evidence in any proceeding. 

2. The "Mineral Energy Company Corporate PoJicies and Guidelines for Affiliate 
Transactions" ("Corporate Policies and Guidelines") shall be implemented in its entirety 
by UliJilies. Parent. and their affiliates. 
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3. Between January 1999 and January 2002. the Executive Director of the 
Commission shall make staff assignments as necessary to conduct an audit of Patent. 
Utilities and controlled affiliates. at the expense of shareholders of Parent for an audit of 
Utilities· affiliate transactions for the purpose of verifying Utilities' compliance with the 
Corporate Policies and Guidelines and other applicable Commission orders and 
regulations (Verification Audit). The Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA. which. for 
purposes of this condition shall mea.n ORA or such other staff organization that the 
Executive Director designates for the purpose) shall be the designated staff organization 
having responsibility for the audit unless the Executive Director determines that the needs 
of the Commission dictate otherwise. Parent shall provide funding for the costs of the 
audit. including the fees and expenses of an outside auditor or consultant and ORA's 
incremental (rave) costs. subject to the (oJlowing: (a) ORA may contract with the outside 
auditor Or consultant, Or Parent may contract directly with the outside auditor or 
consultant, in which case ORA shan be a third-party beneficiary ~f the contracted 
servkes. for which ORA shaH have the ultimate authority and responsibility for selection. 
direclion, monitoring and supervision of the contractor; and (h) prior to the selection of an 
outside auditor or consultant, ORA shan consult with Utilities, UCAN. TURN. and FHA 
regarding the identity of potential contractors. The Utilities. Patent. and all controlled 
affiliates shan retain, a~ least until the complelion of the Verification Audit. (i) an intemal 
and external corrcsp(mdcnce between Utilities' officers and department heads and 
controlled affiliates, and (ii) to the extent ptepared in the normal course of business, desk 
calendars, meeting summaries, phone caU summaries or logs and E-mail correspondence 
between Utilities' officers and department heads and controlled affiliates. The auditor's 
report shall then be filed by ORA with the Comtriission and served on the parties to this 
Application. which shan remain open solely for such purpose. The Administrative Law 
Judge ("AU I') assigned to this proceeding is directed to hold a pre-hearing conference 
during the 'ast quarter of the first. second. and third years following the date of the 
decision in this proceeding, as necessary to assure that the Verification Audit is 
scheduled. ORA shall file and serVe the resu1ts of the Verification Audit in the docket for 
this proceeding and. at the same time, shall file and serve its motion (0 consolidate the 
docket for this proceeding with any jOint proceeding of Utilities th~n pending, or, if none, 
to institute an investigation for such review. The AU shaH consider ORA's motion. and 
the responses of other parties, if any. and shall either issue a ruling consolidating this 
docket into the appropriate existing proceeding Or prepare an order (or the Conlmission to 
institute an investigation for such purpose. After the Verification Audit, customers of 
Utilities shall continue to fund the norn131 PU Code Sections 314.5 and 797 audits. 
However, in 110 event shaH customers of Ulililics be required to fund another Verification 
Audit until at least three years have elapsed since the completion of the first Verification 
Audit. with the exception of audits performed in connection with PU Code Section 851 
proceedings. 
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4. The dividend policy of Utilities shall continue to be established by each Utility's 
respective Board of Directors as though each of the Utilities were a sttmd-alonc utility 
company. 

5. The capita) tequif~rnents of each of the Utilities, as derenninedto be necessary to 
meet its obligations to serve. shall be given first priority by their respective Boards of 
Directors and the Board of Directors of Parent. 

6. UtililiesshaJl each !Uaintain balanced capital structures tonsisterit with that 
dctennined to I:>e reasonable for each ()f them by theCotnmission in its most iecent 
decisions on tlIeir capital-stnJ'c'tutcs. Utilities' equity shall be retained such that the 
Cominission's adopted capita] structure for each shall be lnairitained (adjusted in the case
of SnG&B (oreficet the imputation 6f its long~tetrri capital leases) on average over the 
periOd the capital structure is in effect (ot ratemaking purpOses. 

7. When an employee of Utilities is transferred to either Parent or any non-utility 
affiliate, that entity shaH make a onc-time payment to the affected utility in an amount 
cquivalcilt to 25% of the cmployee·s base annual compensation. unless the affected utility 
can demonstrate that some lesser percentage (equal to. at least 15%) is appropriate for the 
class of employee involved. The aggregate of all such fees paid to Utilities shall be 
credited to SDG&B·s Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) account or 
SoCalGas' miscellaneous revenue account. as appropriate. on an annual basis. or as 
otherwise necessary to ensure that the customers of Utilities receive the fees. This· 
transfer payritent pr()vision will nOt apply to clerical workers. Nor will it apply to the 
initial transfer of employee.s t6 SDO&B or SoCalGas business units which become nOn· 
utility affiliates at the time of the initial separation of the business units from SOCalGas Or 

SDG&E pursuant (0 PU Code Section 851. application or other commission proceeding. 
However. it will apply to any subsequent transfers bety;re~n Utilities and previously 
separated business unils. 

8. Utilities shall avoid a divetsion of management talent that would a~versely affect 
them. 
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9. Neither Parent nor any of Parent's subsidiaries shall provide interconnection 
facilities or related electrical equipment to SDG&B, directly Or indireclty~ where third
party power producers arc required (0 purchase or otherwise pay for such facilities Or 
equipment in conjunction with the sale of electrical energy to SDG&E. unless the third 
party may obtain and provide facilities and equipment of like Or superior design and 
quality through competitive bidding. Parent and its non-utility subsidiaries may 
participate in any competitive bidding fot such facilities and equipment. 

10. Valuable customer information. such as customer lists, billing records, or usage 
patterns transferred. directly or inditectly. from Utilities to any non-utility affiliate shall 
be made available to the public subject to the terms and conditions under which such data 
was made available to the non-utility affiliate. This condition will not apply to such 
information that is'propriclary to and in the pOssession of a business unit o(UtiJhies at the 
time it is initially separated as a non-utility affiliate. 

11. Utilities shaH comply (uJly with OIR 92-08-008 (as mOdified by D.93-02-0(9) 
including, but not limited to, (I) reporting the sale or transfer of any tangible asset 
between Utilities, any Parent or any affiliate and (2) reporting certain infonnation on all 
affiliates of Utilities. Such full compJiance does not require the reporting of transactions 
between SDG&E and SoCalGas, which transactions are outside the scope of the Affiliate 
Transactions Order. 

12. For transactions between SDO&B and SoCalGas the following conditions must be 
followed: 

(a) The transfer of goods or services not produced or devcloped for sale must be 
priced at (uUy·loaded cost. 

(b) 'rhe Utilities must establish security measures to protect the confidcntiality of 
customer infomlation transferred between them to prc\'cnt inappropriate access by non
utility affiliates. 
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(c) The Utilities must maintain current records created in the nomla) course of 
business of (i) all goods and selVices provided by one utility (0 the other including the 
costs incurred to provide the goods and services and the consideration paid. and (ii) all 
assets transferred between them incl~djng the date of transfer. price paid, how the price 
was calculated, and date of payment. 

(d) The utilities must eStablish security measures to ensurc,that SDO&E employees 
engaged in the Clectridty market funClion catmot obtain access to confidenlial gas 
infOffilatlon of SOCalGas. 

13. ~ . If SOCa)Gas offers a transportation discount to an affiliated shipper, SoCalGas 
m!Jst make a conlparable discount available to 'aH similarly situated non-affiliated 

. shippers. 

'14. In addition to compliance with ConditiOns 1-13, inclusive. all gas and power 
marketing a:tfiliates of Utilities shall comply with the follOWing! 

(a) General Conditions 

• Utilities may not endorse or reconlmend a gas or power marketing affiliate to 
SoCalGas or SDG&E customers with rcsptct to gas or power marketing. 

• Utilities may not inform either gas or electric customers of the existence or business of 
a gas or power marketing affiliate unless the customer is provided a list of others who 
offer the same service. 

• Any non-tariffed goods and services provided (0 a gas or pOwer marketing affiliate by 
Utilities must be provided to others on the same teons and conditions. 

• A gas or power marketing affiliate cannot share photocopying. word processing or fax 
equipment with Utilities. 

• A gas or power marketing affiliate may hire employees of Utilities, but any such 
employees may not remove proprietary utility property or information that could give 
the gas or power marketing company a marketing advantage. 

• Energy marketing affiliates must maintain separate facilities from those of the Ulititics 
and have those facilities available for inspection by the CPUC. 
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• The Utilities shaH not share employees with gas and power marketing affiliates; 
employees of the gas and power marketing affiliates will function independently froni 
employees of the utilities. 

• The gas and power marketing affiliates must Inaintain separate books and rec()rds 
from the Utilities. 

• The Utilities must prohibit boohlng to their accounts the costs or revenues of their gas 
and power marketing affiliates. 

• The Utilities shall not seck to pass on (0 their customers the costs of any brokerage fee 
or commission paid to a power marketing affiliate. 

• No pOw~r nlarkeling affiliate will make sales of power to affiliated Utilities or 
purchase energy or electric transmission capacity from the Utilities without either 
prior regulatory approva1 Or pursuant to filed tariffs of the Utilities. 

• The gas and power marketing affiJiatt\s can only use the affiliated Utilities· 
transmission services according to the utility transmission tariffs. 

• Employees of Utilities shan not provide confidential gas or pOwer marketing Or 
operational infotmation to a gas or power marketing a(filiate, unless such infomlation 
is made available· contemporaneously to other gas and power marketers. Examples of 
confidential marketing infom1ation include customer gas and pOwer consumption 
data. name and address. Examples of confidential operational information include 
real-time storage injection/withdrawal information. gas purchase pJans and recent gas 
purchases. Operationa1 infonnation may be valuable only for a period of time past 
which the market becomes (uHy aware of it and. thereafter. is no longer restricted. 

• Gas and power marketing affiliate employees shall have no access to the physical 
facilities of Utilities except as provided (0 other gas and po\ver marketers. This 
applies to buildings. offices and other physical utility facilities, but does not apply to 
computer systems. phone systems or other infomlation systems. Password protection 
nlust be used to prevent employees of a gas and power marketing affiliate from 
obtaining from Utilities' confidential marketing infonnation that otherwise must be 
made available to all marketing companies. 

(b) As it pertains to gas marketing affiliates. such affiliates shall comply with the 
FERC affiliate standards of conduct for gas pipeline companies (18 CFR §16t.l) and the 
CPUC rules for utility gas marketing affiliates (0.90·09·089. pp. 14-16. modified by 
0.91-02-022). 

(e) A power marketing affiliate of the utilities must comply with FERC Order 889 
Standards of Conduct (18 CFR §§37.3 and 37.4). 
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B. MINERAL ENERGY COl\lPANY POLICvAND GUIDELiNES 'FOR 
AFFILIATE COMPANY TRANSACTIONS 

_ t. INTRODUCTIONANn-CENERAL POLICY 

(a) DEFiNITIONS 

Abiliafe! 

Ccirpotale Support 
Sifvices! -

Cost iJf Sales: 

Mineral Energy Company ~d all its subsidiaries are ·Alflliates. 
A(filiatesothet than SDO&E. SoCalGas. and their subsidiaries arc 

, t1non-utilitYAlflliales.1I SDG&E. SOCalGas ~nd their regulated -
subsidiaries -and Any other public utility companywhich may be --

-(onrted oracquircd is considered a ·'utiHtyAffiljare." _ -

- - . " ~ . , . 
Servicesperfortrted tor and benefiting one or nlore entities within the 
A(t1lialed groUp. 

The direct cost of goods sold during ali aCC()Ullling perlod~ 

DitectlyRequelud 
Services: Those services expliCitly requested and provided exclusively for the' 

benefito( the requesting party. 

Fair A-Iarkel Vallie: Th~ price at which a wining seller would sell (0 a willing buyer. 
neither under a compulsion (0 buy noc seJ1.Generally, it will be 
determined thtough reference to transactions within 'u specified 
markct. In the absence of a specified market (rom which to 
detennine Fair Market Value, Fait Market Value may be delcmlincd 
under a variely of m'cthods discussed in Section III of this pOlicy. 

FilII)' Loaded Cost: The value at which a gOOd or service is recorded in the transferee's 
accounting records. It includes all appticclbJe direct charges. indirect 
charges. and overheads. For the purposes of these poJicies and 
guidelines Fully Loaded Cost will include an additional 5% ptemiulu 
applied to Labor Charges but only when a good or service is -
transferred from a utility Affiliate to a non-utility Affiliate. 

Intangible Asset: An asset ,having no physical existence, whose value is limited by the' 
, righlS and'anti~ipated benefits thM possession conveys upon the 

owner. 
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InlclleclUal Properly: Includes copyrights, patent righlS~ trade secrets, customer 

Labor Charges: 

Afilleral Energy 
Compan)'! 

Personal Propel I)': 

Real Properl)': 

SDG&E: 

SaCa/Gas: 

Subsidiary: 

Third Parlies: 

lists, royalty interests, licenses, franchises, and proprietary. market. 
Or technological data not publicly available. 

Consist of direct payroll costs, including all employee benefits such 
as pension, post employment benefits, health insurance. etc.; but not 
general office expenses such as spate and suppJies. 

The parent company of Enova Corporation and Pacific Enterprises. 
who are, respectively. the patent companies of San Diego Gas & 
Electric Company and Southern California Gas Company. The name 
"Mineral Energy Company" is a lemporruy name and will be 
changed at an appropriate time. In this document "Mineral Energy 
Company" is also referred to as "Parent Company." 

Includes vehicles. airplanes. machinery. furniture, fixtures not 
appurtenant to land. equipment. materials and supplies. computer 
hardware and related software applications. and any other tangible 
property which is not real property. 

Includes land. buildings. improvements and fixtures which are 
appurtenant to land, and limber. It also includes Illineral rights. 
water rights. easements, and other real property rights. 

San Diego Gas & Electric Company. a regulated public utility. 

Southern California Gas Company. a regulated public utility. 

An entity controlled by another, generally through majority 
ownership. 

A party that is not an Affiliate, as defined in this policy. 

(b) STATEMENTOFPOl.lCY 

The following corporate policy has been established to guide relationships between and 
among Mineral Energy COlllpany (the "Parent Company"), the regulated utility Affiliates 
(principally. SDO&E and SoCaJGas) and the non·titility Affiliates. All such relationships 
shall be conducted in a fashion that is consistent with this general corporate policy. 

- 13 -
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It is the policy of SDG&E, SoCaldas. the Parent Company, and all Affiliates 
(collectively. the Conlpany) to ensure that the business activities of non-utility Affiliates 
are not subsidized by utility operations. Towards this end, it is the,Company's policy to 
conduct the non-utility business ventures, where praclical. economic or efficient. 
independently of the Company"s utility operations. Specifically, 

• All relationships between utility and non-utility Affiliates (including the Parent 
Company) are to be conducted so as (0 avoid cross-subsidization o( non-utility 
operations by utility operations. 

• Prompt and fait compensation or reimbursement is to be given/received for all 
assets, gOOds and services transferred or provided between the Parent Company, 
the utility Affiliates and the non-utility Affiliates. 

• Resource sharing and intercompany transactions are to be conducted to ensure 
non-utility Affiliates' operations ate not subsidized by utility operations. -Non
utility·Affiliates should utilize their O\vn enlployees and third party suppliers to the 
extent practical in lieu of directly requesting the services o( employees of utility 
Affiliates and/or the Parent Company. In accordance with the foregoing, Affiliates 
shall, where feasible, and to the extent practical, acquire, operate and maintain 
theit own (aciHtie.s and equipirtent and retain their Own administrative staffs. This 
policy docs not prohibit resouice sharing (or economies and efficiencies_ 

• In the event that a utility A(filiatets nonpublie proprietary information is made 
available to non-utility Affiliates. the utility Affiliate shall be compensated in 
accordance with the provisions of this policy and guidelines or the infomlation 
shall be made. available to similarly situated third parties.) However, if the 
rionpubJic proprietary information is valu~ble customer infonnation, that 
infomlation shall automatically be made available (0 the public subject to the temlS 

and conditions it was made available to the non-utility Affiliate. 

• There shall be no preferential treatment by a utility A (filiate in fa\'or of a non
utility Affiliate in business activities that the utility Affiliate also conducts wilh 
unrelated third parties, and such business activities shan be conducted at arm's 
length and in accordance with any applicable regulatory requirements. An ann's 
kngth basis of conducting business is one where a party seeks to satisfy its 
scpanHc best interests in dealing with another party. 

) With res«<1 to utility affiliates under FERC jurisdiction, informatiOn must t:e made 3,'ailableto similarly situated 
third parties regardless or com~ns3tion to the e).unt rtlluired by FERC or<kr. In all castS, rtgulatory rules tale 
prC(~'Ik~e owr this corpor3te policy. Should regul3tOf}' requirements of the different jurisdictions be in connict 
with tacb other, the offICers of the Parenl Company ",ill be responsible (or soh-jng the connie', 
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(c) OVERALL ACCOUNTABILITY 

The Vice President and ControJler of Parent Company is responsible for issuing. 
updating. and monitoring compliance with this policy. 

(d) SCOPE 

This policy applies to the Parent Company. SDG&E, SoCalGas, and all A(filiatcs. 

(e) PURPOSE 

The purpose of these policies and guidelines isto set forth business practices to be 
observed in the transactions between and among utility Affiliates, non-utility Alfiliates, 
and the Parcnt Company, after the consummation of the merger between En()va 
Corporation and Pacific Enterprises. All transactions between and among these parties 
are to follow the POlicies and guidelines slated herein. 

These policies and guidelines have been developed to ensure that prompt and fair 
compensation or reimbursement is given/receivcd for all assets. gOOds and services 
transferred between the Parent Company, utility and non·utility Affiliates and that 
infoffilation reported to the Parent Company meets the various reporting requirements to 
which SDG&E, SoCatGas. and the Parent Company are subject. The flow of infonnation 
and the transfer of assets. goods and services between and an)ong these parties are to be 
conducted in accordance with the policies and guidelines contained herein. 

Such policies and guidelines will be modified as experience dictates in order to ensure 
that aU Affiliate transaclions arc duly recorded. the policies comply with regulatory' 
rcquirerllcnts and there is prOn\pl and fair reimbursement of costs associated with 
transactiOns between Affiliates on an ongoing basis. 

(0 IMPLEMENTATION 

The Parent Company and each of its Affiliates will be responsible for the implementation 
of these policies and guidelines within their respective organizations. Procedures will be 
developed by each Affiliate to ensure that Affiliated employees arc cognizant of. and can 
properly implement, the following policies and guidelines. All Affiliated transactions 
will be adequately documented. Internal control measures will be reviewed. tested and 
monitored (0 ensure that policies and guidelines are observed and that potential or actual 
deviations arc detected and corrected. 
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In the c\'cnt a situation has not beenaddtessed by the policies and guidelines contained 
herein arises. the situation shall be btought to the attention of the applicable officers of 
the utility Affiliate involved. or. if no utility Affiliate is involved to the officers of the 
Parent Company. (or review and/or approval 

(g) CO~l~tUNICATIONS 

In the event that proprietary information of an utility A(filiate is made available to any 
other Affiliate (or non-utility commercial purposes, including the Parent Company, the 
utility Affiliate shall be compensated (or such information in accotdance with the 
provisi,ons of these policies and guidelines of the information shall also be made available 
to similarly situated third parties:' ~ .. 
However, if the noripubJic pc6prietary infonnation is valuable customer information. that 
information shall automatically be made available to the public Subject to thelcnns and 
conditions it was made available to the non-utility Affiliate. .. 

These policies and guidelines are not intended t6 restrict or inhibit transfer price 
commuJ'lications bylhe Parent Company Or an Affiliate necessary to conduct their . 
business, or information that is gen;erally in the public domaIn. Specifically. it does not 
restrict: 

• communic~ti()nsconcemjng intercompany billings. paynlents, audits,tteasury, 
financial and lax reporting, corporate support activities, cn1ployee benefits. risk 
management, human resources and the like; 

• communications about general corporate policies and practices: 

• communications of public information or of infornlation also available to similarly 
situated third parties: or 

• incidental communications that do not involve the transfer of ptoprietary 
infomlation or other Inte1leclual Property, as defined in this policy. 

2. ORGANIZATIONAL GUIDELINES 

(a) PARENT COMPANY 

4 Sec fOOln()(e 4 abo'ie (or discussion of FERC rtquirernenls rdated (0 transfc:rs of information, 
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The Parent Company will be organized in a manner which results in effective and 
efficient management of SDG&E. SoCalGas. and other utility A(filiates. The costs of the 
Parent Company arc to be allocated among the Affiliates in accordance \vith this policy. 
In the near teml. the utilization of eXisling SDG&E. SoCalGas. Enova Corporation. or 
Pacific Enterprises departments to provide the level of corporate services required by the 
Parent Company will result in e(ficiencies. 

Corporate functions such as shareholder services. corporate accounting and consolidation, 
corporate communications and b'Jsiness planning and budgeting will be performed by One 
or mote utility Or non.u,tility Affiliates. The Fully Loaded Cost of these services will be 
billed to the Patent Company and other Affiliates. as appropriate. The cost of these 
services will be allocated as follows: 

• The first step consists of directly assigning to the Patent Company all costs (or 
services which have been specificallytequested by or perioITIled on behalf of the 
Parent Conlpany. For example. direct labor costs of employees in the SOG&E 
Law Department who provide legal tesearch requested by the Parent Company. 
will be charged based on directly assigned labot charges. illc1uding employce 
benefits and other overheads. 

• The second stcp involves allocating costs of (unctions which benefit the Parent 
Company and other Affiliates but cannot be directly assigned to individual enlities. 
Corporate functions such as shareholder services and investor relations are 
examples. These costs will be indirectly assigned based on causal or beneficiary 
relationships. For exan~plc. the cost of shareholder services may be allocated 
based on equity investment and advances to Affiliates. 

Allocation of Parent Company Costs 

It is the intention that all Parent Company costs shall be allocated among the A(filiates, 
including utility Affiliates. Accordingly. all Parent Company costs. regardle.ss of whether 
incurred directly by the Parent Company or incurred by an Affiliate and charged to the 
Parent Company. shall be allocated amOng aU the Affiliates in the manner described 
below. 

I. All costs that can be directly or indirectly assigned to Affiliates shall be so directly 
charged Or allocated. 

2. Common costs not assignable directly or indireclly shall be allocated based on a 
formula representing the activity of the A(fiIiate as it relates to the total activity of 
the Affiliated group (four factor fomluJa). The fonnula will be based on the 
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Affiliate's propottionate share of (l)total assets, (2) operaHngrevenues. (3) 
operating and maintenance expenses (excluding the direct Cost of Sales. purchased 
gas, cost of electric generation for utility operations and income taxes). and (4) 
number of employc~s. Each factor shaH be equally weighted. The factors 
included in the fonUl~ta will be periodically reviewed and mOdified to the extent 
requited. 

The allocation of Parent company costs shall not change the nature of the costs inturred. 
Therefore. costs which are not recoverable in rates of the utility A(fiIiate, such as 
charitable contributi9ns and governmental relations activities, must be apptopnatety 
recorded "beloW the line" by the utility Affiliates. It shall be the respOIisibility of the 

. Paient Company (and the utility Affiliates, if acting on behal( cif the Patent Company) to 
properly Identify such charges in intercompanybillings and maintain appropriate records 
suppOrting the amount and nature of the charges. 

• < - - ~ -

Organizational expenses related to tfie fonnation of the Patent Company will nOt be 
recorded in the operations expense accounts of the .utility Affiliates ihcJuded in the 

. determination of their rates, to the-extent theyate incurred by or allocated to the utility 
Affiliates. 

(b) UTILITY AFFILIATES 

SDO&B and SoCalGas will be organized in a manner that allows them to provide the 
highest quality utility service that (ocuses on safety arid reliability, and is responsive to 
customers' needs. Each utility A(filiate will, to the extent it makes business sense, share 
resources with the other utility Affiliate. 

The corporate officers and directors of the utility Affiliates will devote sufficient time and 
effort to utility matters such that utility services are not compromised. To.the extent that 
officers ~nd directors spend time On A(filiate matters, such lime will be billed to the 
Affiliates in accordance with the guidelines in Section III. 

(e) NON·UTILITY A}<'FILIATES 

As a general policy. resource sharing. and intercon\pany transactions will be conducted to 
ens'llre non-utility Affiliates' operations are not subsidized by utility operations. The 
following corporate organizational objectives have been established to prevent any cross
subsidization: 

• Non·utility 'Afft1i~tes shall utilize their own employees and third-party suppJiers, (0 

the extent practical. 
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• Non-utility Affiliates shaH acquire, operate and maintain their Own facilities and 
equipment. where practical. 

• Non-Utility Affiliates shall retain their own administrative staffs, to the eXtent 
practical. 

3. TRANSFER OF ASSEtS, GOODS AND SERVICES 

(0) GENERAL 

The purpose of the corporate ttansfer-pJicing policies and guidelines in this section is to 
assign a monetary value to all assets, gOOds or services transferred ~tween the Parent 
Company. SDG&E, SoCalGas. and the other utility 3!ld non-utility Affiliates. 'rhe 
transfer pricing methodology will ensure that transactions between the Affiliates do not 
ad\letsely affect the Parent Company, SDG&B, SoCalGas. the other utility Affiliates, or 
their respective customers. 

The objective in accounting for transfers within the Affiliated group involves the 
appropriate: (I) identification. (2) valuation. and (3) recording of transactions between 
entities. There are three general types of transfers that will occur: 

• Transfers of assets ot rights to use assets; 
• Trans(ers of goods or services produced. purchased or developed for sale; and 
• Transfers of goods or services not produced. purchased or developed for sate. 

Transfers of assets or rights (0 use assets and transfers of gOods and services produced. 
purchased or developed for sale will be priced based on the foHowing: 

• Tariffnist price h between utility Affiliates 
• Fair Markel Value •• between utility Affiliates and the Parent Company, or 

between non·utility Affiliates and Other utiHty Affiliates 

Transfers of goods or services nol produced. purchased or developed for sate will be 
priced as follows: 

• Higher of Fair Market Value or Fully Loaded Cost u from utility Affiliates to the 
Parent Company or non-utility A(filiatcs 

• Lower of Fair Market Value or Fully Loaded Cost u from the Parent Company or 
a non-utility Affiliate to utility Affiliates 
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• Fully Loaded Cost .- hetweenutillty Affiliate"s,"such as SDG&B and SOCalGas 

These proccdures provide the accounting safeguards to prevcnt cross-subsidization ot 
non-utility goods and services. The transfer price for all gOOds and services with annual 
billings less than $250,000 may be at Fully Loaded Cost Of net book value whichever is 
applicable. at the option of the transferor. FuJly Loaded Cost will include a 5% premium 
applied to Labor Charges when tabor is provided by a utility Affiliate to a non-utility 
Affiliate. Each of the transfers is discussed in more detail below. 

" As specific goOds And serviCesaie identifte4.an arrangement should be formalitedin 
writing ~overing the specifi~ gOOds or" services t6 be p~ovided. Accounting and billing of 
the related cosg should be included in the arrangemeriUlnd developed (6reach proouct or 
s~fvice using tIle guidelines in this section. These arrangements "are discussed in more 
detail below insubseclion E. 

(b) TRANSFERS OF ASSETS OR RIGHTS T() USE ASSETS 

0> lde"hHfltati6n: l~ransfers of assets include"lrans(crsot tangible rcal~r personal 
property and Intellectual Property used in a trade or busirtess. Tran~;(etS of as~ets also 
inClude rights to use assets through leases or other arrangements in excess of one year. 

Real pro~rty 
IncJudes. but is not limited to: " 

• land 
• Buildings 
• Improvements 
• Timber 
• Mineral rights 
• Easements 
• Other real property rights 

Personal property 
Includes, but is not limited to: 

• AiHOnlobilcs 
• Airplanes 
• Powet-operated equipment 
• computer hardware 
• Conlputer software or application software 
• Furniture 
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• Materials and supplies 

Intellectual Propert)' 
Includes, but is not limited to: 

• Copyrights 
• Patent rights 
• Trade secrets 
• Customer lists 
• Royalty interests 
• Licenses 
• Franchises 

ATTACHMENT B 

However. it docs not include Intellectual Property to which the A(filiate does not have 
rights. These rights must be in the Affiliate's possession Or specifically granted to it 

(Ii) Valu~tI()n: Transfers of assets or rights to use assets will be valued at Fair Market 
Value. which will be detennined tht<?ugh methods appropriate for the asset . Fair Market 
Value shall be used for all transfcrsof assets in eXcess of $250.000 in net book value and 
(or transfers of goods and services when annual billings arc in excess of $250,000. In 
order to ease administrative burdens for transfers, if the net book value of a transferred 
asset is equal to or less than $250,000. the transfer may be priced at net book value at the 
transferor's option. Examples of methods that may be used to detcmline Fair Market 
Value include: 

• Appraisals from qualified, independent appraisers 
• A veraging bid and ask prices as published in newspapers or trade journals 
• Reference to a specified market 

The detemlination of Fair Market Value must be adequately documented (0 ensure that a 
proper audit Irail cxists. 

For transfers of product rights. patents. copyrights and other Intellectual Property. 
valuation shall be at Fair Market Value which may be a single cost price, a royalty on 
future revenues or a combination of both. Such royalty payments. if any. shall be 
de\'cloped on a casc-by·case basis. 

(HI) Recording: Transfers of assets Or rights (0 use assets will be recorded lhwugh a 
direct charge based on valuation of the transferred asset as described above. 
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(e) TRANS.'ERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES PRODUCED, PURCHASED 
OR DEVELOPED FOR SALE 

0) Identification: Trans(ers of goods Of services produced. purchased ot dtveloped 
for sale include those goods or services intended for sale in the normal course of the 
Affiliatets business. In order to be considered prOduced. purchased or developed (or sale. 
the goods and services must be available to third-parties in addition (0 other Affiliates. 

Goods or services produced. purchased or developed for sale could include among others: 

• Gas transmission and distribution services 
• Electric generation. transmission and distribution services 
• Gas Marketing 
• Officespacc rental 
• Engineering and development services 
• ,Facility operations and maintenance services 
• Other related energy serviceS 

Go<>ds Of services produced. purchased or developed (ot sale would ~suany be the 
prOduct oftesoutces which ate planned and dedicMed to proViding those goods or 
services. 

(II) Valuation: Transfers of goods and services produced. purchased Or developed fot 
sale will be valued at tariff Or list price or Fair Market Value. depending upon the nature 
of the A(filiate. 

• Transfers from utility Affiliates (or regulated services wiJI be based on rates 
authorized by a tegulatory agency_ 

• Transfers from non-utility Affiliates will be based on Fair Mirket Value 
determined by an appropriate method such as: 

a. Reference (0 current prices in comparable transactions for shnilar goods Or 

services between non 4 Affiliated parties 
b. Published price.s 
c. Reference to a specified market 

(UI) aecordJng: Trans(ers of goods Or services produced. purchased or developed for 
sate will be recorded through a direct charge to the recipient based upon the valuatiOn 
described above. 
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(d) TRANSFERS OF GOODS OR SERVICES NOT PRODUCED, 
PURCHASED OR DEVELOPED FOR SALE 

(J) Identificatlon: Transfers of goods or services not produced, purchased or 
developed (or sale includes those goods or services that are provided only incidentally to 
the prilUary business ofthe Affiliate. Services that are provided to other Affiliates by an 
Affiliale within the Aft11iate group for economic or other purposes would also be 
considered a service not ptoduced. purchased or developed for sale. These goods or 
services will not be provided (0 independent third parties. Examples include: 

• Data processing 
• Audit services 
• Incidental use of \'ehicles or office space 
• Small (ools and equipment 

Corporate functions such as shareholder services, finance. legal, corporate accounting and 
consolidation. internal auditing and corporate planning and budgeting will be perfortned 
(or the Parent Company initially by employees of A(fiIiates (see Section A). In addition, 
the A(filiates may contract with other Affiliates for the services of support personnel in 
those instances where it is not practical for the Affiliate (0 have its own adrninistrative 
staff. Use of utility Affiliate employees or services by non-utility Affiliates will requite 
the appropriate approval. These transactions are covered by the transfcr·pricing 
guidelines contained within this section. 

(It) Valuation: Transfers of services not produced. purchased or developed for sate 
will be priced as foHows: 

• Higher of FuUy Loaded Cost or Fair Market Value for transfers from utility 
Affiliates to non-utility Affiliates 

• Lower of Fully Loaded Cost or Fair Market Varue for transfers ftom non-utility 
Affiliates to utility Affiliates 

• Fully Loaded Cost for transfers between utility Affiliates 

Fully Loaded Cost for goods and services transferred from a utility Affiliate (0 a non
utility Affiliate witl include a 5% surcharge On Labor Charges. as defined. 

(ill) Recording: Transfers and Affiliate allocations will be pertomlcd and calculated 
by the Affiliate providing the service. In order to ease the administrative burdens. if 
annual billings for a good or service arc equal to $250.000 or less, the transfer price nlay 
be the fully allocated cost including the 5% premium On Labor Charges at the 0Plion of 
the transferor. The Affiliate receiving the service will have the right to audit the 
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allocation. Adjusrments to allocations will be made in accordance with the policy 
discussed in Section VI. 

Costs will be assigned to the Affiliates depending on the nature of the transactions using a 
three-step process: 1) specifically idenrifiabtecosts will be charged directly to the entity 
requesling and benefiting from 'the services~ 2) indirect costs which have a causal or 
beneficiary relationship will be proportionately allocated by that causal Or benefit factor 
10 the Afflliate~ and"3) remaining indirect costs 'will bC allOCated by a multi-fa~tor (ommla 
(four factor) representing the proportionate" activity of each Affiliate as compared to the 
entire Affiliate group. The detail of this three-step process follows: 

(1) Step #1: Costs will be directly assigl'ledlo the entityrequesling and benefiting 
from the gOOds or services provided. Examples of direct charges include: 

• Directly assigned Labor Charges, including applicable loadings for payroll additiveS 
of employees in utility Affiliate departments which provide requested serVices. This 
CQuld include personnel in departments such as: 
=> Financial Planning and Analysis 
=> Law 
=> Tax 

Directly assigned Labor Charges will be based On the standard departmental rates of 
assigned employees including employee benefits and the actual number of hours devoted 
to providing services. Labor loadings include such items as paid time-off, payroll taxes, 
and pensions and benefits. A 5% premium shall be added to the direct Labor Charges of 
utility Affiliate en'lptoyees providing services to a non-utility Affiliate. This pren\ium is 
to serve as an additional safeguard against cross-subsidization. 

• Purchases of gOOds and services including: 
=> Materials. including applicable purchase and warehousing expense 
=:} Office sUPl1Jies 
=:} Auditors' fees 
==> Legal fees for outside counsel 

• Required Payments such as: 
=> Income Taxes (see Section VI) 
~ Property Taxes 

• Office. Vehicle and Equipment Costs, which will be based on standard cost or specific 
usage of: 
::=) Transportation vehicles 
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=} Construction equipment 
=) Office equipment 
:c::.) Computer equipment 
=} Facilities 

(2) St~p #2: Costs for corporate functions per(om)t~d by the Parent Company or an 
Affiliate not directly assigned will be allocated on the basis of causal or beneficiary 
relationships. These COsts telate to shared (unctions for which it would be impractical or 
unreliable to record actual costs incurred. 

the foJlo\vjng departments and {unctions 111ay provide indirect benefits or services to 
Affiliates and costs would be allocated using this step~ 

• Shareholder Services 
• Corporate Accounting 
• Budget 
• Corporate Communications 
• Investor Relatlons 
• Risk Management (insurance costs other than certain pretlliunls) 
• Computer Infonllation Services 
• Telecomnlunications 

Costs which are functionally related will be accumu1ated into cost pools and allocated rin 
the basis o( causal or beneficiary relationships. Examples of indirect costs and factors 
that may be used to allocate those costs include: 

• Equity investments and advances to the Parent Company or Affiliates to allocate the 
cost of providing services, such as: 
::::} Investor relations 
=} Long·(crm financing 

• Number of employee.s to allocate (he cost of providing services such as: 
=} Payroll services 
==> Compensation and Benefits 
=} Pension investment management 

• $quare feet to allocate the cost of providing services such as: 
==> Office space 
::::} Yard space 
=} \Varehousing 
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Any of these charges that can be directly assigned shall be directly assigned. Also. to the 
extent that casual or beneficiary relationships cannot be identified. the indirect costs shaH 
be allocated using step 1#3 below. 

(3) Step #3: Those indirect costs that cannot be allocated using steps #1 and #2 above 
will be apportioned based on a fomlula which teflects the proportionate level of activity 
of each Affiliate as compared to the A(filiated group in total. 

The allocation fOmlUla wil) be based upon the Patent Company's Or each Affiliate's 
proportionate share of the (ollowing factors: 

• Total assets 
• Operating revenues 
• Operating and maintenance expense (excluding direct Cost of Sales. purchased gas. 

cost of electric generation for utility operations and income taxes) 
• Number of employees (including equivalent personnel of Affiliates providing direct 

servkes) 

There wilt be an equal weighting of each factor. thereby recognizing each Affiliate's 
portion of the Affiliated group's activity as measured by total financial resources. 
reveimcs. cost of openHions and the employee work force. 

(e) STANDARD PRACTICES 

Policies and procedures wil) be devcloped by each Affiliate to cnsure that Affiliate 
transactions are transfer priced in accordance with this pOlicy, to the extent practical. In 
certain circumstances. specific contracts or agreements witl document specific 
transactions between Affiliates. Contracts and Standard Practices arc not tcquired for 
non· recurring or infrequent transactions. 

Eaeh Standard Practice. contract. and agreement shall adhere to the policies contained 
herein and include the foJlowing infomlation. 

(I) Purpose: The slated purpose and scope. 

(n) Policy: A sumnlary of the guiding principles regarding the accounting, budgeting 
and billing treatment of the particular assets. goods or services. 
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(ill) Responsibilities/Procedures: A description of and detail procedures for 
accounting, budgeting and billing of the particular assets. goods or services. This may 
include. but is not timiled to: 

• Type of producl(s) or servicc(s) 
• Terms and conditions 
• Accounting informatiOn (account numbers. cost center. \vork orders, etc.) 
• Required JC\'c} of approval 
• Timing for processing the accounting, budgeting or billing of transactions 

(tv) Appendices and Exhibits: 

• Copy of applicable service agreements 
• List of billing rates 
• List of cost centers and work order numbers 

4. EMPLOYEE TRANSFERS 

(a) GENERAL 

Transfers Or rotations of employees from a utility Affiliate to another Affiliate shall not 
adversely affect the utility Affiliate's ability to render safe and reliable service that meets 
the customers· needs. Utility Affiliate employees may provide corporate Or other support 
services on behalf of the Parent Company or other Affiliates. Such services will be billed 
to Affiliates b:lscd on such employees' labor costs plus allocated indirect and overhead 
costs and an additional 5% premium applied t6 Labor Charges (if (or a non-utility 
Affiliate). as described in Section Ill. 

(b) EMPLOYEE TRANSFER GUID}(;LINES 

The following guidelines will be utilized (or employee transfers: 

(i) The transfer from a utility Affiliate to a non-utility Affiliate will not be to the 
detriment of the utility Affiliate's ability to render safe and reliable service that 
meets customers' needs. 

(ii) In instances where it may be desirable to transfer an employee of tl utility Affiliate 
(0 the Patent Company Or an Affiliate, officer approval of both companies 
involved in the transfer will be rcquircd before the transfer can occur. 
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(c) REPORTING OF EMPLOYEE TRANSFERS 

SOO&E and SoCalGas will provide to the California Public Utilities Comnlission 
(CPUC) an annual report identifying all employees transferred to the Parent Company or 
any non-utility Affiliate. 

It shall be the policy of other utility Affiliates to report such infomlation6n employee 
Irans(ers as requited by their respective jurisdictional body (such as FERC or another 
state utility commission). 

s. INTERCOl\IPANY BILLINGS AND PAYMENts 

(a) GENERAL 

Billings fOr intercompany transactions shall be issued on a timely basis. generally 
n\onthly {or goods or services and at the time of transfer for assets. Sufficient derail will 
be provlded to ensure an adequate audit trail and enab1e prompt reimbursement (r601 the 
recipient of the assets. goods or services. 

(b) INTERCO~fPANY BILLINGS 

Intercompany billings issued for transfets of assets. goods Or services will be 
accompanied by Or reference appropriate supporting documents. Transfer-pricing 
computations will be based upOn methods set forth in these policies and guidelines and 
the app1icabJe Standard Practices. Such computations must be documented in order to 
facilitate verification of methods used. to compute the cost or Fair Market Value of 
transferred assets. goods or services. Co~ts incurred on behalf of the Parent Company or 
Affiliates shall be accumulated, priced and bi1led in accordance with policies set forth in 
Sections II and III by the end of the following month to enable timely payment. 

(c) INTERCOMPANY PA YAff.:NTS 

Payments for assets. goods or services received from an Affiliate shaH be made within 
thirty (30) days after receipt of an invoice which compJies with these guidelines. If 
reimbursements are not received by the payment due date, late charges may be assessed 
by the billing con~pany. Intercompany billings and payments shall be adequately 
documented so that an audit trail exists to facilitate verification of the accuracy and 
completeness of alJ billings and reimbursements. See Section VI (or billing and payment 
procedures applicable to federal and state income taxes. 
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(d) RECORDING 

Upon receipt of an adequately invoiced intercompany billing, it shaH immediately be 
recorded. Disputes shall not preclude recording of the billing. If disputes cannot be 
resolved by the Affiliates. then the matter shall be brought to the attention of the 
applicable officers of the utility Affiliate involved, if none arc involved. then (0 the 
officers of (he Parent Company (or resolution. 

6. INC01\IE TAX ALLOCATION/OTHER TAXES 

(a) INC01\1E TAXES 

The Parent Company is responsible for filing the Company's consolidated U.S. federal 
income laX return and all combined state income lax returns. These returns include the 
taxable income/Joss of SDG&E. SoCalGas, artd their A(filiates t6 the extent permitted by 
law and/or regulation. The tax liability or benefit resulting from inclusion of the 
Affiliates' taxable income/loss artd tax credits in the consolidated income tax· return is 
allocated to the Affiliates. Patent may elect not to pay non-utility Affiliates for tax losses. 
which said nori-utility Affiliates could not utilize on a stand-alone basis. 

(b) INCOhfE TAX ALLOCATION rtlETHODOLOGY 

The separate return method or other acceptable method will be used to allocate income 
tax expense to the Affiliates. The separate return method allocates tax liabilities and 
benefits to the Affiliates that generated them. This method is in agreernent with (he 
CPUC's established policy (or income tax allocation, as discussed in Decision 84-05-036, 
resulting from Order Instituting Investigation No. 24. 

(e) BILLING AND PAYMENT PROCEDURES 

Billing for federal and state income taxes will include all supporting calculations to 
facilitate timely payn\ents. The liming of payments made by the Affiliates for their fax 
"liabilities (or payments received by Affiliates (or their tax benefits) will coincide with the 
filing dates of the Parent Company unless atllounls are not significant, in which case an 
annual billing wi)( be made. The Parent Company reserves the right to adjust amounts 
due from or to Affiliates from prior years, based upon audits and or anlendments to 
previously filed returns. 
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(d) PROPERTY ANlf OtH'ER TAXES 
~ ~ 

Property taxes arc separately assessed on and paidby each Atfi'Jiatcto the extent such tax 
applies. Safes and use, excise taxes and other misceJJaneoustaxes rue separately imposed 
onand paid by each Affiliate (0 the extent suchlaxes apply. 

7. FINANCIAII REPORTING 

(a) GENERAL 

AU Affiliattsaie expectedt6 provide ntonthl)' financial statements ~ndlor other financial 
infomlatiori'necessiuy to c()-mplte the' Parent Company's consOlidated fimincial ~tatemel\ts 

. al)d totomply with other intemalot external repoitjng'requfn~rifents~' All Affiliates ate' 
exPected to provide~su(ficient lrifonnation necessary to prepare the c6nsolidated income 
tax returns. 

(b). FINANCIAL REPORTING REQUIlh~MENTS 
. . 

The~financial iriformation to be reported by the Affiliates includes. but is nol necessarily 
limited t~.lhe following: . 

• Balance sheet 
• (ncorTie statement 
• Cash flow statement 
• Infoffilation necessary to develop appropriate disclosures 

(c) REPORTING OF INTERCOr.fPANY TRANSACTIONS 

The following transadions bety/een utility Affiliates and non-utility A(filiates must be 
reported in sufficient detail to include the nature and terms thereof: 

• Transfers of assets, gOOds or services 
• Borrowings and loans 
• Receivables and payabJes 
• Revenues and expenses 
• Irlle res t 
• Identification of utility employees who provide services to Affiliates 
• PCm)anent transfers and rotational assignments of employees among utility 

Affiliates and non-ulility Affiliates 
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(d) SPECIFICATIONS 

The financial reporting and intercompany transaction infomlation forwarded by the 
Affiliates must meet the following specifications: 

(I) Conslst~nt Formatt The tomat of the financial infomlati<m submitted by each 
Affiliate will be determined by the Parent Company's repOrting·requirements. 

(Il) Time Constraints: Affiliate companies financial information must be submitted 
. within the time constraints set by the Patent Company. Conformance with the established 
time frame is required in order to toeet the deadlines for preparing consolidated financial 
statements and the other reporting requirements. 

(lit) Conformance \lith GAAP: The managerrtent of each Affiliate (with the 
necessary assistance ((om the Parent Company) is responsible for accumulating and 
preparing financial information in accordance with generally a~cepted accounting 
principles (GAAP) applied on a consistent basis. Year-end financial stalements arc to be 
accompanied by notes summarizing significant acco~nting policies and other disclosures 
required by OAAP to make the financial statefilents complete. Quarterly financial 
statements are to be accompanied by notes appropnate for interim statements. 

(Iv) Regulatory Agencies: Accounting practices mandated by regulatory agencies are 
to be observed when an Affiliate is within the agency's jurisdiction. In addition. 
Affiliates are to comply with the repOrting requirements placed on the Parent Company by 
regulatory agencies. including the Internal Revenue Services (IRS). Infoonation 
regarding intercompany transactions must be presented in a fonn and manner which will 
assist in the regulatory review of thOse transactions. 

8. INTERNAL CONTROLS AND AUDITING 

(a) GENERAL 

Internal accounting controls will be reviewed. tested and monitored b}' SDG&E. 
SoCalGas, the Parent Company and other Affiliates to plOvide reasonable assurance that: 

(i) Intercompany transactions arc executed in accordance with management's 
authorization and properly recorded. 

(ii) Assets are safeguarded. 
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(iii) Accounting records may be retied upon (or the preparation of financial statements 
and other financial infonnation. 

(b) INTERNAL CONTROL REQUIRE~1ENTS 

(I) Document Proc~dures: AJI accounting policies, guidelines and procedures (or 
transactions between SDG&E. SoOiJGas, the Parent Company and Affiliates wilt be fully 
documented. TheAffiliates will deve}opthenecessary procedures and controls to ensure 
adherence to these policies and guidelines. Measures must be taken to ensure procedures 
are made available (0 and arc observed by an employees. these procedures wiJl be 
refined as necessary to ensure the accurate and complete recording o{all transactiC:'>ns. 

(U) Rec()rd r.lalntenance: Each Affiliate will maintain record-s to substantiate its 
bOOks a-nd financial statcnlcnts. All intercompany transactions will be documented by 
records ot sufficient det~iI to facilitate verification of relevant facts. Transfer prices are 
to adhere to policies and guideHnes and be approved as appropriMe. In most cases. 
guidelines and procedures will be developed to document the recordkeeping t~qulrements 
(or the provision of specific assets, gOOds and services,_ Theflnandal records shall be 
monitored to assure compliance with these transfer· pricing policies. 

In addition to accounting records, each Affiliate will maintain other pertinent records 
. such as minute books. stock books. and selecled correspondence. The A(filiatefs records 
will be retained (ot the period of time required by corporate and regulatory (IRS, CPUC. 
FERC, etc.) record· retention pOlicies. 

(IU) BUdgeting: Affiliates will be responsible for a1iocating resources and controJling 
costs. Budgets will be prepared. as required. for capital expenditures, operating 
expenditures and personnel staffing. These budgets will be supported by subordinate 
budgets in sufficient detail to be used as a guide during the budget period. 

Managers will monitor budget perfonnance and take action. if necessary. to control costs. 
Budgets will be used as a tool to detect and provide early waming of variances from 
planned expenditutes. Explanations for substantial variances will be provided as sOOn as 
they are detected. 

(h') Audits: The Board of Directors of the Parent Conlpany (the Board) wi II relain 
independent auditors to conduct an annual financial audit of the Company. The nature 
and scope of this audit will be delemlined by the auditors in conjunction with the Board. 
The Pare<nt Co",pany will also <engage auditors to perfoml an audits necessary to salisfy 
regulatory requitenlcnts. In addition, the Parent Company may initiate any audit or 
investigation of Affiliate's activities it deeins necessary. The audit or invesligation may 
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be performed by independent auditors or by internal auditors of the utility Affiliates. The 
Board and the designated corporate officer shall be responsible for supervising SDG&E·s 
and SoCalGas' internal auditors. 

The cost of auditing services performed for Affiliate companies will be borne by the 
A(filiate audited, even when the Patent Company initiates the audit. 

Intercompany transactions and related transfet prices will be periodically audited to 

ensure that policies are observed and that potential or actual devjations are detected and 

corrected in a timely and cost efficient manner. The CPUC has statutory authority to 

inspect the books and records of the Parent Company and its non-utility Affiliates in 

regard to transactions with SDG&E or SOCalGas pursuant to California Public Utilities 

Code Section 314. 

C. 'rHE LIrtUTED PORTIONS OF tHE D.97·12-088 AFFILIATE RULES 
THAT \YILL APPLY TO INTERUTILITY TRANSActIONS \VITHIN 
THE NE\V MERGED ORGANIZATION, AND THE LIl\UTED 
EXEMPTION "FOR POST-rt1ERGER TRANSFERS OF UTILITY 
E~fPLOYEES TO UNREGULATED AFFILIATES 

1. Rule IIl.e shan apply to interutility transactions 

~. Rules V.G_a, b, and c shall apply to any transfer of employees between SOCalGas 

Operations or SoCatGas Gas Acquisition. and any group at SDG&E engaged in the gas Or 

electric merchant function 

3. Rules V.O.2.a, V.O.2.b, and V.O.2.c shall not be applied [0 transfers of employees 

between SOCalGas and SDG&E subsequent to the merger other than transfers subject to 

the preceding paragraph; and 

4. flor a six-month transition period after all merger regulatory approvals have been 

obtained. employee transfers between the utilities and unregulated affiliates that arc 

necessary to implement the merger shaH be exempted from Rules V.O.2.h and V.O.2.c. 
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V. SINGLE SOCALGAS TRANSPORTATION RATE FOR AI~L ELECTRIC 
GENERATORS, INCLUDING COGENERATORS, IN SOCALGAS' 
SERVICE TERRITORY 

SoCalGas shaH implement. with Commission approval, a single transportation rate 

schedule for all electric generators, including cogenerators. in SoCalGas' service 

territory. as proposed by the Cali(ornia Cogeneration Council, \Vatson Cogeneration 

Company. and SoCalGas. 

VI. FERC CODES Ole' CONDUCT 

A. . AIG TRADING CORPORATION CODE OF CONDUer 

The following conditions are adopted by AIG Trading Corporation ("AIG"), to be 
effective unless and unlil (a) the Commission denies authorization for the stock of AIG (0 

be acquired by \Vine Acquisition Inc. ("Wine"). (b) the agreement by Wine to acquire 
such stock is othcrwJSetcm1inatcd, ot (e) superseding conditions arc filed and effective: 

J. PO\VER PURCHASES 

AIO will make no purchaseso( poWer from San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
("SDG&8") without acceptance of a rate schedule (or such sale undet section 205 of the 
Federal Power Aet. 

2. NON·PO\VER GOODS AND SERVICES 

AIG will provide no non-power goods or services (~. scheduling. accounting, 
legal, or similar services; cOniputer hardware or software) to SDG&E at a price that is 
above a market price. 

3. SHARING OF ~fARKET INFORhfATION 

AIG will simultaneously publicly disclose any nonpubJic n\arket information 
concerning possible wholesale electric power transactions that AIG ptovides to SDO&H 
or Southern California Gas Company C'SoCalGas"). 

4. DISCOUNTED GAS TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE SERVICES 

'Vithin 24 hours of the time at which gcis first flows under a natural gas 
transportation or storage transaction in which AIG reccive.s a discounted rate. where AIG 
is the purchaser and SDG&E or SoCalGas is the seUer, AIG will cause to be posted 
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electronically a notice providing the name of the seller. the contract rate. the maximum 
tariff ratc. the beginning and end dates of the contract teml. the maximum quantities to be 
transported. injected, inventoried. Or withdrawn. as the caSe may be. Ihe delivery points 
under the transaction. any conditions or requirements applicable to the discount and the 
procedures by which a non-affiliated shipper can request a c6mparabJe offer. The 
information posted will remain available for 3() days from the date of initial posting. 

B. ENOVA ENERGY, INC. CODE OF CONDUCT 

I. DEFINITIONS 

(a) Affiliate: Any company with ten percent Or more or1ts outstanding securities 
owned. controlled. Or held with power to vote. directly or indirectly. by NewCo. EnoYa 
Corporation, Or any 6( their subsidiaries. as well as any company in which NewCo, Enova 
Corporation. Or any of their subsidiaries exert substantial control OVer the operation of the 
company and/or indirectly have substantial financial interests in the company exercised 
through means other than ownership. 

(b) Non-Power Goods and Services: All goods other than electric power and all 
services other than those services directly associated with the sale. transmission. and 
distribution of electric power. 

2. PROHIBITION ON INFORMATION SHARING 

(a) AU personnel of EnOVA Energy. Inc. ("EEl") shall abide by the Standards of 
Conduct for Public Ulilities established by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in 
Order No. 889, as codified at 18 C.F.R. §§ 37.1 - 31.4. 

(b) No employee of EEl shall share directly or indirectly with any employee of San 
Diego Gas & Electric Company ("SDO&B") infomlation concerning possible wholesale 
electric power transactions (~. customer infonllation), unle-5s such infomlation is 
publicly available or simultaneously made publicly available. 

3. AFFII.,IATETRANSACTIONS 

(a) EEl shall purchase Non-Power Goods and Services from SnO&E at the higher of 
(uHy loaded cost or fair market value. 

(b) EEl shall not seJl any Non-Power Goods and Services to SDG&R at a price above 
fair market value. 
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4. BROKERAGE 

EEl shan attcmpt to broker SDG&E's wholesale electric power before attcmpting to 
market its own wholesale electric power, provided that SDG&E's wholesale electric 
power is available for brokering and is no more expensive than EErs wholesale electric 
pOwer. 

5. SEPARATE BOOKS AND ACCOUNTS 

EEl shall maintain separate books and accounts from NewCo. Enova Corporation, and 
their Affiliates. 

C. SAN DIEGO GAS & ELEctRIC C()hIPANY CODE OF CONDUCT 

I. DEFINITIONS 

(a) Affiliate: Any company with ten percent or more of its outstanding securities 
owned, controlled, 01' held with power to vote, directly or indirectly, by NewCo. Enova 
Corporation, or a.ny of their subsidiaries. as weJl as any company in which NewCo, Enova 
Corporation. or any of their subsidiaries exert substantial control over the operation of the 
company and/or indirectly have substantial financial interests in the company eXercised 
through means other than ownership. 

(b) Electric Marketing Affiliate: Any Affiliate engaged in the brokerage or sale of 
electricity. 

(c) Non-Power Goods and Services: All goods other than electric power and all 
services other than those services directly associated with the sale. transmission. and 
distribution of electric power. 

2. PROHIBITION ON INFORl\IATION SHARING 

(a) All personnel of San Diego Gas & Electric Company ("SDG&EIt) shall abide by 
the Standards of Conduct for Public Utilities established by the Federal Energy 
R~gulatory Commission in Order No.889, as codified at 18 C.P.R. §§ 37.1 - 37.4. 

(b) No employee of SDG&H shall share directly or indirectly with any employee of an 
Electric l\iarketing Affiliate information concerning possible wholesale electric power 
transactions (~. customer infomlation). unless such infornlation is publicly available or 
simultaneously made publicly available. 
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3. AFFILIATf.; TRANSACTIONS 

(a) SDG&E shaJi sell Non·Power Goods and Services to an Electric Marketing 
Affiliate at the higher of fully loaded cost or fair market value. 

(b) SDG&B shaH not purchase from an Electric Marketing Affiliate any Non-Power' 
Goods and Services at a price above {air market value. 

4. BROKERAGE 

(a) SOO&E shall not pay any brokerage fee or cOn'lrllissio" to an Electric Marketing 
A(fiJiate. 

(h) SDG&E shall make available to non·affiliated brokers any non-public in(otmation 
that it provides to an Electric Marketing Affiliate concemingpossible electric wholesale 
transactions. 

(e) SOO&E shall utilize non-affiliated brokers for wholesale electric pOwer 
transactions where such opportunities present themselves. 

5. SEPARATE BOOKS AND ACCOUNTS 

SDG&E shall maintain separate books and accounts froOl NewCo. Enova 
Corporation. and their Affiliates. 

(END OIl ATTACHMENT B) 
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Commissioner P. Gregory Conlon, Concurring: 

My major concern throughout this merger proceeding has been the 
issue of market power. I have always been troubled by the potential 
combination of Southern California Gas Company, which controls the gas 
supply to over95% of the gas-fired electric generation in Southern 
California, with San Diego Gas & Electric, a major provider of electricity. 

I wanted to make sure that the combined utilities did not have an 
incentive to raise gas prices in order to effect the price of electricity in the 
Power Exchange. This is because it is the marginal gas-fired generators that 
set the price in the Power Exchange for most hours of the day. 

This concern was shared by a number of other parties in the 
proceeding, including Southern California Edison, Los Angeles Department 
of Water & Power, Southern California Utility Power Pool, Imperial 
Irrigation District, and the City of Vernon. 

Some of these parties believed the only adequate remedy to resolve 
the combined utilities' market power problem \vas for the combined utilities 
to divest themselves of their intra-state transmission and storage facilities. 
Another option would have been to tum these same facilities over to an 
independent party, creating in effect a "gas·ISO" similar to what we did for 
electricity. 

I am also concerned that much of the ana1ysis on the issue of market 
power focused solely on what would happen if San Diego Gas & Electric 
divested itself of its generation. This overlooked the effect that the 
combined utilities could have on the electric market through their control of 
retail sates, both regulated and unregulated. It also overlooked the effect of 
the· combined utilities' purchasing significant amounts of generation after 
the merger is approved. Although the consent decree entered into by Enova 
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with the Department of Justice limits the combined utility from owning 
more than 500 megawatts of electric generation in California, the consent 
decree contains numerous exemptions. These exemptions include no limit 
on out-or-state purchases, no limit on in-state purchase of co-generation 
facilities, and no-limit on the purchase of new or repowered power plants 
within CaJifomia. 

In voting to support the merger today, I support the market power 
safeguards that it contains. These include "fire-wall" and Utranspatency" 
guidelines, contained in Attachment 13, that attempt to minimize the ability 
of the combined utilities to take advantage of their control bfthe gas system 
within Southern California. 

I also support the requirement to add an independent finn to monitor 
and audit over the next year, on a daily basis ifnecessary and agreed to by 
the Commission, the combined utilities' compliance with the market power 
safeguards that they agreed to. This monitoring provides the Commission. 
and should provide a1l market participants, with an added level of 
assurance against potential market power abuses. 

Today's decision also realizes that significant structural change may 
be considered in our Gas Strategy 011 (R.98-0 1-0 11). Many of the market 
power issues that I was concerned about in the merger, will be considered in 
the Gas Strategy proceeding. This includes such issues as; 

• The divestiture of intra-state transmission arld storage; 
• The need for a Gas ISO; and, 
• \Vhether or not utilities should be in both the electric and gas distribution 

industries. 

I want to make sure that the new combined utilities are aware that all 
of these issues are still under consideration in the Gas Strategy, as well as 
other issues that may affect the combined utilities in the future. 
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5 VS.· 10 year merger savings 

FinallYt with regards to the length of the metger savings. I am 
supportive of the useofa IO-yeatperl6d to track artdallocatemerger 
savings. I beHeve that it wHi take time {or the utility to achieVe its savings, 
and that a I O~ycar period better teflectsthe time needed u;~achieve theSe . . -savmgs. 

lsI Ii. . Gregory Conlon 
p~ 'Greg6ryConI6n, Commissioner 

,. -. - .. . . 

Apnll, 1998 . _ . 
Sari Franclsco~ California 
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Commissioner P. Gregory Conlon. Concurring: 

~1y major concern throughout this merger proceeding has been the 
issue of market power. I have always been troubled by the potential 
combination of Southern CaJifonlia Gas Company, which controls the gas 
supply to over 95% of the gas-fired electric generation in Southern 
California, with San Diego Gas & Electric, a major provider of electricity. 

I wanted to make sure that the combined utilities did not have an 
incentive to raise gas prices in order to effect the price of electricity in the 
Power Exchange. This is because it is the marginal gas-fired generators that 
set the price in the Power Exchange for most hours of the day. 

This concern was shared by a number of other parties in the 
proceeding, including Southern California Edison, Los Angeles Department 
of\Vater & Power, Southern California Utility Power Pool, Imperial 
IlTigation District, and the City ofVemon. 

Some of these parties believed the only adequate remedy to resolve 
the combined utilities' market power problem was for the combined utilities 
to divest themselves of their intra-state transmission and storage facilities. 
Another option would have been to tum these same facilities over to an 
independent pal1y, creating in effect a "gas ISO" similar to what we did for 
electricity. 

I am also concemed that much of the analysis on the issue of markct 
power focused solely on what would happen if San Diego Gas & Electric 
divested itself of its generation. This overlooked the effect that the 
combined utilities could have on the electric market through their control of 
rctail sales, both regulated and unregulated. It also overlooked the cOcct of 
the combined utilities' purchasing significant amounts of generation after 
the merger is approved. Although the consent decree entered into by Euova 
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with the Department of Justice limits the combined utility from owning 
more than 500 megawatts of electric generatiOl\ in California, the consent 
decree contains numerous exemptions. These exemptions include no limit 
On out-of-state purchases, no limit on in-state purchase of co-generation 
facilities, and no·limit on the purchase of new Or repowered power plants 
within California. 

In voting to suppOrt the merger today, I support the market power 
safeguards that it contains. These include ufirc-waJlH and "transparency" 
guidelines, contained in Attachment H, that attempt to minimize the ability 
of the combined utilities to take advantage of their control of the gas system 
within Southern California. 

I also support the requirement to add an independent firnl to monitor 
and audit over the next year, on a daily basis ifnecessary and agreed to by 
the Commission, the combined utilities' compliance with the market power 
safeguards that they agreed to. This monitoring provides the Commission, 
and should provide all market participants, with an added level of 
assurance against potential market power abuses. 

Today's decision also realizes that significant structural change may 
be considered in our Gas Strategy 01 I (R.9S·0 1-0 11). Many of the market 
power issues that I was concerned about in the merger, will be considered in 
the Gas Strategy proceeding. This includes such issues as; 

• The dive.stiture of intra-Slate transmission and storage; 
• The need for a Gas ISO; and, 
• \Vhether or not utilities should be in both the electric and gas distribution 

industries. 

I want to make sure that the new combined utilities are aware that all 
of these issues are still under consideration in the Gas Strategy, as well as 
other issues that may affect the combined utilities in the future. 
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5 vs. lO year merger savings 

Finally, with regards to the length of the metgersavings. I am 
supportive of the use ofa lO-year period to track and allocate merger 
savings. I believe that it will take time for the utility to achieve its savings, 
and that a lO-year period better reflects the time needed to achieve these 
savings. 

April 1, 1998 
San Francisco, California 


